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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 30, 1976
TO: All Members of the Faculty
FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

Regular May Meeting of University Faculty

The final 1975-76 meeting of the University Faculty will
be held Wednesday, May 12, at 3:00 E·!!!· i n ~ Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
p. 1-3)

p.4-8)

• 9-11)

, 21)

p, 22-33')
,P,34-3G)

(Minutes attached. )

1.

Summarized minutes of meeting of April 13.

2.

Recommendation of Semester II, 1975-76 candidates for degrees
--the deans of the several schools and colleges.

3.

Presentation of Faculty Policy Conunittee nominations of
faculty members on 1976-77 standing conunittees--Professor
Rhodes.
(List attached.)
(Statement
Election of the conunittee of Five--Mr. Durrie.
attached.)

4.
5.

The Policy committee, at the request of a number of concerned
faculty members, has requested that the Equal Employment
Opportunity Officer, on behalf of the Equal Employment
Opportunity committee, make a brief, informative presentation
concerning the Affirmative Action Plan--Ms. Wooliver.

6.

Annual report of Athletic council (see materials in March 9
agenda) and Athletic council proposal for compliance with
Title IX, i.e., Equal Opportunity in Intercollegiate
Athletics.
(NOTE: This proposal for compliance will be
distributed by campus mail in advance of the meeting.)

7.

Report of the Ad Hoc conunittee on the Status of the
Division of computing and Information Science--Vice President

8.

Travelstead.
Request from the Anderson school of Business and Administrative Sciences to establish a Graduate School of Business
and Administrative sciences--Dean Rehder.
(Statement

9.
10.
11.

attached.)
Classification of secondary Appointments--Professor
Thorson.
(Statement attached.)
aster of Arts in Theatre
h degree Of M
P
roposal forte
--Dean Spolsky.
(Statement attached.)

Proposed changes in methods and :riteria.for the approval
of faculty for graduate instruction and in various related
policies--Professor Thorson.
(Statement attached.)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 12, 1976
(Sununarized Minutes)
The May 12, 1976, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order
at 3:07 p.m., in the Kiva, by President Davis, with a quorum present.

the. suggestion of Professor Gail Baker, her guest, Professor Leslie
Fishbein of Rice University, was admitted to the meeting.

A~

T~e summarized minutes of the meeting of April 13 were approved as sub-

mitted.
Recommendations of candidates for degrees for Semester II, 1975-76, were
~resente~ by the deans of the several schools and colleges. After changes
in the lists of several of the academic units had been noted, the Faculty
voted to recommend the candidates to the Regents for the awarding of the
resp7cti ve degrees, subject to the completion of the necessary academic
requirements •
~rof7ssor Rhodes, on behalf of the Policy Comrnittee's Subcommittee on
onun7ttees, presented the slate of nominations for the 1976-77 standing
~nunittees, as set forth in the agenda materials, and rroved its approval.
~of7ssors Sickels and Merkx objected to the composition of the Graduate
mmittee which, although it included the required three members of the
general group incorporating the social sciences, did not include any
:embkxers specifically from the social science fields. A motion by Professor
.er
to delete the Graduate committee from the list of standing committees
included in Professor Rhodes' rrotion until social science representation
:uld be included by the senate was approved by the Faculty. In response ,
F a query from Professor Morrison, Professor Rhodes explained that the
raculty Senate will be restructuring the computer Use Committee to include
R:resentatives from the North campus. The Faculty then approved Professor
v( des original motion for approval of the standing committee nominations
the exception of the Graduate committee. Upon Dean Spolsky' s objecu:io~ that it would be difficult to function without a Graduate Committee
t t:l the Faculty Senate is able to consider the matter of its reconstip~;10n, the Faculty approved a motion by.Profe~sor Thc?rson that th7
, sent Graduate committee be continued in office until a new committee
15 named by the senate •
Profe
·
·
·
th ssor Roebuck said that in the dissolution
o f t he Po 1 icy
Committee,
Po~iFaculty Advisory committee, i.e., the three at-large members of the
th cy Committee would also of necessity be dissolved. In order that
a ere might continue to be a Faculty Advisory committee, in the event of
th!:culty appeal which would call the committee into action, ~he moved
Thorsthe three present mernbers-at-large-~Pr~fessors Ca~lan, Hille:111an, and
Sena 0n--serve in an interim capacity (filling out the 7r number with
Co ~ors if necessary) until the senate and the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Iranittee can devise a new mechanism for this important function. Carried.

/th
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

September

, 1976

aculty

TO:
FROM:

SUBJECT:

Faculty

Meeting of

The first 1976-77 eeting of the un·versit Faculty will be
held Tuesday, Se t
er 21, at 3:
E.·!!!· in the Kiva. The
Committee of Five jo'ns me inuring your attendance.
(See
my memorandum to the niversit Faculty dated . August 24 in
this regard.)
The agenda will

items:
May 12 faculty meeting.

(pp. 1-4) 1.

Approval
(Minutes

2.

Memorial
warner.

3.

Merrorial M' ute for Professor E eritus William Wagner -Professor Clough.

4.
(p. 5)

5.

Franklin Dickey

Professor

of 1976 Summer Sessin candidates for
deans of the several chools and colleges.
Re lacement of Professor Prouse on Aca
nure Committee.
(Statement
"The State of the University"

Freedom and

The following persons were elected t o the new Conuni ttee of Five : Profe ssors Mary Harris, Jane Slaughter, Alan Reed, S idney Rosenblum and
Dean Robert Weaver.
Ms . June Wooliver, Equal Employment Opport uni t y Officer , made an info rmative presentation concerning t he Af fi rmation Action Plan at the
University and said that her office woul d we l come any input or suggestions from faculty members.
Professor Parker, chairman of the At hle ti c Council , referred to the
Council's annual report, presented a t t he Marc h meeting , and to another
repo rt, requested at that time, ent itled "Plan for the Provision of
Equal Opportunity in the Athletic Programs of the University of New
Mexi 7o," this having been mailed to the fac u lty in advance of the present
meeting, together with two additional i n formation items--a form for the
player evaluation of coaches and some notes to financial statements of
the UNM Lobo Club. He moved that t he two reports be accepted .
Vice President Travelstead having a ss umed the chair at this point
at t he request of President Davis, t he latter commented on the second
of the reports. This report, he said, re commended that by 1978 all
reso urces for athletics be split on a percentage basis , 46% for wom n,
54% for men.
The report indicated that this could he done by reducing
the number of men's athletic scholars hips and grants-in-aid to 145 ,
decreasing the number of coaches for men from 16~ to 9 . 7 , and increasi
tho~e for women to 8. Assuming a s t eady state of income , he said , the
options would appear to be (1) to fi nd $1 , 088 , 000 additional in funding
for. \\Omen I s sports in the four areas o f coaches I salaries , grants ,
equipment, and travel, this in order to keep men ' s sports where they
now are, or (2) to reduce men's sports to football and basketball and
one o ther, possibly track. The Pres ident expressed his opinion that
t~e University should remain competitive in football and basketball ,
sinc 7 these two sports account for ha lf of ~ur revenue . It W<?uld be
IX>ssible, he said, to equate men's and womens sports budgets if footba l
and basketball wer e excepted.
After further d i scussion inc l uding a proposed amendment by Professor Martinez which failed ~o rece ive a second , it was moved by Dean
:d~s that the repo rt be accepted but put on the t~ble for review and .
dvice by legal counsel before fur the r consideration by the Senate this
fall . This motion was approved by t he Faculty .

v·lee

President Travel stead. noted t ha t three years ago the Faculty appro e d
!~e establishment of the Divi s i on of Computing and Information Science
1 th. t he stipulation that at the end of three years a ~eport "7°uld be
1 ~ t ted concerning the Divis i on's status , an evaluation of its organsa~tional status, and any recommendations for the future . Mr . Travelstead
ld that a task forc e had bee n a ppointed to study the matter and has
~w.recommended that t he Divis i on be transferred to the_colle~e of
.
gineering as the Department of computing and Information Science . Thi s
reconunendation
he said has hi s support as well as that of the College
~E~g~neering: and he there upon moved ~ts adc?ption concurrent with the
lition o f t he present Di vi s ion.
This motion was approved .
- 2-

526
on behalf of the Faculty and Advi sory Cammi t t ee of the Robert o.
Anderson School of Business and Administrative Sciences, Dean Rehder
moved that the School be given the endorsement of t h e Universi ty Facu
to receive autonomy from the Graduate School in order to award its ow
professional masters' degrees--Master of Business Administration and
Master of Management, admit its own graduate students, and es tablish
its own degree and program requirements independen t of the Graduate
Schoo 1 for these master's level degrees, it being understood t hat at
the Ph.D. level the existing traditional relationship with the Graduate
School would remain. He said that the School would then be known as
the Robert O. Anderson School of Business and Admini strative Sciences
and the Robert O. Anderson Graduate School of Business and Administrat
Sciences. The dean gave additional details from the materials included
with the agenda.
Professor Thorson said that the Policy Committee, in a seven-totwo vote with two abstentions, had resolved to support the mo tion of t.
Anderson School. He also referred to a recent report of the Committee
on Graduate Professional Education, appointed last fall by the Policy
Committee and Vice President Silverman. This wide-reaching report , he
said , was accepted by the Policy Cammi ttee and then referred, for furt
consideration, to the Graduate Committee, the Faculty Senate, and the
Administration .
Dean Adams, chairman of the Ad Hoc Cammi ttee on Graduate Professio
Education, said that, briefly stated, the Committee's report-- i . e . , as
it relates to today's discussion--recommends a structure within which.
the faculty and deans of each of the several schools and col leges ~ula
have direct responsibility for graduate instruction and resea rch , JUS
as for undergraduate instruction . If the recommendation were to be
accepted, he noted, this would mean that the Anderson School would be
made responsible for its own graduate programs, as would all ot~er schoO
and colleges. He said, however, that the Cammi ttee favored ac tion to
change the general structure of graduate education rather t han recomh
mending action on individual programs and was, in fact, divi d ed on t e
present issue involving the Anderson School.
.
Dean Spolsky reported that the Graduate committee conside r s it
unwise to consider the Anderson School's request until it has been be
possible for the full implications of the Adams Committee repo rt to d ·
considered . Therefore, on behalf of ·the Graduate Committee, he
that the Rehder proposal be tabled and referred to the Faculty Sena e
or other appropriate body. This motion was defeated.
dis ..
After extensive comments by Dean Spolsky, as well as gene ral ffec
cussion , a substitute xrotion was made by Professor Rhodes to t h7 ~stra~
that the Robert O . Anderson Graduate School of Business and Adnun aua..
Sciences be named as requested, in addition to the present underg~~e .
school , that the admissions policies of the Anderson Schoo l and
ti''
Graduate School be changed as required for efficiency by t he respec
deans , and that all other aspects of the Rehder motion be dro pped . est . .
After the time of the meeting was extended by Faculty vote, the q~
was called for , and the Rhodes substitute motion was defeated . T e
Faculty then approved the Rehder motion as original l y presented .
deilliC
Professor Thorson , on behalf of the Policy Committee and t h 7 ~ca to
Freedom and Tenure Cammi ttee, recommended the fo llowing add 1 tion ltY a •
paragraph #4 of the Tenure Position Plan on page 42C of the pacu

rov:
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book : "This category of appointment called 'non-probationary' is also
appropriate for the secondary appointments of faculty members whose
secondary appointment carries no presumption of tenure.
This recornmendatio~ wa& ~approved by the Faculty.
11

Dean Spolsky, for the Graduate Conunittee, moved that the Faculty recommend to the Regents, for reconunendation to the Board of Educational
Finance and other appropriate bodies, the establishment of the degree
of Master of Arts in Theatre. He said that the proposal bore the appro 1
of the College of Fine Arts and the curricula Conunittee as well as the
Graduate Conunittee, though he noted that .the latter 'WOUld like to study
the details of the curriculum during the coming year.
Dean Adams noted that five or six years ago the Academic council
for Higher Education, at the direction of the Board of Educational
Finance, had examined the various graduate programs in the New exico
institutions of higher learning and determined that a graduate program
in theatre arts should, when possible, be established at the University .
He indicated that but for the inadequacy of the old Rodey Theatre ,
graduate program would have been offered a number of years ago , and now,
with fine new facilities in operation, he felt it appropriate tom k
the proposal. As to library resources, he said that the new degree
program 'WOUld be essentially performance-oriented rather than libr ryoriented.
Vice President Travelstead said that he supported the reconun nd ti t
but felt that the chances for the program's approval by the BEF and th
State Board of Finance were not promising at this time . He noted th t
the Master of Science degree program in Nursing is still under consideration by the Academic council where serious questions have b en r is
After a statement by Dean Vassallo that the Library should be
regularly consulted prior to the introduction of new advanced-level
<X>urses or programs, the Faculty approved the recommendation of th
Master of Arts in Theatre degree program to the Regents.
The meeting adjourned at 5:13 p.m.

John N. nurrie, Secretary
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ft THE UN IVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
D ATE:

September 7, 1976

To:
FROM:

John

S UBJECT :

When Peter Prouse as urned his new dutie ~ s chairman of the
Department of Theatre rts, he became · e l igible . for membership on the Academic Fr dom and Te \ll"e Conunittee and quite
properly submitted his re ·gnation in that regard.
It has been our long-standin
the Committee by elevating
with the highest vote (ac
ballot) and to fill the
ting to such membersh'
(lowest) score.

vacancy on
t h e alternate

A review of the alloting indicates that L
(Mathematics
Statistics) and Douglas Geo e (Art) were in
the positio
indicated. Since it was necessa
to have replacement
efore this meeting of the General Fa lty, we asked
the abov. persons to serve subject to later Facult confirmation .
This me!lnOrandurn, then, is a request for such confirma

.

'

THE U IVERSITY OF

EW

E !CO

FACULTY mErrING
May 12, 1976
·rhe 1·1ay 12, 1976, meeting of t
Univ
convened in the Kiva at 3:07 p.m., an
s c
by President Davis, with a quorum present.
PRESIDE T DAVIS
I would like to c 1
to oraer, please .
ill the meeting 1 s co
R. DURRIE
DAVIS

Start at three ohs v n.

If I could have your a t nt'on,

All right, the meeting is no
will proceed .

o o

call

I would like to call on -- Gail
to introduce today. Gail .

like to

PROFESSOR BAKER
Yeah, I oul
sli
faculty to admit my guest, Professor L
Rice University in Iouston .
FACU.LTY '1EMBER

p·

So move.

DAVIS
All right, it's been mov d a a
welcome you to the meetinq, providing you
any of our secrets as a spy~

· h to

0

All right . The summarized eetin minut sh
een submitted, have been circulated.
o I h v
o ion
to approve the minutes?
FACULTY
DAVIS

EdBER

So move.

It has been moved.

FACUi.,TY MEMBER

S con?

second.
ov

DIVIS
Any disc ssion?
11 inf v r
of the minutes, si nify .. sayin
on o
'rhe second i tern of busine s i

of
3

5/12/7 6, p. 2

Semester Two 75-76 candidates for degrees -- the deans of
the several schools and the colleges. And I submit as a
word of explanation, which Joh~purrie has written out for
me, the college and school fac~ties have had meetings to
approve the list of degree candidates for their respe ctive
units.
As is customary, we have not distributed copies o f
the overall list of members to the faculty here.
What I
would like to do is to ask t he dean, or other representative of each college, to indicate whether there are any
corrections or other changes in these lists which the
college is considering; then, I will ask Dean Wollman for
a motion that the corrected list be recommended to the
Regents for the granting of the respective degrees,
subject to the candidates completing the necessary academic
requirements.
Did I read that right?
DURRIE

Perfect.

DAVIS
Are there any additions or corrections
fro m Arts and Sciences? Dean Wollman.
DEAN WOLLMAN
Yes. On the printout that we
received from the office of Admissions and Records, I
would like to delete the name of Joseph Dennis Niteo, on
page five, N-i-t-e-o, and on page eight -DURRIE
WOLLMAN
P-r-a-g-o-o-n.

How do you -the name of Charlotte Kay Pragoon,

We have made a number of corrections that relate
to proper identification of majors and minors, and we have
checked those with the Office of Admissions and Records .
I would rather not read the list, if it's all right wit h
the faculty.
DAVIS

Engineering .

DEAN KOSCHMANN
we have three corrections. Charle s
William Vertrees should be listed under bachelor of
.
eng~neering, rather than bachelor of science and ele ctrical
engineering.

Candidates
for Degrees,
Sero. II,
1975-7 6

5/12/76, p.
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....

Under civil engineering, Richard Williams should be
deleted.
And under mechanical engineering, Kurt Jernberg
should be deleted.
Okay.

DAVIS

Education; Dean Darling .

DEAN RINALDI
We have a couple of corrections. We
need to add Gregory McMann on page fourteen, Elementary
Education; major, Early Childhood, minor, Elementary and
Curriculum.
And we need to delete the following names: Patricia
Bates, on page twelve; Albert McMurray, on page twelve;
Ana Sanchez, on page thirteen; Phillip Todecheenie, on
page fifteen; and James Ward, on page fifteen.
Fine Ar ts.

DAVIS

DEAN
bachelor of
bachelor of
bachelor of
deleted .

Dean Adams.

ADAMS
There are three corrections in the
Fine Arts . Some have been deleted, and
Music , Patrick Lester to be deleted; and
Music Education, Kenneth c. Battat to be

There was also one correction in spelling which
has been given to the secretary.
DAVIS

Pharmacy, Dean Bliss.

DEAN BLISS
Mr. chairman, there are two deletions.
On page twenty-six, on the bachelor of science in Ph~rmacy
James William Kotter; on page twenty-seven, delete Linda L.
Mann .
DAVIS
Thank you.
Science, Dean Rehder.

Business and Administrative

REHDER
Mr. Chairman, there are no corrections on
students listed on pages ten and eleven.
DAVIS
REHDER
DAVIS

They all passed?
Yes.
Nursing , Dean Murray.

DEAN MURRAY
Mr. president, please delete the
name of Steven L. Taylor, page twenty-six; on that same

5/12/76, p .
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page, change the name of Martha Jo Stucky to s-t-u- c-k-e-y.
Change the name of Victoriana Haak to Victoriana Baca, on
page twenty-five .
DURRIE

What is that, again?

MURRAY

Haak to Baca , Victoriana .

DURRIE

I don't find it .

D VIS

Is that Hoff , H- o

MURRAY
DAVIS

H-a-a-k, Haak .
Haak to Baca.

DURRIE
DAVIS

Haak to Baca .
Uh-huh .

URRAY
And add two names , Diana -- Diane,
D-i-a-n- e, Gordon, and Lee, L- e - e Ann, A-n-n, Orr, 0 - r-r.
DAVIS

Thank you .

University College .
DEAN HUBER
on page forty -one, please delete the
name John D. Polling, p-o-1-1- i -n-g . Add to this, Charles
Milton Polling, P-o-1 - 1 - i - n- g .
DAVIS
DEA
DAVIS

Architecture and Planning .
HOPPE FELD

No corrections.

No corrections .

Law, Dean Hart .
DEA
D VIS

HAT

~o corrections.

All right .

DEANN POLITAi.:0
DAVIS

Medicine, Dean Napolitano .
No corrections.

Graduate School, Dean Spolsky .

\ .. .. 32
5/12/76, p. 5

DEAN SPOLSKY
I am instructed that any errors are
the result of either human or computer error, and that all
of the changes that had to be made, have been made, and we
technically have no changes.
DURRIE

Right.

SPOLSKY
I have been told, also, that those will
be corrected here.
DAVIS

Thank you.

Chair recognizes Dean Wollman.
WOLLMAN
Mr . President, I move that the names on
these various lists, as corrected, be forwarded to the
Regents for their consideration for award of the degree,
subject to the completion of all requirements for the
degree.

DAVIS

Thank, you.

FACULTY MEMBER

DAVIS

Is there a second?

Second.

Motion made and seconded.

Any discussion?

If not, all in favor, signify by saying "aye ".
Opposed.
Motion carries.
Standing
All right, the presentation -- the next item of
Committees,
business is presentation of Faculty Policy Committee
1976-77
nominations of faculty members on 76- 77 standing committees.
The Chair recognizes Professor Rhodes.
PROFESSOR RHODES
The Policy committee would like
to recommend the nominations that have been circulated for
standing committees for next year .
DAVIS

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

It has been moved and seconded, and approved,
DAVIS
to accept and approve the committees as recommended. Any
discussion?

..• •
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All those in favor
PROFESSOR SICKELS
DAVIS

Mr. Chairman --

Discussion .

SICKELS
- - there are at least two of us who
would like to make nominations from the floor for the
position.
DAVIS

All right .

SICKELS
I presume that his motion would be in
conflict , then, with our intention?
DAVIS
Do you want to -changes, do you wish to withdraw
changes are made, and then we - second , but I will ask the maker
you like to comment, Jim?

since there are some
the motion until the
there is a motion and a
of the motion - - woul d

PROFESSOR THORSON
Any nominations from the floor
should be suggested in the f o rm of an amendment to the
basic motion by adding - - by deleting the appropriate
name , first, and then by adding another name, second .
SICKELS
On that point, may I ask, is that the
only way that it might be done? Alternative , for example,
would be simply to add name s and then put the issue to a
vote?
THORSON

No, I'm s o rry - -

DAVIS
The motion has been to accept and approve
the total slate of recommendations, and it was seconded ,
and so the procedure that has been recommended is that if
t~ere are changes t o be made, that it be in ter~s.of specific recommendation _ _ or amendments to the specific committees which are concerned.
Now, this is my first time here .
comment?

would you like to

SICKELS
May I ask, would it not be appropriate ,
;hen, for people who wish to allow nominations from.the
loor , which would seem to me to be a reasonable thing, to
Vote this motion down? Would that be correct?

•

5/12/76, p. 7

DAVIS
Now, i f the motion were voted down, for
purposes of discussion, Jim, do you -THORSON
Well, it seems to me, if you wan t to
defeat all of the nominations, that is what you want to do.
If you want to challenge one nomination, then, you can.
You can't add an excess member to a committee which is
established by faculty policy as having twenty members.
You can't add a twenty-first member without taking off one
member.
If you wish to discuss it, I think the way to do i t
is to move that sort of thing, or to -- you can also move
to refer an entire slate for a committee to the Faculty
Senate for discussion next fall, or -- those are your
alternatives, I think -- or you can vote the whole thing
down, and you could start out with position one on
committee one, and we will spend the next several hour s
here taking care of it.
PROFESSOR HAMILTON
I think a simple quest i on
might resolve this. Which committee did you have in mind?
If it is one committee, why do you not move to approve t he
whole thing with the exception of that committee?
PROFESSOR MERKX
DAVIS

May I say something to that?

Certainly.

MERKX
Some of us are concerned; on the Graduate
Committee there's nobody from any Social Science department, including Political Science, Anthropology,
Sociology, History is also not included, Economics is not
included.
So we feel that that is an important committee that
should have some representation from History and the
Social Sciences ..
.

Perhaps the appropriate thing, then, for me to do
to move to delete approval of that committee from the
list f
·
be constituted. We
o committees so that it can
have a couple of p~ople from Social Sciences.
I so move.
i~

SICKELS
DAVIS

Second.
The motion has been moved and second e d to

Gra dua t e
Committee

5/12/76, p. 8

I

remove the original motion by deleting the Graduate
Committee from consideration in the total vote .
Is there
any discussion on the amendment?
PROFESSOR MORRISON
Mr. Chairman, I want to raise
a similar question about another committee. Should I
wait till this is disposed of , or should I incorporate it?
DURRIE

Let's do it one at a time .

DAVIS
Should wait until we have disposed of this
particular bill.
PROFESSOR HOYT
If we approve of all other
committees, this disposes of what he wants to raise.
got to separate out that committee, also.

You've

DAVIS
The amendment is simply to delete the
Graduate Conunittee from the original motion to -- we are
talking only about the deletion of the Graduate Committee
from the original motion .
RHODES
May I speak sort of to what I suspect he
may wish to discuss? -- the Computer Use Committee.
I have been discussing that with Professor Morrison
and I believe that issue is resolved.
I would like to
hear that discussed before we vote.
Would you like me to tell you about that , first?
Because he is quite correct , from what he has in mind, it
would be an appropriate additional amendment.
DAVIS
All we are discussing now is the amendment
to delete the Graduate committee from the original motion?
DURRIE

That's right.

DAVIS
so let's keep the debate on that, and then
if we've got another deletion, we will take it up.
RHODES
DAVIS
Graduate -SPOLSKY

I will explain it later .
All right.

All right.

Further discussion on the

r

would ask the Faculty

•
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Policy Conunittee whether they could tell us whether these
names are now in accordance with the standing policy on
selection of the Graduate Conunittee, and whether the
representation does follow what is laid down in the
Faculty Policy?
RHODES
Yes. And I was -- in fact, the Conunittee,
as it was established, is in conformity with the Handbook
and regulations which, I believe, the people proposing
this amendment will agree to.
Their concern is not that it is in violation of the
Handbook.
Their concern is that there are two people from
the Humanities and one person from Speech, which, accordin g
to the Handbook, gets classified in that grouping, Social
Science, Humanities, and Speech.
And I don't believe they are disputing that we d i d
not go by the Handbook.
They are saying that they feel
there are -- there's no Social Science representation on
the Conunittee, and they are concerned about this .
They have called me and discussed this with me.
I
understand they are concerned. My only response was to
do what they are doing now, that is, in effect, I said I
did not feel that r would know which person to kick off,
which of the three that we , as a Policy Committee, had
selected, and that r felt this had to be a decision o f the
Faculty. And they , r believe , agreed to that , and said
they would like to bring this issue to the Faculty.
But we - - r don't believe that they feel we are in
violation of the Handbook, as we have proposed to the
Committee, at all.
They are simply concerned that the
way it turned out social science is not adequately repr e sented in their e;es, and that is one of the problems with
the way the Handbook is set up, when you do - - as we
attempted to do __ which is to choose people who made a
first preference, and to have some experience and all of
these things.
We did try and stick with first preference as much
as We could, and we ended up with two people from th~
Humanities, one from Speech, and no one from the Social
Sciences, in that group. And we only have three for that
particular grouping, and we have to distribute them acros s
other groupings in the University.

•,...

.
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So what I believe they are asking you to do is to
reconsider this, not because there has been any violation,
is that correct?
DAVIS
All right. The motion before the body is
to amend the original motion of approving all of the recommendations by deleting the Graduate Committee from this
consideration.
If there is no further discussion I will
call for the vote.
All in favor of the amendment say "aye"; opposed,
"no" .
The Chair rules that the original -- or that the
amendment carries.
Now, are there further amendments to the original
motion, namely, do you have other committees or -- that
you would like to delete for special consideration?
MORRISON
Mr . Chairman, I would like a point of
information.
Professor Rhodes says he has one concerning
the Computer Use Committee. This was a surprise to us on
it, and we would like to hear it explained.
DAVIS
surprise?

Professor Rhodes, would you explain the

RHODES
Yes.
The surprise came because there are
no members of the school of Medicine on the Computer Use
Committee.
The original reason for that was because the
present charge of the computer use committee is restricted
to the central campus computing facility, only. This
charge is being changed .
There is a President's committee that is supposed
to be integrating and evaluating all computing fa~ilities
for the University . That committee has not made its
report, as yet.
It is apparently due in June.
What was not known at the time that this decision
was made was that the computer use committee, because it
had had ~everal members of the school of Medicine on that
Committee had made many advances in terms of interuse of
f
I
•
I
acilities, without waiting for the Preside~t s.
Committee's report.
They had done a very fine JOb, .
apparently, which was unfortunately unknown at the time

Computer Use
c ommittee

..
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that this conunittee was made up.
There is a proposal , a memo , that went out this
afternoon, taking into account that there has to be an
interim computing committee during the summer, and that
memo requests that the present committee, which includes
members from the School of Medicine, and the future committee, which d oes not, will jointly constitute the interim
committee.
And at the first Faculty Senate meeting I will propose that two additional members be added to this committee
until the Faculty Senate has redefined the charge for that
committee, so that, in effect, although the committee did
recommend that a member of the School of Medicine be the
chairman of that committee, and he will not be, because of
our policy information, unfortunately, and lack of information.
However, they will be immediately reinstituted into
the process, and, hopefully, they will understand that we
did have some misinformation, and that is basically the
answer to your question.
And I believe that this faculty will immediately -the Faculty Senate, will immediately go along with that.
And I believe the Policy committee has the authority to
recommend that for the interim time, and although they
haven't had a chance to find out about this, I believe
they will also go along with it, once they understand -once they have heard what the problem was.
DAVIS
Are there any further amendments or dis cussion of the original motion to accept the co~i~tei1
If not, are you ready for the question on the original
motion?
All those in favor 0 { accepting the -- and approving
the recommended committees, signify by saying "aye";
opposed ..
Motion carries.

They are all approved, with the

exception of the Graduate committee.
Graduate
Now, is there any proposed action on the Graduate
Committee? Do you wish to move approval of the
Committee, and then how do you want to proceed?

...
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RHODES
Mr. President, I would be very happy to do
so, but I would like to know what you gentlemen would do?
I think it is ridiculous to make a motion that we
accept the Graduate Committee, vote that down, and then do
something else again. Can we not ask him to suggest what
you would like to have - - how you would like to proceed,
rather than have me proceed?
MERKX
If you are asking us to make a specific
substitution and put a Social Science person on that, I am
not sure -- it seems to me you should take off one of the
two Humanities persons, or the Speech person. I might
suggest Ed Hoyt as a substitute person.
I am not sure -- I understand Professor Holzapfel
has been on the committee, so she, presumably, has some
experience with the committee.
So without any offense to my highly respected
colleague, maybe just since this -- let me move to
substitute Ed Hoyt for Fred Sturm in Philosophy, in order
to put a Social Science person on that committee .
DAVIS

Is there a second, also?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

DAVIS
It has been moved and seconded to have
Doctor Sturm on the Graduate committee. Discussion?

~

~-{-

PROFESSOR HOWARTH
Mr. President, it seems we are
using some form of election, and the Policy committee has
made certain nominations . would it not be in order for
other nominations to be made, and an election to take place?
DAVIS

Doctor Thorson .

THORSON
Well, Mr. president, I would like to - not really r espond ing,
'
I would like to make a . substitute
.
motion to refer this to the Faculty senate, first meeting
next fall.
FACULTY MEMBER
MERKX

second.

Why don't I withdraw my motion, and y ou

make that motion?

r
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SPOLSKY
I think that will be rather unfortunate.
The Senate will have a great deal of business to do in
starting its work, and to leave one committee,which seems
to be a fairly important committee to some people, without
any membership, until the Senate has managed to fit this
on the agenda, would be leaving too much power in the
hands of the Administration.
DAVIS

Doctor Thorson.

THORSON
I would further recommend that the current
Graduate Committee continue until a new committee is
appointed ..
DAVIS
All right. Now, you were first offering
this as a substantive motion to a motion which was withdrawn, so let' s clear the deck on it.
Would you like to move that the present Graduate
Committee continue?
THORSON
I would like to move that the present
Graduate Committee continue as the Graduate Committee,
until a new Graduate committee is appointed by the Faculty
Senate, and by this action we hereby refer that item of
business, the appointment of a new Graduate committee, to
the Faculty Senate.
DAVIS
there a second?

All right.

FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

You have heard the motion.

Is

second.

Is there further discussion?
·

'f

All in favor of the motion, signi

b

·ng "aye":

Y Y sayi

opposed.
The motion is carried. The current Gra~uate
of a
Committee will remain in effect until the appointment
new Graduate Committee by the Senate next fall.
Ms.

Roebuck .

Mr . Chairman, I have a que stion
PROFESSOR ROEBUCK
on some of these committees, from transition of t~e Senate.
I don't know if we have any Faculty appeals, but in the

Faculty Advi sory c ommittee
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event that we do, we need a Faculty Advisory Corrunittee.
Section Eighty-two of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Policy requires Faculty Advisory Committee, which
is defined in Section Twenty-one as the three at-large
members of the Policy Committee, in the preliminary hearing
proceedings.
This section needs rewriting, depending on what the
Senate wants to do. What concerns me immediately is what
we do in the meantime, between when the Senate decides and
when the current Policy Corrunittee goes off.
And to solve this problem, I move that the three
members-at-large of the current Policy Committee, who are
up in the -- Thorson, Hillerman , and Caplan -- serv e as an
interim Faculty Advisory Committee in the event that any
or all of these three are unwilling or unable to serve in
this capacity at any time, or for any particular case, they
should choose as many additional members as are required to
fill the total of three from the twenty members- at- large
from the Senate.
FACULTY MEMBER

Second the motion.

DAVIS
All right. Moved and seconded. Is there
discussion? If not, all those in favor of the motion,
signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
Motion is carried.
Anything further?
RHODES

Five.

Professor Rhodes?

I don ' t think so.

DAVIS
Okay . The election of th~ Committee of
I would like to call on John Durr1e.

enda with you, I have
DURRIE
If you have your ag ·
but I might read
this spelled out a little on page nine,
it. It is rather brief :
"The Faculty constitution, as recently
amended, calls for the election of five vo ting
members of the general faculty who are n~t me~bers
of the Faculty Senate to prepare, in conJunct1on
with the secretary of the University, the agenda

Election o f
commit tee of
Five

2
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of faculty meet~ngs; to oversee elections;
including referenda; to recommend adjustments;
improvements and refinements in the faculty
organizational structure; and to represent the
general faculty to the Senate.
"While the election is specified as taking
place at the first general faculty meeting of each
academic year , it seems more reasonable to have
the committee elected in the spring so that the
agenda may be prepared for the first meeting, and
for this reason the Faculty Policy Committee has
scheduled the election for" this present meeting.
"Since preferential balloting is not specified, the F .P.C. and I suggest that nominations be
made at the meeting and that ballots be distributed
and completed immediately thereafter, with faculty
members indicating on the ballot, in alphabetical
order .•. " just the five persons whom they wish to
select.
Now, since memb ers of the committee of Five may
not be members of the senate, I have listed the Senate as
presently constituted,on pages ten and eleven of the agenda
material , so please don't nominate anyone who is listed
thereon.
So I will write down nominations .

DAVIS

All right --

Mr . Chairman -- I preempted what
FACULTY MEMBER
you were going to say, Mr . Chairman .
DAVIS

I was just going to call for nominations.

FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

I would like to nominate Weaver.

Professor weaver has been nominated.

Professor Darling .
PROFESSOR DARLING
DAVIS

Mary Harris .

Professor Schmidt.

..
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PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
FACULTY MEMBER

FACULTY MEMBER
History Department.
FACULTY MEMBER
HAMILTON

Mr. President, Jane Slaughter,

Alan Reed.

Sanford Cohen, Economics.
Sanford Cohen.

FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

He is a member of the Senate.

Jespersen is on the Senate, Yes, I think.

DURRIE

DAVIS

Bob Jespersen.

Sidney Rosenblum.

Sidney Rosenblum.

Further nominations?
FACULTY MEMBER
One more, Mr. President.
I think
that Van Dorn Hooker is eligible. I would like to
nominate him ..
DURRIE

Yes, he is eligible.

DAVIS
All right, there 1 s seven nominees.
further nominations?

Any

DURRIE
Are we sure that none of these is on the
Senate group? I haven't had time to check each one, but
1 don't think they are.
DAVIS
If not, then, the nominations are closed,
and the ballots will be distributed, and -- are you going
to distribute them now, John?
DURRIE
DAVIS
DURRIE
DAVIS
DURRIE

Yes, right now.
Well, distribute them now.
Excuse me -And pass to the center.
Yes, and just put down the five persons of
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your choice, in alphabetical order, if you will.
a preferential ballot.

5,

It's not

Can I read these names to anyone again, or can you
see them?
DAVIS
The names are Hooker, Harris, Weaver,
Slaughter, Reed, Cohen, and Rosenblum.
All right, move on to the next item of business.
Is June Wooliver here today?
MS . WOOLIVER
DAVIS

Yes.

Would you like to come down here?

As soon as your ballots are filled out, we will
ask you to pass them to the middle and then collect them
by, hopefully, before the meeting ends.

Report on
Affirmation
Action Plan~
EEOC

WOOLIVER
Probably most of you are familiar with
the history of our Affirmative Action Plan. We have been
submitting various plans to H.E.W. over a number of years
now, and continuously sending them updated revisions, and
to the present time, I have not received approval, yet, of
any of our plans.
Recently, because of a government contract which we
had, of a particular amount, we had a time limitation
within which to get in another revision of our Affirmative
A~tion Plan, and so my office attempted to meet the deadline, and we, in fact, did submit another revision of our
Affirmative Action Plan to H.E.W. for their approval.
It
is presently being reviewed by the Office of Civil Rights.
I will outline for you the general components that
are included in the plan.
It consists, first and foremost,
of.a policy component, which includes a statement of the
Un~versity's policy, by president Davis . . I~ not only per~ains to race, sex, religion, national origin, but also
includes handicapped and aged,as well.
That was one of the significant changes, because
the Rehabilitation Act now requires that we include a
specific provision with regard to the handicapped in our

Aff'irmative Action Plan.
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It also includes requirements
personnel policies , with the various guidelin
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; sp
the sex and religious guidelines.
What that means is that the Equal Emp
Opportunity Commission has issued pro ulg t
We have to comply with those guidelin s , an
forth in our Affirmative Action Plan w at w
fact, do to see that we are in complianc.
It also includes under this policy compon n
statement as to the dissemination of a policy, oh
internal within University, and external, how
disseminate the policy statement made by h
'rhi s is in the
office . It will take
making copies of this
in certain places, as
specifically required

process now of b in
some time, becaus i
and seeing that it i
set forth in the Pl n
by H. E.W .

It also establishes the internal a
system , the type of reports which ar requir
federal government, which we must make .

r po

n

They now include an E . E. O.C . repor , v iou oh
reporting devices, including internal repor s wh ch u
be made to the president .
1
As a result of this kind of reportin, yo
ing you
receive a lot of communications from my offic
to t"l
: 0 r certain types of information
hich w h v
on t
in terms of reporting to the federal goverrunen
things .

The Plan also has an administr tive com on n. I
sets forth the duties of my office, of
e '.E . O. 0 f'c r,
in particular , and also of the E.E O. Comm't
These duties are fairly sensitive, and nco
any things such as developing policy st t
n~'
rograms, communication techniques, and r v
in v
nnouncements I checking bulletin boards,
n
lyzing
'
•
tO
on of the departments within the Univ rsi Y
hat is going on within the depar ent, nd to
compliance with our Affirmative ct1on go 1 ' to

n
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training programs, to see that supervisors understand that
if they don't comply with the Affirmative Action Plan, that
their rating will, in fact, be affected by this -- it will
be one of the considerations; reviewing qualifications of
all the employees to insure that minorities and women are
given full opportunities for transfers and promotion;
reviewing the files of all employees who have been terminated to insure that minorities and women are not discriminated against; counsel employees with regard to
discrimination matters; keeping the University informed
as to the latest developments in the entire Equal
Employment Opportunity effort; coordinating an investigation of all charges of discrimination.
I was serving,as you know, like a -- someone with
minority organizations, women's organizations, community
action groups, et cetera. And that is only a partial list
of the duties of the E.E.O. officer.
The E.E.O. Committee has similar types of duties,
and the function of the Committee is to assist the E.E.O.
officer.
With regard to the -- additionally, in the administrative component, there are directions for the staff,
particularly to the personnel department, setting forth
standards and procedures for hiring with regard to
positioning, advertising, et cetera.
This same type of information is required and set
forth for the faculty.
One of the things that is required in the faculty
section, that each department is to prepare an annu~l
A:firmative Action Report, information of.-- tha~ will be
distributed to the department as to what is requir~d to
be in the annual report, assuming that H.E.W. continued to
require this from us.
It also restates the basic principle that w~ ~ust
seek the most highly qualified person f?r each po~i~ion t?
be filled and at the same time it requires the hiring unit
t~ make e;ery effort to attract quali~ied.women and
minorities, and in that connection guidelines are set forth
for the hiring.
That includes guidelines with regard to the search
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committees and their composition, advertising an
documentation of the entire hiring process.
riv nc
procedure is also broadened . You know, ~eh ve n
existing grievance procedure. The one that we h v
been retired by H. E. W. to be broadened to inclu
E.E . O. officer at the very first stage of th
At the present time, what we have b en
that we have been handling informally, when th r
grievance procedure, I have been invited inform
attend and to participate, although I ha no ac
authority in being there.
The Affirmative Ac
Program which we now have requires that I b invo v
from the first step .
There is a component
It includes instructions as
selection as to academic and nonacademic p
And, then, finally, there is an ana
The E. E . O. officer, in addition to the typ
o
which I enumerated to you, has a responsib'l'
ducting analyses of certain areas.

n
or con-

For example , studying all the de r
n
h
selection criteria . There will be an updat d
updated promotion, analysis, tenure analysis,
placement , et cetera. Almost every aspect of
employment process will have to have an analy
at least so far that is the requirement of H • • w.,
that must be done in the near future.

d,

h

This will result in our being able to id nt· Y
roblem areas so that we can determine the app opri t of
:emedies . At the present time we don'~ hav. tha
·na
information, to be able to accurately 1dent1f sp ci c
problem areas and fashion remedies.
The statistical part of our ffir ativ Ac
Plan is quite overwhelming . It require an wful
~erson hours to be utilized, because, unfortun t .
1
information which we had in the computer yst
5
1
lend itself to be utilized for the kin of an
are required by H. E. W. for our plan.
We have to have som
nalysis," and in that work

hin call d a "work fore
orce analy ·s, wha
d
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was list every job title.
It included department sup ervisors ranging from the lowest to the highest paid . Every
individual within each department, the line s of progress
had to be included.
That is your usual promotional sequence, and ther e
had to be an analysis to indicate the order of the job s ,
and the sequence through which an employee must move in
order to reach the top of a particular line of progress.
lf there were no formal links of progress, such as
in my position, you had to list the job title by department, in order of salary range .
We also had to break each one of these positions
down by wage rate, so for every position we had to show
the wage . We had to show the total number of incumbent s
and break that down with regard to sex , and the malefemale, Black male-female, like Spanish, et cetera
Asian, American, American-Indian. There had to be a
separate analysis for faculty and nonfaculty.
The faculty analysis had to be by department . We
had to ladder-range the faculty, and nonladder range,
instructional position and students . T.A . 's had to b e
separated.
Nonfaculty analysis was necessary, also, for
every single position.
When we completed that, the next step was to draw
availability and utilization analyses, and for this one,
now, you've got the -- the work force analysis gives you
a kind of a graph, a particular point in time , as to what
we look like, what is our profile with regard to minorities, women, ethnicity, where is everybody located.
And the availability and utilization analysis is
something that will tell us what are we doing, how are we
utilizing minorities and women. so we had to combine the
job titles into job groups, and determine the availability
of minorities and women for each job group. How could you
do this?
Well, we had to use different statistical bases,
depending on which group you are talking ~bout . When you
are talking about faculty , we recruit nationally for tha t,
so we had to use national statistics. That becomes a
tremendous problem. Where do you get statistics which will

.. .
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tell you the availability pool, or the number of women and
minorities available for certain positions?
Well, there is a study out of Boulder, Colorado,
which H. E.W. approves of, that is fairly recent, which we
utilized for the data for this.
It tells you how many
Ph.D.'s there are in a particular field with regard to
race and ethnicity, and that is our availability pool for
the faculty.
For our recruitment and hiring -- we were talking
about secretaries -- our availability pool becomes a loc al
area, the standard metropolitan statistical area, if you
will, and for that we used a census data information put
out by the -- that H.E.W. also approves of.
When you are talking of certain other positions,
our availability pool is state-wide, so we had to use
another source of data for this.
From these kinds of combinations, which we have to
do separately for faculty and nonfaculty -- and by the
way , with regard to both these analyses, we have to do
this for full-time and part-time, as well -- you come up
with certain figures that show us whether we have
utilized or have underutilization with regard to women
and minorities, and if so, where this underutilization
exists.
We have a lot of problems with statistics.
How do
we compare that with people in the area, and getting
H.E. W. to approve of the source of statistics which we do
use.
A result of all this comes up with the goals, the
concept of goals or quotas that some people use, goals
and timetables, and because of the inadequate _source
material which we have at the present time, H.E.W. has
required 1 and requested that we project our goals right
now for this Affirmative Action Plan for one year only.
We are required, as soon as the informatio~ becomes
available to us, to send in revised goals for a fi~e~year
period .
But right now, because we don't.have sufficient
statistical information we can only proJect for one year.
That ~ill be subject to'revision, depending on what both
the availability pool data shows us, and what our analyses

.

..
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" . . ..
show us with regard to turnover, expected turnover, with
regard to promotions, et cetera, the kind of analyses that
are going to be conducted.
So, although we have turned in, in fact, an
Affirmative Action Plan, like all the Affirmative Action
Plans, it is a viable thing which is continuously in flux,
depending on what happens within the institution, what
our needs are, and what our responses are to it, and what
our data-gathering information process will disclose to us.
So, it is not a final, fixed document. Any input
which you have, or suggestions which you have, would be
most welcome by my office.
I don't have a large staff at
the present time.
Until this very week, as a matter of
fact, I had a half-time secretary, only. I now have a
C.I.T.A. person there, so there is somebody to cover the
phones most of the time, which I haven't had in the past.
But there's voluminous material here which has to
be gathered, and any cooperation which you could give me
in responding to this information would be most appreciated,
and certainly would be helpful to the University.
If there is time, or if it is in order, I would
answer direct questions, if you have some, if I can.
Sir?
PROFESSOR DOXTATOR
Yes. Am I correct that your
office deals only with employment matters? -- that is,
affirmative action employment, grievance employment?
WOOLIVER
employment.

Precisely.

It is strictly limited to

And you have no investigative powers in
DOXTATOR
academic realms, either?
WOOLIVER
ment, as well.

DOXTATOR
clarify?

Well, it includes the academic employ-

I am a little confused.

Could you

WOOLIVER
Well, the employment extends to the
employment and hiring of faculty members, as well as

5 0
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secretaries, administrative personnel, et cetera.
DOXTATOR

Academic employment?

WOOLIVER

Yes.

DOXTATOR

But not academic affairs?

WOOLIVER
Per se, as with regard to students,
et cetera, no .
But insofar as matters such as tenure are
academic matters, but they also bunch into the employment
area, and it becomes a question for me to look at.
DAVIS
WOOLIVER

Thank you .
Thank you.

DAVIS
Item number six , Parker, annual report of
the Athletic Council.
PROFESSOR PARKER
The report of the Athletic
Council to the faculty was distributed to the faculty with
the March agenda for the Faculty Meeting. This last week
you should have received three items relating to that
report, really .
The first two items were items that were inadvertently omitted. one, some notes to financial~atemen~s
by the Lobo Club, and the other item, the playAevaluation
form that is currently being used by the Athletic Council.
The third item ~eceived is a plan for the provision of equal opportun1ty _._& the athletic programs of
the University of New Mexico, which the Athletic Council
Was instructed to develop and present to the faculty at
this meeting.
Mr . Chairman, I move the acceptance of these two
reports .
DAVIS
THORSON
DAVIS

It has been moved,and is there a second?
Second.
Any discussion?

Professor Rhodes.

Athletic
Council Annua l
Repo rt and
Repo rt Co n cern ing comp lia n ce with
Title I X

-·
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RHODES
I am a little confused.
I really only got
two things; one, the new proposal provision for equal
opportunity, which I would like to ask a couple of
questions about.
But I don't know whether I should ask the questions,
because I didn't get anything else with this.
Really, the question I was curious about, I thought
this was an interesting proposal, but I was curious as to
what budget it referred to, whe ther it referred to funds
that the University puts into athletic programs, whether
it referred to funds that come from student fees, whether
it referred to funds t hat come from the Lobo Booster Club,
and that -- you know, whether legislative money, student
money, or jock money .
PARKER
Okay, I can answer that simply. I think
the budget in that plan refers to all money going into
athletics, regardless of source.
RHODES
You mean, we are seeing the last Lobo
Booster tournament this year?
DAVIS
Are you referring to the plan for the
implementation to Title Nine? Was this what the reference
was to?
PARKER
DAVIS

Yes.
Further discussion.

The Chair wou ld like to comment on this.
I would
like to ask Doctor Travelstead if he would assume the Chair
for a minute.
VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
you are recognized.

Yes, Mr . President,

DAVIS
Well not for purpose of debate, but I
think it should be ~ointed out to this body that.the two .
alternatives which are presented there, alter native A~ which
is the steady state which would reduce the men '~ ath letic
grants and aids, from present number to~- I think they
recommended a hundred and forty-five, which.also would
reduce the coaching staff from sixteen to nine.
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Essentially, as a recommendation, it would eliminate
all men's sports, with the exception of football, basketball, and perhaps one other sport such as track, if they
were maintained anywhere near the present level.
Alternative B, which would leave the men's as it
is, and then recommend that the women essentially get
forty-six percent of the resources and so forth, that are
allocated on this, this, to me , implies -- and figuring
up just on four items, this is salaries, travel, equipment , and grants and aid -- would mean an additional
million eighty-eight thousand dollars in the athletic
budget to cover this.
And I don't know where t he money comes from, other
than the fact right now that the source of funds, the
gate receipts, from football a nd basketball, or the student
fees , which is about four hundred thousand dollars, which
is the state appropriation, which last year it was four
hundred thousand. And it will be four hundred and forty
thousand this next year.
So, these, essentially, are the two recommendations -- or the two alternatives which are proposed in
this plan for compliance with Title Nine .
Other than that, I have no comment.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Rhodes, and then Ms. Roebuck.

RHODES
I would really like to ask whether,
because I -- as I understand it, then, the -- a certain
number of these funds will have to come from the private
support of athletics, such as the Lobo Boosters Club, and
1 am wondering whether this provision has been proposed
to them, or whether they have seen this, how they ~ave
responded to i t because if I understand what President
Davis just said: something in the neighbo~hood of six
hundred and forty thousand dollars is availabl~ from
student fees and the state legislature, but this program
would require an additional million
TRAVELSTEAD
Just a minute, please . Are you
answering his question? I -- someone.else h~d.asked f~r
the floor, unless you are answering his specific question .
RHODES

Yeah, I guess -- okay.

-·
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PARKER

Let me answer his question.

The answer to his question is, "No", I don't believe
the Lobo Club has seen it discussed to any extent, to my
knowledge.
There are some members, I think, that are
probably aware of it.
I think the important point is that
this is not really an "either/or" situation.
The plan is not suggesting that we either, in
effect, do away with a substantial part of the men's
athletics, or else we get an additional million dollars .
I think what is going to happen is, it's going to be somewhere in between.
If we look at the budget for the past several years
we already see that there are being cuts made now in men's
programs , not just to take care of the women's athletic
program , but to take care of increases in -- for example,
football and basketball, which are the sacred cows that
we don't want to seem to touch.
Some of those are being cut in some areas, however,
also. Some parts of their budgets are also being cut , so
I think what is going to happen in the future is not either
the steady state or the additional funds alternative, but
no doubt something in between those two is probably what
is going to come.
TRAVELSTEAD

Ms . Roebuck.

ROEBUCK
I will get right to the point I wanted to
make: although it did occur to me when the president
observed it would mean cutting everything except football
and basketball, we could deal with it quite nicely by
cutting football.
TRAVELSTEAD
a moment ago. L inda.

somebody else had their hand up here

PROFESSOR ESTES
I just wanted to say to Jack, that
is what Title Nine says about funds. That is the law, and
the Athletic Council was asked to come back with a plan to
the faculty for complying. That wasn't something we
dreamed up here.
That is actually the law, that there
can't be discrimination.
FACULTY MEMBER

We can 't hear the answer, Linda.
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Speak a little louder, Ms. Estes.

TRAVELSTEAD
ESTES

I'm sorry.

I just pointed out that Title Nine says no discrimination in educational or activities programs, and the
Athletic Council was instructed by the faculty to come up
with a plan for complying.
This plan wasn't something that was just dreamed up
here at U.N.M.
It was actually a plan for compliance with
the law. Whether that plan was accepted or not, the law
is still there: equality by July 1st, 1978.
TRAVELSTEAD:

Mr. Davis

DAVIS
Well , I am just curious, Mr. Parker.
If
there are other alternatives, it looks to me like you have
suggested that the money, or the provisions, or the
resources, be made on a forty-six fifty-four percentage
basis related strictly to racial enrollment, and this is,
to me, a suggestion of an "either/or" alternative.
And certainly one alternative would be to do away
with the football and basketball, and the gate receipts,
which would entirely change the economic picture even
further, and more drastically, than is being discussed
here.
This -- as I say, these are just -- these.are just
comments.
I -- I think it goes far beyond what is needed
in compliance with the law and really wonder whether it
'
I
is a realistic appraisal of what might be done.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Drummond.

PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
I don't know what Title Nine
says, but the assumption on page five, particularly down
· at the bottom of the page, where it talks ab~ut the number
of coaches, is that no female shall be coaching males, and
no males shall be coaching females.
Does Title Nine say that?
TRAVELSTEAD

we might ought to answer that question.

Do you want to answer that question?
ROEBUCK

Yeah, that is an incorrect assumption.
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For example, the current culture with males and females
includes cultures, males, females, or mixed teams. It is
an incorrect assumption.
DRUMMOND
and "females 11 ?

ROEBUCK

Well, why are they listed as "males"

Coaches of female teams, as well as male

teams.
DRUMMOND
So, it is not the coach who is male or
female, but it is the students?

TRAVELSTEAD

Miss Baker .

BAKER
Are there any extra copies of these
materials? I did not receive anything.

TRAVELSTEAD

Miss Mackey.

PROFESSOR MACKEY
I didn't get a copy of it, either ,
but speaking to the point of doing away with --

TRAVELSTEAD

A little louder, please.

MACKEY
speaking to the point of doing away
with all of the male sports except basketball and football, looking at the budget that was presented several
meetings previous, there are any number of places in the
Athletic budget for basketball and football, where money
could be made up, I think.
Just the fact that there is such a disparity in the
way grants and aids are given to basketball players and
football players, to pay their tuition, you ~n~w, th~t a
lot of students are thankful just to have tuition paid,
not
you know, room and board and books and
RHODES

You can't hire pros that way .

MACKEY

Well, I think there are solutions

TRAVELSTEAD

Give her your attention, please .

other than
MACKEY
I think there are solutions
for a
doing away with important athletic activities,
large part of the student body.
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TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Martinez.

PROFESSOR MARTINE Z

Some of us have copies.

Perhaps the planning would be more acceptable if it
were on a program basis, rather than on a total basis.
I
would like to make an amendment to page one of this plan,
and on this reference where it says "forty-six percent o f
the grants are made," and add the terms, "by support."
This would mean that forty- six percent of the
athletic grants and aids and other funds for track, would
This would not involve football, in
go to the women .
other words, if the women are not - - are not partici pating
in footbal 1.
TRAVELSTEAD

May I ask a procedure question bef ore

we take that as an amendment?
Actually, if the faculty receives its report, they
do not amend it and approve it, is that right?
DURRIE

That is normally the case.

TRAVELSTEAD

Normally -- I wanted to check t his ,

and we are free to discuss it.
the report, does
Normally, the faculty receives
questioning whether
not approve it, and, therefore, I was
That is what I wa s
there ought to be an amendment to it.
asking Mr. Durrie.
Miss Estes.
ESTES

r

would just like to respond to something

Professor Martinez said .
Realistically, that is probably the ~ay it will be.
Realistically .
But congress specifically did not exempt
:ootball from the regulations of Title Nine, so, I doubt
if we can do it as a faculty.
MR. TRAVELSTEAD
PROFESSOR MOLER
I am wondering if

Mr. Moler.
Yeah, I have one question.
Our lawy er ever looked over Ti t l e
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Nine, and whether it is based on total student population,
or just participants, or how this division is made, the
fifty-four forty-six.
We can go out here and get a hundred thousand women
to enroll, and none of them want to play in these sports,
or men, and I am just wondering if our lawyer has looked
over this and given us a decision.
TRAVELSTEAD
I do not know the answer to that
question .
Does anybody know the answer?
I'm sure that many lawyers have looked at Title
Nine, but I'm not sure what our lawyer
Mr . Adams.
ADAMS
The question raised was in my mind, it
seems the appropriate action of the faculty might be to
accept this report, but to lay it on the table for consideration by the faculty after having received an
appropriate legal advice as to what is required, indeed,
by the law.
I so move.
Second.

FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

It has been moved that this report be --

accepted and laid on the table?
ADAMS
THORSON

Yes.
That seems to be two different things.

ADAMS
No.
First, we have to take it, before we
can lay it on the table. once we have laid it on the
table, we are asking for review and information fr~m legal
sources for further consideration by the Senate this fall.
TRAVELSTEAD
FACULTY MEMBER

Is there a second to that motion?
second.

TRAVELSTEAD
were you going to respond to that,
or something else -- Miss Baker and Miss Roebuck.
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BAKER

••
This is a point of information.

How would that affect the University's compliance
which is required by the July -'
DAVIS

We have three years to comply.

BAKER

Oh,

ADAMS

There seems to be time.

' 78.

Miss Roebuck.

TRAVELSTEAD

THORSON
This is not debatable, Mr. Chairman.
This is a motion to put on the table, and it is not
debatable.
ROEBUCK

Oh.
That's correct.

TRAVELSTEAD

I stand corrected.

The motion to table is not debatable.
I am confused about the motion.
DEAN JESPERSEN
I mean, it's not simply a motion to table?
ADAMS

Accept it to be received.
It seems to be acceptance, if we

JESPERSEN
approve of it.

ADAMS

No, to receive it.

Could we have a ruling from the parliamentarian
on the motion?
TRAVELSTEAD
In the first place, are you trying
to say "receive and table"? Is that what you mean?

if

ADAMS

Receive and table, if that is what you wish,

that's correct.
TRAVELSTEAD
Is that clear, if we have that
wording? There is no official parliamentarian today,
Unless somebody wants to appoint himself so, or herself.
As far as I understand the parliamentary
SCHMIDT
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rule~ ~he motion to table is not debated, but if any
conditions are attached to it, those conditions are
debatable.
TRAVELSTEAD
That's right, as to how long to lay
it on the table, and on this reference where it is
referred.
Then, comments on that point will be in order.
Miss Roebuck.
ROEBUCK
Can I offer an additional point of
information? -- 1978 is the date for compliance. We are
required to have a plan by this June, or July. I forget
what the exact date is. But we have to have a plan by
this summer, in any event, and as to laying it on the
table, I am not sure H.E.W. knows what it means.
I don ' t know how our lawyer would cope with it, or
if he could make any more sense than anybody else would.
I am about to make a facetious
TRAVELSTEAD
remark, but I guess I won ' t.
ROEBUCK

So

was I.

Go ahead.

H. E.W. lays many of our things on a
TRAVELSTEAD
table before they respond.
.
Anything else on this motion that is either
informational or procedural?
FACULTY MEMBER

Move the question.

TRAVELSTEAD
All in favor of tabling the motion
as described, make it known by saying "aye"; opposed.
The aye's have it .

Establ i s bment
of
The report of the Ad Hoc committee on the
DAVIS
De partment
status of the Division of computing and Information Science. of Computing
and Inf o r Doctor Travelstead.
mation
Science;
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. President, three years ago thi~
fa 1
. ·
f c
uting and Information
Abolitio n
cu ty approved the Division o
omp
of Divis ion
Science, with the stipulation that at the end of three
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years, I, or somebody in my place, would make a report to
this faculty about the status o f that Division, evaluation
of its organizational status, and any recommendations for
the future.
As we approach this step, for this spring,
Mr . Thorson, Chairman of the Faculty Policy Committee, and
I talked about this, decided subsequently to set up a task
force to look at this matter, and to make recommendations.
We did this several months ago, and Cleve Moler,
the Mathematics Department and Division of Computing
Science -- are you here, Mr. Moler? -- was Chairman of
that task force.
We did not attach written materials to your agenda
materials today, because we didn't know what the latest
developments would be, but I want to tell you all I know,
and then make a recommendation to this faculty , with
certainly the invitation to Mr. Moler, Mr. Morrison , and
somebody from Electrical Engineering, to correct me or
add to it.
This task force has recommended that the Division
of Computing and Information Science be transferred to the
College of Engineering, and become a department in that
college.

I have supported this recommendation.

We have
asked the Engineering college to respond, an~ as o~ ab~ut
a week ago, that college voted to receive this entity into
that college as a department.
And therefore it appears to me we are ready to
'
'
.
have this faculty
approve
the creation of a department in
the College of Engineering.
Now, before I make that motion, I want to ask

Mr . Koschmann, Mr. Morrison, Mr . Moler , to add to or
correct, whatever you wish.
MOLER

Let rne ,make one comment.

Our job
not only to make a recommendation about
th f
was
luate its history.
e uture of c.r.s., but also to eva
.
And one th'
f
d __ we are all pretty much in agreeing we oun
. . .
rnent in this -- is the status as a separate division,

.. .
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some autonomous division was very helpful in the
formative years of the division , and recommended we -- to
the task force studying the ad hoc programs, and so on, at
the University, that this kind of -- that provision be
made for having this kind of thing in the future.
But now that the program has been established, and
has been well received by the professional computing
community, we feel there is no longer any justification
to continue its special status.
TRAVELSTEAD
In the absence of written materials,
Mr. President, I would like to ask Mr. Morrison or
Mr . Koschmann specifically to make any comment on this,
including what I have now suggested would be the next step.
MORRISON
Mr . Chairman, I would simply like to say
what Cleve said, we did feel that the process we went
through was an appropriate one, that it served us and the
University well.
None of us felt any discomfort internally
with the unusual status of a division, and we would have
been happy to remain in that status.
We did sense a kind of uneasiness with the rest of
the faculty whenever we met, a Policy Committee or
Curriculum Committee. Their questions seemed to be not,
"What do you folks do? " but, "How come you are organized
so strangely?"
For that reason it was our suggestion, and we
endorsed the proposal that we become a department in the
College of Engineering.
TRAVELSTEAD
DAVIS

Mr. Koschmann, can you add --

Professor Koschmann.

KOSCHMANN
The college of Engineering considered
this proposal for the c.I.S. Division, to become.a department in the College of Engineering. It was ~onsidered by
several committees it was discussed at considera~le.
length, and at a f~culty meeting a significant maJority of
the College of Engineering faculty voted in favor of
accepting this recommendation.
TRAVELSTEAD
tor

ecommend to you

Mr. chairman, therefore, I would like
and to thi's faculty, that the faculty
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approve the establishment of the Department of Computing
and Information Science in the College of Engineering.
DAVIS

All right, there is a motion.

Is there a

second?
Second.

FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Discussion?

HOWARTH
I would like to ask Professor Morrison,
or whoever, what difficulty, if any, this will make to
the nature of the degree programming, Computer and
Information Science, which this faculty approved only a
couple of meetings ago.
Does it make any difference?
MORRISON
Essentially none, immediately. The
only difference is the authority that rules over us from
now on, future changes will, of course, be reviewed by
the appropriate committees in the College of Engineering.
We have in mind no specific changes as a result
of this move.
HOWARTH

Will the degree be changed?

MORRISON
No , nor the requirements for any of the
people now in it.
DAVIS

Further discussion?

Doctor Thorson.
THORSON

Just a question, Mr. President.

assume that
Just for clarification on the record, I
the current
this, then, will require also the abolition of
Division of Computing and Information Science?
TRAVELSTEAD
THORSON
DAVIS

I so move that, also.

I don't want you to have two jobs, now.
Self -destruct rider on it.
We will attach a

If not all in favor of the
.
. ?
Further d 1scuss1on.
,
.
mot1.·on
. . .
of computer science and so
to attach the Division

-·
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forth, to Engineering, signify by saying "aye"; oppos e d.
The motion is carried.
Next item of business is the request from the
Anderson School of Business and Administrative Scienc es
to establish a graduate school of Business and Admini s tr ative
Sciences.
Dean Rehder.
REHDER
Mr. Chairman, I would first like to
formally present our motion, and if I get a second, I
would like to speak briefly to it, with your a pprova l.
DAVIS

All right.

REHDER
On behalf of the entire Anderson School
faculty, and its Advisory Committee, I would like to move
that the Roberto. Anderson School of Business and
Administrative Sciences receive the endorsement of t he
U.N. M. Faculty to receive autonomy from the U.N. M. Gr aduate
School, in order to award its own professional master's
degrees, M.~.A., and master's of Management, admit its
own graduate students, and establish its own degree
~
program requirements, independent of the ~aduate $ c hool
for these master's level degrees.
It is understood that at the Ph.D . level, the
existing traditional relationship with the (lf'aduate Sch o o l
would remain.
The school would then be known as t h e
Roberto. Anderson School of Business and Administrative
Sciences, and the Roberto. Anderson Graduate School o f
Business and Administrative sciences, with the additional
details relating to the above proposal cited on page
seventeen of the appendage you have in your agenda.
If I hear a second, I would like to s p eak.
DAVIS

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

second.

REHDER
I believe the Anderson School ~as e i s
concisely presented in the document attached, in y our
agenda pages twelve to twenty, and I will be there -th~refore, try to merely review the highli g hts v e r y
briefly.

Robert O .
Anderson
Gra dua te
Sc hoo 1 of
Business
a nd Admini s tra tive
Sciences
Established
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By way of history, two years ago the Anderson
School faculty voted unanimously to establish the Roberto.
Anderson Graduate School of Business and Administrative
Sciences, and this was announced at the October, '75, Deans
Council Meeting, with a followup memo to Dean Spolsky that
same month.
In January, 1975, a detailed memo entitled, "The
case for the establishment of a graduate school in Business
and Administrative Sciences at the University of New Mexico"
was sent to President Heady, Dean Spolsky, Central
Administration, and appropriate U.N.M. committee members
and chairmen.
The memo gave our facts, reasoning in great detail
for independent graduate status with attached letters
supporting the proposal from our school's Advisory Council,
the managing director of our National Professional
Accreditation Association, which is the A.A.C.S.B., which
states that this is the predominant trend throughout the
United States.
Since that time, I have reviewed this proposal at
least once, and on several occasions, several times, with
the U.N.M. Policy Committee, the Graduate Committee, its
special subcommittee established to review the proposal,
the U.N.M. Curriculum Committee, the Deans Council, and
most recently, the special Ad Hoc committee on Graduate
Professional Education, also known as "Dean Clinton Adams'
Committee." He is chairman .
As a result of the last meeting with the U.N.M.
Policy Committee, our proposal is before you today.
The next question is "Why?"
Several major reasons, and I won't go into detail,
I promise you, but the primary two reasons ~re, one,
professional recognition. We are the states only
professionally accredited graduate program in management
in New Mexico at the present time, and we are one of the
few schools of business in the southwest which emphasizes
graduate, professional management education.
of
Among the others, Colorado and the University
of
Texas, which are both designated as graduate schools
Business, in both cases.
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How do we identify ourselves as different from
largely undergraduate functions,nationally oriented schools
such as Highlands, Eastern, Western, Texas Tech, et cetera?
That's a problem for us.
At the present time, it is very difficult to identify
a graduate, professional school which emphasizes a twoyear , thirty-hour M. B.A. program, independent of any undergraduate program work at all , from the countless business
schools which basically have a large undergraduate program,
four years, heavy - - first- job orientation, trade school
orientation, and then added thirty years onto that for
their master's degree offer.
Ours
like that.
the medical
not require
In fact, we

is not like that.
Our school is not organized
We have an independent, like law schools, and
schools program, two-year program which does
undergraduate business education of any kind.
prefer they do not have it.

We prefer broader training in Arts and Sciences,
Economics, et cetera, so we need the recognition of the
title of the Graduate School of Business and Administrative
Sciences to designate ourselves as this kind of a school,
as apart from the many other schools of business which
are largely, as I described previously.
We also need it to place our students, and to
attract the faculty that goes with the graduate professional
school, oriented institution .
It is very hard to place
students today, and without proper recognition to a t'me
of sixty hours I two to three years' training, in• which
they have received it is very hard for the business
community to discriminate our students from a thirty-year
student who has specifically majored in five years of the
management of motels, for example .
So i t is a question of national recognition, local
recognition, and designation, nationally, as the kind of
school we are.
The second major point is efficiency . Right now we
duplicate every effort the graduate scho~l ~oes. W~ have
our own director of student affairs, admissions officer.
We have our own admission committee. We have our own
national accreditation standards, which differ completely
from -- not completely, but largely from the graduate
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school. We have those standards which we must abide by,
and they don't always line up specifically with the
graduate school.
When our students apply to our school, we are in
national competition for leading students, but we must go
not through just our school's admissions committee, and
not just the A.S.B. Committee of Professional Accreditation
standards, we must also go through the University's
committees, the undergraduate committee procedures, and
screening process.
They send out letters. We send out letters. We
must get together on who is going to be accepted. We have
a problem of who is going to get money, and scholarship
monies, and coordination problems are horrendous, particularly when you are competing with schools who can respond
within twenty-four hours with a specific answer regarding
their composite, A.A.C.S.B. correspondence, their grade
point average, and the amount of scholastic support,
scholarship support they might expect.
So, we do have duplication.
We also have problems of graduate faculty standards.
For example, we just appointed a J.D.-M.B.A. combination
to teach in the area of business law. It is not clear in
our minds whether this gentleman will be able to teach at
the graduate level, or whether he will be approved by the
Graduate School as a graduate faculty member. Nevertheless,
this combination of training in our professional accreditation group is the combination that is desirable, does not
have a Ph.D.

7,

It goes into the concept of program
r~quirem~n~s
for graduation such as a dissertation, which is traditional
I
d
in research oriented M.B.A. __ or, rather, masters egrees
in Arts and sciences, but has no relationship to a
professional M.B.A. degree.
'

f

I could go on and on, but I certainly won't bother
you will all the details, except to say that there ~re two
major reasons for them. There are other reasons which are
explained, if you have the time to look through, or have
already read through the appendices.
I would close with a final question: our school is
trying very hard to become an outstanding school of
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management in the southwest. We are competing strong l y
with Colorado and the University of Texas. The y have be e n
designated as graduate schools of management in their
institutions as have Purdue and many, many others, public,
state institutions, across the country -- which I ment i oned
is the predominant trend in our particular area, in our
particular profession.
We would appreciate very much the support of the
University of New Mexico Faculty in our efforts to achieve
this designation, which will give us strength and proper
designation as to the kind of school we are.
We don't have the resources that the University o f
Texas has. We don't have that kind of money from th e
large universities they have . Colorado's budget is much
more substantial than ours is.
If we are really to try to achieve to be a trul y
outstanding school, we need at least the recognition, i f
not the budget, that the University can give us in this
regard .
I would like to - - Mr. Chairman, with your permission, defer to Professor Thorson, who is Chairman of
the U. N.M. Graduate Committee, for his committee ' s
report, and thoughts on this very subject.
DAVIS

Doctor Thorson.

THORSON
Yes . .Mr. President, the Policy Committee
did take this up two years ago, when I was first going on
the Policy Committee, and it was deferred .. It was
deferred again last year , and we deferred it, partly
expecting to hear a report from the committee.you ref~rred
to, which is the Graduate Professional Education Committee ,
which is the -- was chaired very capably by Dean Adams.
That committee's report has come in. Its r~mifications seem to the Policy Committee to be too se~iou~ and
too wide-reaching to present to the faculty at this time,
so the Faculty Policy committee accepted that report and
referred i t to the Graduate committee, the Senate~ ~nd to.
the Adm· .
.
~ arti' cularly to the Administration
1n1strat1on - - ana P
.
fo
.
f the -- of the question s
r consideration, since many o
. .
.
that D
.
up are really administrat i v e
ean Adams' report brings
questions .

..
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On the other hand, we did not think that that
committee report -- it was our interpretation. This is
not what their report said, but it was our interpretation
that it was not inconsistent with granting -- the granting
of the request from the Anderson School for a separate
graduate program, only in their professional master's
programs, not in their Ph.D. program.
So, the Policy Committee adopted a resolution to
support the motion of the Anderson School, took a vote on
that, and I should make this clear, is not unanimous. It
was seven to two , with two abstentions .
I think that's all I had better say at this time.
DOXTATOR
DAVIS

Point of order, Mr. Chairman .
Point of order .

DOXTATOR
Now, I am sympathetic to what they
want to do, and I want that known at the beginning, but
Dean Rehder has brought up a matter related to the Graduate
School, and a little later on in the agenda there is a
matter related to the Graduate School.
It seems to me more in order if we might hear from
what I understand is a University committee abOut the
abolishment of the university Graduate School, which
would then make it unnecessary to deal with it.
I saw

Dean Rehder is

DAVIS
Well, as a point of order, the motion
would not be in order.
I was not aware of such a report
in the
THORSON
DAVIS

Point of information.
Yes.

THORSON
Professor Doxtator referred.to that as
"a report of a University committee," .w~ich it was not.
It was a special committee appointed Jointly.by
.
Vice-President Silverman and the Faculty Policy Committee.

It was not a University committee.
could we have this information?
FACULTY MEMBER

..

...
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ADAMS

Mr. President, I'm trying to --

DAVIS

The report is not on the agenda today.

Dean Adams.
ADAMS
The Committee on Graduate Professional
Education, which Mr. Doxtator and others have referred to,
was appointed last fall.
I was its chairman.
I think i t
might be useful if you could know who the other members
were.
Professor Devries from Engineering; Hal Drummond
from Education; William Hadley from Pharmacy, Hamlin Hill
from English , Richard Holeman from Education, Morton
Hoppenfeld from Architecture, Leonard Napolitano from
Medicine, in the first semester, Lothar Winter in Busine s s
and William Peters the second semester, Sam Roll from
Psychology, and Al Utton from Law.
The committee met throughout the fall semester,
and spring, and submitted its report a few days ago. I am
authorized by the committee to read the following statement to this meeting, and then I will have one remark to
make, myself.
"The Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate Professiona l
Education has, by unanimous vote, adopted a re port
and transmitted it to Vice-President Silverman and
the Faculty Policy Committee. our report is not
before the faculty and a part of today's agenda.
We support the action of the Faculty Policy
Committee at its meeting of May 5th, in accepting
our report and deferring it to the Faculty Senate
and the Administration for further study prior to
any action.
"The substance of our report, however, is
relevant to today's discussion. Br~efly stated,
it recommends a structure within which the faculty
and deans of each of the several schools and
colleges would have direct responsibility for
graduate instruction and research, just as for
undergraduate instruction.
"It is, thus, implicit that if our recommendations were ultimately to be accepted, the School o f
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Business and Administrative Sciences would be made
responsible for its own graduate programs, just
as would all other schools and colleges.
"The committee favored action to change the
general structure of graduate education, rather
than the alternative force of recommending
separate action on individual programs.
"While the members of the Ad Hoc Committee
were unanimous in their adoption of our report,
and in the conclusion contained therein, they are
divided on the proposal before the faculty today.
Each member must, therefore, speak for himself."
That is the end of the statement on behalf of the
committee .
In personal terms, I would like to say that I
support the Business School's proposal. I think that the
action upon it is long overdue .
I hope that the report of
the committee on Graduate Professional Education will
ultimately be accepted, and if so , as is stated in the
memorandum, it is implicit that all of the schools would
require -- would acquire similar authority.
DAVIS

Further discussion?

Yes, sir.
PROFESSOR KRAMER
Well , it seems to me that we have
a fairly confused situation, because if the Adams report
were accepted f then f the Business would become independent;
•
I
b ut if the Adams report were not accepted, the~, it
wont
be followed I the School of Business to become independent,
•
•
and, therefore, perhaps one could really be much wiser in
Waiting until the general matter is discussed before
looking at a particular case.
Second of all, speaking for myself, and~ think
for many of my colleagues, we are not well apprised of
the situation. We do not know enough to be able to make
an intelligent judgment .
Now, either the Faculty should sim~ly, ~ou know,
accept the reports that are given to it, in which case
there is no need for a Faculty Meeting, or we should have

....
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there should be a further discussion, either by the
faculty or by the Senate, so that the merits of the p roposal can be attained.
I don't think we are ready to vote intelligently.
I would like to suggest that we table this and send it to
the Senate.
SPOLSKY
I presume on behalf of the Graduate
Committee, I have been instructed to move a motion which
I will in a moment, and I would like to also, on the
instructions, preface that motion with an explanation of
why it is that the Graduate Committee has instructed me
to move this motion.
I won't take any position at this stage on the
proposal,on the merits of the proposal, but would just
like to summarize briefly for the faculty the background,
the timetable that led us to this position, the question
of why is the -- is the action started in October, 1974.
Some people seem to be somewhat confused about the issue .
The original request was addressed by the School
of Business to the President of the University on
October 28th, 1974.
In November , 1974 , the President
deferred the question to the Graduate Committee, and to
the graduate dean .
At that stage, the Graduate -- I proposed to the
School of Business that they might present to the Graduate
Committee a detailed proposal for the Graduate Committe e
to consider, at that stage they will have the charge, and
it speaks for the Graduate Committee.
The detailed proposal was submitted to the
Graduate Committee on January the 29th, 1975. The.
.
Graduate committee after some discussion, after discussing
the question at tw~ meetings, at which representatives of
the School of Business were present, established -- . as
committees are wont to do _ _ a subcommittee to consider
the question and bring back recommendations.
That subcommittee , which was established, ~f I
remember rightly fairly late in the semester, still
managed within a'month or two to come bac~ to the Gradua te
Committee
'th
The speed of its report was,
1
.
w1
a proposa.
·
d
in fact , not what the subcommittee had done, but instea
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of dealing with the specific question, "Should the School
of Business be permitted to do what it seeks to do?" there
was a general question.
It asked the general question,
"Under what condition should any school of the University
that considers it has a case for being independent of the
Graduate School and, therefore, have the authority of the
faculty that comes through the Graduate School and the
Graduate Committee, under what conditions should such
approval be granted?"
The memo that I think you have in the minutes -in the agenda of the meeting is Dean Rehder's specific
answers to those questions, as he saw them, applying to
his school.
The recommendation of the Graduate Committee at
that stage was that we needed a wider body than simply the
Graduate Committee to look at the question of what were
the criteria under which such a step should be taken?
Such a committee, therefore, with the Graduate
Committee, asked the vice-president for research and
graduate affairs, to establish such a committee.
The Faculty Policy committee asked to co-sponsor
that commit tee, and the commit tee known as the "Adams
Committee," consisting of representatives essentially of
the professional schools, plus three members from Arts
and Sciences, designated by but not members of the
Graduate Committee was asked to report back to the
'
. .
Graduate Committee with a statement of criteria.
As we discovered a week or two ago, that committee
did not come back with criteria, but came back with ~nether
very interesting proposal, but one that presumably will
need fairly careful consideration.
. the opinion of the Graduate
It , tl1.ere f ore, is
.
.
Committee -- they instructed me to take this.action ~ta
met·
ff'
d that instruction at
e ing two weeks ago and we a irme
that meeting last Thu;sday, which was direct~y after the
Faculty Policy Committee had considered the issu~ --.that
until it had been possible to consider the full impl~cations of the Adams committee report, it would be unwise to
consider this specific request.
·
I move that this
Therefore, on that instruction,

.

.-·
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proposal be tabled.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Second .

It has been moved and seconded that it be

tabled.
Now, let me -- point of order here on
the Chair .
This body will not convene again
Would this be tabled for consideration to be
the table by the Senate? Is this the intent
motion?

the part of
as a body.
taken off
of your

SPOLSKY
Whatever happens to matters that are
tabled.
I presume it goes to the Senate.
THORSON
DAVIS
DURRIE

This body will meet again .
This body will meet again?
Yeah, at least three times each year.

DAVIS
But this body, then, would be the only one
that could take it off the table, unless it is specified.
Someone can clarify this -- John.
RHODES
I believe the intent of the Graduate
Committee wasn't for this to be taken off the table by
the Faculty Senate.
DAVIS
Well, if this is the intent, then, this
should be expressed in the motion. That is my concern.
at it be referred
SPOLSKY
Is it proper to move th
to the Faculty Senate, or tabled?

DAVIS
SPOLSKY

Tabled and referred to the Faculty Senate.
But, then, this body, presumably, could

still come back to it?
DAVIS
It has been moved and seconded that we
table it and ~fer it to the Faculty Senate. All in
favor
If it is a motion
FACULTY MEMBER
Point of order .
that is not a
to refer it to the Faculty Senate, then,
motion to table.

. ....
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FACULTY MEMBER

That's correct.

DAVIS
Well, this is the point I was seeking the
clarification of, of the intent. If it is to be tabled,
it is to be taken off the table only by this body in one
of its three meetings next year, or may it be taken off
the table by the Faculty Senate?
And I thought that the intent was that it could be
taken off the table by the Faculty Senate.
FACULTY MEMBER
Well, I think the problem is that
a motion to table, we have learned, is not debatable.
DAVIS

That's right.

FACULTY MEMBER

But a motion to refer is debatable.

DAVIS
Now, you are debating whether it should be
referred to the Faculty Senate?
FACULTY MEMBER
If it is a motion to refer to the
Faculty Senate, then, it continues to be debated.

DAVIS

Because this is a special condition.

All

right.
The Chairwill so rule.
Debate on the question, then, to table and refer.
Is this the intent of the motion?
SPOLSKY
The intent is that when the Adams report
has been considered, it will be possible for the appropriate
body to consider this.
I am not sure of the wording.

DAVIS
SPOLSKY
DAVIS

Okay.
That was the intent.
All right, any discussion?

PROFESSOR KYNER

Point of order.

the senate to consider any
f
Is it not possible or
item which has been tabled by this body?
FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

. ..
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MERKX

Consented as an act of this body.

KYNER

But I believe it can decide that items

without prior approval - DAVIS

Doctor Merkx?

MERKX

I would like to oppose the motion to ref er .

In that case, I think my motion is to
SPOLSKY
table, Mr. Chairman.
I think that is what I moved,
originally.
If that doesn ' t prevent the Senate from
considering it, then, I would be happy to have it tabled .
FACULTY MEMBER
But you changed your mind and made
a motion to refer.
You can make a new motion if you wis h .
DAVIS

Let's hear what Doctor Merkx has to say.

MERKX
I would disagree with Professor Kyner's
point, and the issue raised.
I think we can't also
decide the general issues before we decide the specific
issues, and the idea of abolishing the Graduate Committee
may take a lot of time to work out.
I am impressed by the case that the Business School
has. It is a professional school, and I think that we
would damage them by postponing this for the year or t wo
that it might be necessary to decide on the general
issues, so I would strongly oppose referring, and would
support the eventual motion when we get to it.
DAVIS

Further discussion and debate?

Doctor Drummond .
DRUMMOND
I would like to take essentially the
same position Gil has taken . I was a member of the
subcommittee.
SPOLSKY

Point of order.

a motion to refer may be disI understand that to be referred, but as not to
cussed as to where it is be referred- or am I wrong in
whether or not it should
that?
DURRIE

Yes.

.
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DAVIS

I would rather hear the comment.

Go ahead.

DRUMMOND
I was a member of the subcommittee of
the Graduate Committee that looked at the proposal from
the Graduate School of Business -- or from the School of
Business, asking that it be a graduate school, and was
then appointed to the so-called "Adams Committee," which
has looked at that, and the broader question.
And I -- having been through the history of it,
I agree with what Gil has suggested. I see no need as of
this point in time for our delaying that school for moving
ahead as it sees it desirable.
And so I would urge that the motion to refer be
defeated .
DAVIS

All right.

Are you ready for the question

to table and refer?
FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

DAVIS
All in favor of the motion to table and
refer to the Faculty Senate, signify by saying "aye";
opposed.
The Chair would rule that the motion to table and
refer was defeated.
Is there further debate on the original motion -I'm sorry
I can't repeat it verbatim.
SPOLSKY

Mr. President, I would like now, if I

could, to address the issue.
DAVIS
SPOLSKY

All right.
When you are ready.

DAVIS For convenience of all, why ~on't ~e have.
h' b ·
·
the main motion again,
im riefly summarize the motion -.
,
ot
because this is -- I would like to remind you we ve.g
about fifteen minutes to go, and a couple or three items
that are still significant on the agenda, also.
REHDER
On behalf of the Anderson school faculty,
I would like to
that the Roberto. Anderson School
move
.
ei ve the
of Business and Administrative sciences r~c
f
endorsement of the U.N.M. Faculty to receive autonomy rom

...
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the U.N. M. Graduate School, in order to a ward its own
professional master's degrees, admit its own gradua te
students, and establish its own degree and program r equirements, independ ent of the Graduate School for these
master's degrees.
It is understood that the Ph.D. level, at the Ph . D.
level, the existing traditional relationship with t he
Graduate School would remain. The school would then be
known as the Roberto. Anderson School of Business a nd
Administrative Sciences, and the Robert O. Anderson
Graduate School of Business and Administrative Sc i ences ,
as is traditional for graduate professional schools o f
business.
With the additional details relating to the abov e
proposal cited on page seventeen of the June 9th, '75,
memo, response to the special Graduate Committee atta c hed .
All right, Dean Spolsky has asked to b e
DAVIS
recognized for discussion purposes.
SPOLSKY
As this is a fairly complex issue, wh i c h
the faculty hasn't had a chance to consider, I hope you
will forgive me if I take a while to present some o f t he
arguments which are -- I think should be taken into co n sideration before a step like this is taken.
I speak on my own behalf, as dean, and obviously
not on behalf of the Graduate committee, which is no t
prepared at this stage to express an opinion on this
issue.
Dean Rehder suggested two major reasons for his
request to have a double school, or to have something
like that.
First of all the importance of prof e ssional
recognition; secondly, t~e question of efficiency.
Let me talk briefly about each of these.
The need for professional recognition,
· 1
. as
1 he i. f
proposed, it would appear to be met fair Y simp y,.
that is, in fact, simple, but simp ly a change of titl e .
And as I have expressed on a number of occasio ns ,
and personally, I can see no objection to the school:the bulk of whose program is in the graduate a r ea, u sing

'

.. .
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the title "Graduate" somewhere in its title, when tha t
appears to be app ro p riate.
Thus, I don't think the question of professional
recognition remains an essential issue.
The second point I would make in that reg a rd is t o
point out that we are all very proud, as Dean Rehder is,
of the fact that our school was accredited. The
accreditation visit took place at a stage when the schoo l
was under the jurisdiction -- and I will talk about that
a little later -- of the Graduate School.
The members of the accrediting committee I s po ke
with, the members of the accrediting committee I spoke
with saw no disadvantage in that, but thought -- felt t h a t
it was a positive advantage to the strength of the p ro gram
that it was closely related with the rest of the Univer sity .
And h e p ersonally thought that this kind of a rrange ment where a professional school is, in fact -- joins wi th
the other professional schools , and the nonprofessional s ,
if there is such a thing, graduate programs, in some
University-wide organizations for the establishment o f
policy, and the administration of certain aspects of t he
program.
It would seem to me, then, that that first argume nt
doesn't require the kind of change that Dean Rehder is
recommending.
The second question, the second major point to be
brought up is the point of efficiency. Exactly what the
efficiency would be, we haven't had a chance to look at
very carefully .
At the moment and from -- before I became the dean
of the Graduate Scho~l one of my first actions before I
was dean was to sit do~n with Dean Rehder and discuss the
questions of how we could coordinate some of the problems
that appeared to have arisen over admission procedures.
One of the things we agreed to with him at that
stage, and has been in effect ever since, is because o f
the special nature of their recruiting , that we tak~ no
it .
action on rejecting the student until they had considered

~
...... .
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That policy, that notion is one that I found so
satisfactory and so congruent with my view of the way in
which the Graduate School could work, is that we have
moved to that arrangement with all departments, all units
in the University, where in the past the Graduate School
automatically screened out students.
We now assume that the major screening is done by
the department who decides that there are cases where a
student, although not technically qualified, has other
very good reasons to be considered.
In those cases, then, we act on the departmental
recommendation.
It is only in the case of the total business that
the letter of rejection is signed by both deans.
It is
typed on their paper, which is much more expensive than
we can afford.
From the point of view of efficiency, I am not
sure that there are -- I feel certain that we can make
the operation and the way of handling it much more
efficient.
The first time I heard about the twenty-four-hour
need was at the Faculty Policy Committee. If this
twenty-four-hour response is so important, I am certain
that we can find a way of handling that within our
structures.
It will be hard over the weekends, but we
will do our best.
But what I am saying here is that the question
of Administration and the administrative problems are not
the central question.
The very basic question is that
the Adams Committee -- and seeing you haven't had a
chance to read i t I don't think it is fair to talk about
it -- the basic q~estions that it addresses are of quite
co nsiderable
.
complexity.
When that committee was first set up, and it was
dealing specifically with the question that it was asked
to deal with namely the question of the place.of
'
'
.
b't 0 f time for
professional schools I spent a little i
them, to try and anaiyze and present to them 7he.ex~ct.
nature f
h
b Graduate school Jurisdiction,
o w at appears to e
.
h'
ard
the possible mention of autonomy and so on, i n t 15 reg
·
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What it adds up to, essentially, are two kinds of
things. One, is the general supervision of policy that
the Graduate Committee is responsible for. That means
both changes in the nature of the degree programs, changes
in the kinds of degrees, policies and that kind of matters.
The second is a fairly complex set of almost
clerical functions that are handled by the -- by the
Graduate School, rather than by the admissions office.
I could go through these in detail, but it is
clear that that is not something that the general body
would have a chance to digest at this stage.
What I perhaps could do, usefully, is sum up
certain of the answers that I gave on their behalf to
this committee -- to the school, when it first made its
proposal.
I don't feel that the arguments they present for
the Business School are, in fact, special arguments.
There are other units in the University -- it is likely
that there are other units in the University -- with
their own admissions criteria in the classroom and
laboratory.
Each graduate unit has a distinct philoso phy .
Many graduate units have more than one philosophy.
There are many programs that require more than
thirty hours of degrees.
There are many programs that
relate to external agencies and bodies, as well as the
University faculty.
the same
Finally, in most of our units, there is
whether
kind of complex relationship between research,
applied or basic, and the teaching program.
Essentially, then, the question that we have to
face -- that we have to face, is given the pres~nt stage
of our institution its present level of maturity, whether
the disadvantages ~f permitting units, even though they
may well be strong enough for independence, to act
.
independently of the rest of our graduate and pr~fess~onal
program, outweighs the advantage we have of looking a
these matters in a general sense, and looking at them
from a University perspective.
The arguments that can be made for the School of
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u iness, can be made probably as
or certain departments , not for c
c rtain sections in the department
The strength of the University,
nds on the University recognizing
strength of our graduat
University accepting responsibility
duate programs as a whole .
Therefore , I
DAVIS

r on lly oppo

Thank you .

I would like to c 11 for
cu sion . This is a very impor
nt long wit t e ext ns·on nd
to b h ld to fiv
inu

Doctor Tr v 1

D

ot "on.

d.

0

no

,
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that the name of the Robert O. Anderson School of Business
and Administration be changed to -- or as well as the
Robert O. Anderson Graduate School of Business and
Administration, and that separate admission policy be
worked out between Dean Rehder and Dean Spolsky, since
that is essentially an administrative matter; and that
all other aspects of his motion be dropped.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Second.

Substitute motion and a second.

Discussion?

REHDER
Mr . Chairman, I would like to speak to the
points made by Dean Spolsky, by Vice-President Travelstead,
and Professor Rhodes.
It may not be easy.
DAVIS
REHDER

Please keep it brief.
I will be very brief.

First off, the school does have substantive issue .
It is not just the name change.
Gentlemen, if it were the name change, it would
have been easy a long time ago.
The problems are substantive.
It is the way we designate our faculty.
We don't want to
divide our faculty up to graduat~ faculty and undergraduate
faculty.
We feel this is very atvisive.
for our school,
This is a very important faculty
whether many of
and we don't want to do it.
I question
you want to do it.
We also don't want to give comprehensive ex~m~na~ions
in our school.
It is not professionally in line.wit w at
our national standards stand for, what they require.us to
do.
It has become perfunctory. The students know it, our
faculty don't support it.
th e issues that underlie
I could go on and on, on
this.
It is not just the name. It is not per~un~t~ry.
Ou
.
· h
the one individual
r national group that came in ere,
he talked to is largely an undergraduate school.
He was
accrediting our undergraduate program .
He is not a professional school.

He has no

-·
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understanding of what a professional graduate school is.
His position is largely that of an undergraduate school.
The efficiency, we are operating in increasing
levels of bureaucracy.
I think at the beginning of this
the Office of Education , Health, Education and Welfare,
are frightening enough.
If you are having to fill out
these forms, if you have to relate to so many entities
within the University, it is becoming increasingly
cumbersome.
What Dean Spolsky did not answer, and what I would
pose to Dean Spolsky, we don't have time. I'm sure the
chairman won't allow me -- is his reasons why we should
keep a grad uate school, why we should be under the graduate
school.
Never one answer, only the reasons why we should
not be allowed to get out from under, but not what the
advantages are.
The last point has to do with the proposal made
by Vice-President Travelstead -- and by the way, I respect
him a great deal.
The one problem is that I am a dean of
a school that has been waiting two years, with a faculty
waiting two years, through a bureaucracy that is transcending man's reasonable patience.
We did not ask for, gentlemen and ladies, we did
not ask for the whole university structure to be restudied.
It is a familiar ploy.
our faculty is very good at it . We
can keep this up for years, and I mean literally year~It's been two years, another two years, I would say, is a
minimum amount of time.
Vice-President Travelstead will have re~ired.b~ that
time, but in the meantime, gentlemen, other universities
With their bureaucracy have felt secure enough t~ allow
the graduate schools of Business at Colorado -- in deference
to our president, first -- and the University.of ~exas , to
go ahead.
They felt secure enough to let their little
schools of Business get out and be an independen~ sch~ol,
without destroying the whole structure of the University.
And I would propose, therefore, gentlemen, giving
us a chance.
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DAVIS

Doctor Tho rson.

THORSON
Mr . Chairman, I would like to move we
suspend the rule concerning adjournment after two hours of
meeting .
DAVIS
All right, the motion has been made that we
suspend the rule that we adjourn the meeting after two
hours session, and have an extended session.
All those in favor of suspending the rule and
extending this session , say "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried .
We are about to lose our reporter here.
wearing down.

She is

Dean Adams .
ADAMS

Mr . President, I move the previous question.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

DAVIS
Previous question being the substitute
motion, or the original motion?
FACULTY MEMBER

Substitution .

DAVIS
The Chairman understands that the previous
question is the substitute motion. Would you repeat it
again , please?
RHODES
The substitute motion was that the Robert
o. Anderson School of Business be called the Roberto.
Anderson Graduate School of Business and Administration;
that the respective dean of that school and the dean of
the Graduate School be instructed to change their
admissions policies as necessary to provide efficiency;
and that all other aspects of the previous motion be
dropped.
DAVIS

All right.

The P revious question has been

moved .
PROFESSOR PROUSE
Point of order , Mr . President.
Mr . Rhodes didn't repeat his own motion correctly.
It
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really should read "Administrative Sciences." It shows in
there, "Administration", we' 11 be stuck with an inadvertent
title.
DAVIS

We will note that correction .

The previous question has been moved.
of the substitute motion --

All in favor

FACULTY MEMBER

No .

FACULTY MEMBER

No, no, no.

FACULTY MEMBER

We have to cut debate, first .

All in favor of voting on the previous
DAVIS
question, signify by saying " aye"; opposed.
All right, that is carried.
Now, we are voting on the substitute motion as
expressed by Doctor Rhodes, with the correction.
FACULTY MEMBER
Question . What happens to the
Robert Anderson Undergraduate School of Business , or
whatever it is?
RHODES

It stays the same .

This is a point of information.
DAVIS
ready for the vote.

We are

All in favor of the substitute motion, signify by
saying "aye"; opposed.
Substitute motion loses .
Now, we are back on the original motion.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Move the previous question.

It has been moved the previous question.

Is there a second?
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Yes .

All those in favor

Of

voting on the motion,
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signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The aye 1 s have it .
We will now vote on the original motion .

Debate is

closed.
All in favor of the motion as stipulated by Dean
Rehder, signify by saying "aye"; opposed .
Chair rules t hat the aye ' s have it .
All right, we'll have a half- minute recess.
(A brief recess was hel d . )
All right , we are back in session .
DAVIS
meeting is reconvened .

The

Professor Thorson will speak to item nine .
THORSON
Mr . Chairman , this is found on page
twenty-one of your agenda item .
I would like to move that instead of the language
that is approved above , that we add the language which is
approved by the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee .
Professor Roebuck and I discussed this .

Amen drn nt to
Tenure Pos ition
P l a n with
Reg a r d to
Secondary
Appo intments

She could

discuss i t , but I will .
But the langua ge at the bottom of the page:
" This category of appointment called 'non- probationary' is also appropriate for the secondary
appointments of faculty members whose second ary
appointment carries no presumption of tenure . " Pe r i od .
DAVIS
THORSON

"Per i o d" after " tenure"?
Yes .

The last part be deleted .

Move that on behalf of the Faculty Policy Committee.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

second .

All right, moved and seconded .

Any discus sion?
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All in favor, signify by saying "aye" ' opposed.
Motion is carried .
All right, now -THORSON

Thank you .

-- item number ten, the proposal for the
DAVIS
degree of aster of Arts in Theatre . Dean Spolsky, are
you the spokesman for this?

Degree of
Master of Arts
in Theatre

SPOLSKY
Mr . President , on behalf of the Graduate
Corrunittee -- on behalf of the Graduate Conunittee, I would
like to move that we recommend to the Regents for recommendation to the Boar d of Educational Finance, or any other
approp+iate body, the approval of the degree of Master of
Arts~ Theatre, as described in the material circulated
with the agenda .
FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

This proposal has been approved by the
SPOLSKY
College of Fine Arts , by the Graduate Committee, and I
understand by the curriculum conunittee, and is brought to
you now for action.
The Graduate committee , in its approval, asked, as
it did in the case of the recent Masters of Nursing, that
in the course of the next year the details of the
curriculum be brought back to the Graduate committee to
look carefully at some of the details, that it wasn't
~ossible to get clarified at this stage, but t~at doesn't
in any way detract from the Graduate committees support
for this proposal .
DAVIS

Dean Adams .

ADAMS
Speaking very briefly to this, I would
like to mention that the proposed master ' s degree in
Theatre Arts was long · delayed by the fact that the Theatre
Arts Department was first operating in the old Rodey . .
Theatre .
Those new members of faculty may not be familiar
With the old Rodey Theatre.
Cl-4.-

IJf. the

It was originally built in the Nineteenth Century,
It was then condemned and torn
University Chapel.
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down several years ago. Given the Theatre Department's
physical circumstances, it was not possible to move many
years ago to develop a master ' s program in that department, as would undoubtedly have been done, were it not
for those circumstances .
Several years ago when the Academic Council for
Higher Education, a state- wide body, was created, when
A.C. H. E. was created several years back, the Academic
Council for Higher Education, when that body examined
graduate programs throughout the state, one of the
programs that it did:;!:commend for establishment out in
this campus -- and I~recommended very few such
.
,-;.
programs in the state -- was a new master ' s degree program
in Theatre Arts .
So the matter has been considered at some length.
We simply could not bring it before the faculty any earlier
than this, because of the fact that the physical facilities
would not have supported it earlier .
The nature of Theatre Arts is such that a master's
degree p rogram is not an autonomous program. Students
enrolled in the graduate program will perform in tne same
productions with undergraduates . It will have the effect
of having graduate education with undergraduate education,
of greatly strengthening both , really. Same condition
that exists in the Music Department, where some graduate
students play in the orchestra along with undergraduates.
It is essentially a performance degree, performance
oriented degree, with options which Doctor Prouse can
provide in greater detail .
I might mention that Doctor Prouse is chairman elect
of the Theatre Arts for next year.
The question has been raised by Dean Vassallo, with
respect to library resources for the program, here -perhaps i t was an oversight on our part not to have consulted the Library more fully . We did not do so because
~e felt that this is essentially a performance program, it
is not a library oriented program . It is not primarily a
history program.
.
t
the master's degree
It is rather comparable o
.
spe · ~
.
· ting and in sculpture,
c1ally given in music and in pain

.....
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and in other fields.
I think probably that's all I need to say.
If
are
s
p
ecific
questions,
or
further
statements,
r
there
refer you to Doctor Prouse .
Question.

FACUL TY MEMBER
DAVIS

The question has been called.
He didn ' t move the previous

FACULTY MEMBER
question, did he?
DAVIS

No.

TRAVELSTEAD

Do you wish to speak to the -Yes, if I may, if I am in order.

I speak in support of the motion, and I also confirm what Mr. Adams has said about the Academic Council.
It was indeed recommended with that group five years ago,
that such degree be established at this institution .
I will vote for the motion, and I think it is
correct that this fact is supported, and put that label
on it.
I must state a caution , however , which will affect
next steps.
I think in view of the fact that the Nursing
program is now hung up, before the Academic Council has
not gotten the B . E.F . , and there are many serious
questions asked about it, and in view of the several steps
that we have to go through even before we get to the
B. E . F., and t h en after the B. E . F . , the Board of Finance,
1 can't be at all optimistic about this progr am being
acted upon in September by the B. E . F .
That doesn't mean I won't work toward that end,
but I think a realistic assessment of it is that it will
~ot, but I do think the proper - - if the facu~ty.bel~eves
l~ is appropriate and should be offered at this ~nstitution, that it say so today, and I will vote for it.
DAVIS

Further discussion?

Paul.
I would like to make a stateme nt
DEN

VASSALLO

Yes.
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t

concerning this program .
I am not opposed to the program . As a matter of
fact, I will vote for it. I am , however , opposed to the
initiation of new programs at this University, or for that
matter , the initiation of new courses for which no
consideration is given as to the effect of these courses
or programs on the Library's programs .
There have been way too many programs initiated at
this University, so that at this point the Library is not
able to support your programs .
And I have already asked
Doctor Travelstead to initiate some p r ocedures whereby the
Lib r ary is consulted prio r to such programs being brought
to the attention of the Graduate Committee, or to the
Curricula Committee .
FACULTY MEMBER

Move the previous question .

Previous question has been moved .
DAVIS
a second on that?
FACULTY MEMBER

Is there

Second .

DAVIS
All those in favor of moving the previous
question , signify by saying " aye " ; opposed .
Motion carries.
We will now vote on the motion . The motion is to
approve the proposa l for the degree of Master of Arts and
Theatre ..
'f

All in favor , signi y

b

Y

saying "aye"; opposed.

The motion is carried .
All right, item eleven .
Is this going to take long?
FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Move we adjourn.

FACULTY MEMBER

second .

•
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It has been moved and seconded we adjourn.

I would like to thank you all very much.
The meeting stands adj ourned .
Adjournment, 5:13 p . m.
Respectfully submitted,

John N. Durrie,
Secretary
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHE LOR OF ARTS
MAJOR

)AVID M AP.,ERCROMBIE
iANTIAGCl O ACOSTA
:AROL ANN J A DAMS
:DWARO E ADAMS
~ARLIN SCOTT ADDIS O~
:ARLOS H AGUIR~E
(AREN E AHLG~EN
aRu N J ANDERS E
JUO I TH ANN AN f) E '< SON
iYLV I A ANOE RS O"J
: nw ARD J OS E PH APODACA
(AY LY N~ ASHLEY
:ATHER I NE A N AV ES
JUAN JO SE BA: A
~ENE MARIE 8ALAG A
UCHAPO BA~f) BALDELLI
rH01'4AS A BALDONADJ
:VAN GRAY BALL"1AN
~ANCY EV ELY
6~ 'I GS
:RANCES A"J"J B ECK~AN

CHEMISTRY
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH-PHILOSOPHY
CO M OS &. PSYCH
PSYCHOLOGY
ECONOMICS
SPAN I SH
PSYCHOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
POL SC
& HIST
ENGL I SH
ANTH

& ART

SOCIOLOGY
HISTORY
GEOLOGY
JOURNAL! SM
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
& SOC
PSYCH

; AT.;, ·1 ,-..., ·,...·

G 5EiLS ' i1n
lfCHAPO H BE"~ETT
,ELEN O e.uqKE '3ER~A~D
:HARLES R:J9ER T 9EST
; AN DR A SU f B IC I( EL
<EV I N JAM:: S 8 LI S S
JON ROBEQ.T BOW~A'.J
<AREN EL I lA eE T H BCJXX
~OY GENF BOYD
)USAN LEE BRAKE
\NNE ARANNEN
)ORIS P BR0~9ERG
~ORIAN DEAN BRU~TQN
)TEVEN VAN BURCIAGA
<IMBERLY Q BURNETTE
~ARGARET ANNE BURRELL
~OLORES 8UTLE R
.AROL A'INE CAMPBELL
JOE CART ER
JUDY ANN CASALE
;ALPH WILL IA"I CAST~ER
-RNEST T CDEBACA
~ATTHEW L CHA CON
<AT HER IN E '-' CLAR KE
tCHOLAS S COLLARDS
:EORGE R C0~'4 EL IUS
.. AROL YN COST AL tS
~~AN CAROL COTTER
1.1,J PATRICK CROWE
'IIUtY E

BUCHIN

DEBORAH B BURNS

~l'HONY R APODACA

MINOR
ENGLISH
SPAN! SH & POLITICAL SCIENCE

DISTRIBUTED MINOR
BUS & AOMIN SCIENCES
COMPARATIVE LIT
AN THROPOLGY
FRENCH
GEOLOGY
SPEECH COMMU~ICATION
JOURNALISM
MUSIC
PH I.LOS OPHY
LIBRARY SCIENCE
OISTRI~UTED MINOR
SPANISH
ECONO~ICS
PSYCHOLOGY
n 1t r

OU~

HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
ECONOt' IC S
ENGL
& JOUR"'
ECONOMICS
ENGLISH
LINGUISTICS
ECONO~ICS
HISTORY
ENGLISl-f
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
ECON
& POL SC
SPEECH CC~MUNICATION
ANTHROPOLOGY
JOU RN AL IS"1
PSYCHOLOGY
LAT IN A"1ER JCAN STUDIE
PSYC~OLOGY
ANT t-ROPOLOGY
ECONOMICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SPANISH
POL SC
& FRENCH
HI STORY
& ENGL
PSYCH
FRENCH & GERMAN
ANTHROPOLOGY

r

C.

.a. n t t

1'1. t

~u·, i'C

'1A THEMATICS

rt'* Yr-

,rr-r

..)l.,lLl'Cl., L ..)

&

GEOGRAPHY

HISTORY
BUS & AOMIN SCIENCES
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
FRENCH
E"l GL IS H & PHILOSOPHY
MUSIC
HI STORY
JOUR~ALISM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ENGLISH
ECONO~ ICS
SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
SOC IO LOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
HISffiRY
GR EEK
NAVAL SCIENCE

HI STORY

AMERICAN STUDIES

ANTHROPOLOGY
ENGLISH & POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAJOR
'ANIEL M CSUTORA
RAIG T CU NI NGHAME
AM F.l A ROSE C YR AN
ER RY J EAN DALKE
hRY VERNON DAVIS
.ENT AL AN DAV IS
IMOTHY DAVIS
't80RAH A DIDOMENICO
CHN R OOOGE
ILVEY DO~IN:;UEZ
ULIA DIANE DOUGHl::RTY
EANIE V W DOUGLAS
ORRAT NE K DUFFY
HHO NY JOSE DURAN
~RY J BROWN DUR.AN
AYMON O ELOY DURAN
AULA ANN DUVALL
TUART f1YSON
~WRE NCE DONALD EATON
ESSE DAVID EHRENBERG
ARGA R,_c:~, ·~
,,-....
v c:- .,-~. . l";
U I" :) .
FRRY f1AVI0 ENGLAND
UG ENE GLENN FAJAROO
N MAR[E FALLEN
NN FARRIS
~NOY ANN FENCHEL
ATHLEEN R FENTON
EqH ER. At\JNE FERGUS ON
EROMF MOSS ON FERNANDEZ
IA L FITZSIMMONS
AVID Mt\PFS FLYNN,JR.
OY ESTEL FORB[S,JR
~ME S A F O RMH AL S
F.ORGE E FRAN KL IN
ULIA C FRAZIER
ENt>.JETH H JR FREBERG
ARTJN W FRENTZEL
OGER G.\ EBEL
ICHAEL F GALLAGHER
f CHARD GANDARA
ARTHTCIA . MAY GARLAND
ONA LO GARLEY
OBERT PAUL GARRETT
AUREEN ROSE GERARD
TEVEN THOMAS GIBBONS
~AN HUGHES GILMORE
REN LEE GLUCK
[ MB ERL Y CASS EL GLUCK
ISSA APR IL GOER Tl

:MAs FEATHERSTONE
D ABRAN GARCIA

HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCH
& SOC
PHILOSOPHY
ECONO MICS
PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY
ANTHROPOLOGY
SPANISH
ANTHROPOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
8 JOLOGY
ENGLISH
POL SC & HIST
ANTHROPOLOGY
ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH
SF.A i~ .
C. PORT
JOU RN AL I SM
POL SC
& HIST
JOURNALISM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SPAN I SH
JOU RN AL I SM
ENGLISH
ANTHROPOLOGY
HIS TORY
HIST
& LAT AM
HISTORY
COMMUN DISORDERS
HIS TORY
ENGLISH-PHILOSOPHY
ECONOMICS
ENGL I SH
GEOGRAPHY
JOU RN AL I SM
JOURNALISM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HIST
& POL SC
GEOGRAPHY
POL IT IC AL SC I ENCE
HISTORY
PSYCH OLOGY
LATIN AM ERICAN STUDIE
CCMMUN DISORD ERS
BIOLOGY

ANTHROPOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY

M [NOR

ENGLISH
GE OLOGY
S OCIOLOGY
J OUR NALISM
BUS & ADMl N SC I ENCES
SOCIO LOGY
ANTHR OPOLGY
SOCIO LOGY
POLITICAL SCIE NCE
SP AN ISH
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH
CH EM T STRY
SPAN1SH

ART
THEATRE ARTS
ANTH ROPOLGY
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGL! SH
P OLITICAL SCIENCE
P H IL OSOPHY
HI STORY

ENGLISH
ANTHR OPOLGY
GEOL OGY
ANTHRO POL GY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HI STORY
EC GNOMIC S
HI STORY
J OURNAL I SM
HISTORY
ENGLISH
SP AN t SH
SOCIOLOGY
NAVAL SCIENCE
SOCI OLOGY
ECONOMICS
S O.C IOLOGY
HI STORY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY

GEOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
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COLLEGE OF ARTS ANO SCIENCES
BACHFLOR OF ARTS
MAJOR
BRIGITTE GOLDSTEIN
GRAHAM HALL GORDON
~CB ERT H GORHAM
JAMES W GORMALLY
GILES GOULDSMITH,ll
PATRIC!!\ OBRYAN GREEN
JAN Rf:BECCA GREENSPAN
RICHARD GRINNELL
EDWARD GAR, RET T GUMM ER
,A0"1I JOY HARJO
"'6RY NELL HARRIS
!CHARO A HARRISON
CHAqLENE HARTELL
~RRY LYNN HASTINGS
ARUCE MIL TON HAYS
11 ICHAFL JOHI\I HEAPHY
JUDITH CLAIRE H~RRERA
~ILL IAM DALE HESTER
~ARBARA HICKMAN
SHELDON V HINCHAERGER
-'~"'t LG0

: :oGSCTT

RfJBI
GAM~LE HOLCK
~REOEPICK R HOLLINGER
EILEEN F HoqowIT z
JANEA N GRAY HUDSON
ARY ANN HUGH ES
~ICHARD LEWIS HUGHES
SAN DR.A L . E HUMPHREY
ALTER R, HUMPH~EY, JI I
DAVID DESILVER HUQSH
STEVEN CRAIG JAYNE
PAUL ROAINSO"J JETT
RICHARD DEI\JNIS JIRON
I-ELENE L JOEL SON ·
CHAR.LEY JOHN
~ROON FROST JOHNSON
PATRICIA J JOHNSON
EBECCA ~•ARIE JOHNSON
ALTER ~LAIR JOHNSON
J~ ET LISA JOHNSTON ·
LISA SHANNON JONES
RICHAPO JONES,JR
T RRy LAYTON JONES
YVo NE O T JORDAN
EVIN JOHN KARGACIN
SALLIE KARTUS
SAMIR K KASSICIEH
OLORES M KELLEHER
eARRY O KIRK

MINOR

SOC
& GERMAN
SPA~ISH
GEOGRAPHY
NAVAL SCIENCE
LATIN AMERICAN STUOIE
BIOLOGY
JOURNALISM
THE TRE ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
GEOLOGY
ENGLISH
THEATRE ARTS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
FRENCH
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH
NAVAL SCI ENCE
HISTORY
ENGLISH
ART
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SPANISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
FRENCH
PSYCHOLOGY
E GLISH & SOCIOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
HISTORY
ANTHROPOLOGY
THEATRE A~TS
ECONOMICS
PSYCHOLOGY
JOU RN AL IS "'1 & POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
BUS & AOMI
SCtE C S
ANTHROPOLOGY
PH I LOS PHY
JOURN
& ENGL
ECOJOMICS
11,c•1
H ! STORY
y,n1
, .., v 10
, , , .1 _._
•
E, GLISH
SPEECH COMMUN ICAT I01'
NAVAL SC[E CE
GEOGRAPHY
SOC IOL GY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SPEECH COMMUNICATIO
ENGLISH
ENGL[ SH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
E GLISH
CHEMISTRY
AMER[CAN
STUDIES
HISTORY
GERMAN
& L INGUI
HISTORY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLIT[CAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
PHIL
& ART
RELIGIOUS STUOlES
PSYCHOLOGY
E
GLISH
GERMAN
PHILOSOPHY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
BUS & AD tN SCIE CES
ECONOMICS
SOC IO LOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
AN TH
& HI ST
RTOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
SPA.,,ISH
LATIN AME~ICA~ STUDlE
SOC IO LOGY
POLITICAL SCIE~CE
SOCIOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
LI BRA RY SC IE CE
SPEECH COMMU"IICATION
C AOMIN SCIE CES
BUS
POL SC
& ECON
PSYCH . C SP COM
8 I OLOG Y
CHEMISTRY
SOCIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY .
SP COM & ART
.J

•
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COLLEGE OF ARTS ANO SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAJOR

ALLAN BEN KIRSCHNER
·R[CHARD T KNlPFI JG
GALEN EDWARD KR I SOY
PrYLL IS M KUSH~ER
ROBERT E LAFOND
DOLLY J U E LAN~OWSKI
A"JGEL MANUEL LAPORTE
PETER J LAUM9ACH
BLAKE ALLf:N LEARMO TH
SAMUEL PAUL LESS
OAVED JOEL LEVINE
VIR GI l I A KAT rl Q. YN L E VY
LAURA GOEGG LE..IIS
KE~NETH 6 LIEBE so~
CA~Ol A'I
L r nE "IU TH
FRANK A LOG .\ •II I
JCH~NY PAUL LOPEZ
JOSEPHl NE C LOPEZ
LUCY GLOR I A LOPEZ
:-ART i ~ LOP cZ, i i I
Er.GAQ. WQ. IGHT LOUDE
MARCIA ELLE
LU3AR
0EBORPAH BLANCHE LUDI
CAROL A LUJAN
RAYMO D JULIAN LUNA
RUBY JOYCE LYNN
A~T HUR J MACHT I"I GER
GOq_OEf'.Jf A O MACKENZIE
VALERIE JEI\N t1 ACOTELA
p AU LA M R I E MAES
GLENN EUGENE "'ALLORY
MATTHIAS MAa
l'1ILLIAM Wt\LKER MARTEN
~ MAR TI NEZ-F IGU EROA
CANIEL LEE MARTINEZ
DCLORES C MARTINEZ
GUADALUPE MAR TI "JEZ
l<ARL ANTHONY MART IN El
LOU I E B MAR TI NE Z
MARY HANSON MARTINEZ
NOVA GRACE MARTINEZ
TERRY MAN~ I NG MA SCN
CAVID THOMAS MCBRIDE
CHARLES LEWIS MCELWEE
~ ILL C MCGOWAN
~Corr LANDEN MCKEE
JOSEPH J MCLAUGHLIN
Scarr J MC "'UL LEN

MINOR
ENGL I SH
ENGL I SH
MATHEMATICS

PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY
CHEMISTRY
ECON
& ANTH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
LAT t.M
& SPAN
PSYCHOLOGY
SPANISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ENGL I SH-PHILOSOPHY
ART
E 'G LISH
PORTUGUESE
ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY

AN THROPOLG Y
!:CONOMICS
ENGL I SH
MUS .IC
SOCIOLOGY

~

~

SP E EC H CO~ :-1u NI CAT I ON
SPAN I SH
J OU RN .AL I S M
ENG LI SH
·nl.:>I
· --T
r
n~•
rr
C.
r'UI...
.)\..

ENGLISH
ENGLISH
PH ILG SOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHCLOGY
ANTH
& H[ ST
POLITICAL SCIE~CE
S OC IOLOGY
CHEMISTRY

PHILOSOPHY

ENGLISH

ECONOMICS
SOCIOLOGY
LINGUISTICS
ECONOMICS

HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
MA THEMATICS
LIBRARY SCIENCE
BUS C AOMIN SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
SPEECH COMMUNICATION

ECONOMICS
E, GLISH
SPANISH
JOURNALISM
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
SPANISH
GERMAN
& FRENCH
P OLITICAL SCIENCE
HISTORY
PSYCHCLOGY
SPANISH & SOCIOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
SPAN I SH
ENGLISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HIS TO RY & POLITICAL SCIENCE
GEOLOGY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
ENGLISH
ANTHROPOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
SPANISH
SPEECH COM~UNICATION
ENGLISH
GEOGRAPHY
NAVAL SCIENCE
JOURNALISM
MATHEMATICS
ANTHROPOLOGY
HISTORY
STORY
ECONOMICS
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HISTORY

Hi
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BACHELOR OF ARTS
MINOR

MAJOR

ELIZABETH A M EAOOWS
MCNNA RUTH ME IN INGER
MARK A t-AEN ICUCC I
PURTON RICHARD MILLF.R
RAYE PAUL MILLER
CHRIS TY L MILL I NG TON
PHRICIA JUN E MIRTH
LAURA DIANE MOMCHILOV
JCH N PAUL MONETTE
JEANNE MARIE MONTEil
KATHL EF:N G MONTOYA
e.ARBARA ANN MORELAND
MARK LEE MORGAN
r-'YRA B "1 JLLF:R MORGAN
FREDE R IC K M MOW Rf R , JR
WILLIAM TAYL OR MOYERS
fAVIO PUSSELL MURDOCK
CA. TH ER I "J E L NA NC E
UVID EUGENE NEAVE
Tt-iOMAS GREGORY NEFF
Jt xOHE EDi'iARD i~ELSON
l~WIS LONG NICHOLSON
JCSEPH l)E"JNJS NIETO
CHARLES FULTON NOBLE
JU DY KAREN NORMAN
JON NA TAN NYLANDER
"1ICHAFL SHEA OCONNOR
EIJMANUEL S OLONA
A RAELYN OLSON
CEAN GnR DON OLSON
MICHA EL LEE OMER
JAMES P ORAND,JR
LCRETTA M ORTIZYPINO
ANTHONY F PACHELLI
_ROBBIE L PARKER
TOBY PAR Rt SH
LEE EDWARO PETERS
CAROLYN K PETERSON
DF.BBIE PFEIFFER-TRAUM
CAV I D E p IN TO
MARK ALAN PLETT
ROBERT POINDEXTER
tOHN CARROLL POLLAK
NTHONy CARL PORTER
CATHRYN LEIGH PROCTOR
AqHONY J PURCELL
iCOTT HE GE MAN RE IT Z
l L EN E MAE RENFRO
RANDOL PY ,-., RICHARDSON

~1~A

M NEILSON ,
DA MARIE PEREZ

ANTHROPOLOGY
ENGLISH
ECONOMICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
HISTORY
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
SOC IO LOGY
SPANISH
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH
HISTORY
JOURNAL I SM
HISTORY
HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
POLIT !CAL SCIENCE
t a '!'

t"' T-t"\.'\,

nl.:>IU"I

ENGL I SH-PHILOSOPHY
HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
ART
HISTORY
JOU RN AL I SM
GEOGRAPHY
GERMAN
ECONOMICS
HISTORY
ANTHROPOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
ENGL I SH-PHILOSOPHY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECON
& POL SC
HIST
& ENGL
PSYCHOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
ECONOMICS
ECONO~ICS
ENGL I SH-PH I LO SOPHY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIO LOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
POL SC & HIST
HI STORY

CHEMISTRY
ANTHROPOLOGY

FRENCH

GEOLOGY
SPANISH
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
HISTORY
M1-\THEMAT ICS
ENGLISH
GEOGRAPHY
L I NGU IS TI CS
ANTHROPOLGY
PHILOSOPHY
BUS & AOMIN SCIENCES
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
NAVAL SC l ENCE
ENGLISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ANTHROPOLGY
SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
r

l,,....,

C.l~UL

!'

~

r ••

.;>ti

ART
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ENGL I SH
ENGLISH
ENGLISH
GEOLOGY
ENGLISH
BUS & ADM IN SC IE NC E S
BIOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
CHEMISTRY

MATHEMATICS
HI STORY

PHILOSOPHY
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
BUS & ADMIN SC !ENCE S & PSYCHOLO
PSYCHOLOGY
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ENGLISH
AN THROPOLGY
ENGLISH
BIOLOGY & MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH
. HISTORY
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS

>

~AJOR
KENNETH G RIGOULOT, Tl
Rt VER A
CAVIO LEE ROBBINS
!ELLEN HUMMEL ROBINSON
P4TTI LYNN ROGOFF
A/JOS FFRNANDO R0:-10
LI ND A DI A"-IE RON QUI LL 0
·TONY F ROOYAKKERS
TAMARA S RORIPAUGH
LI NOA LOU! SE ROSS
CYNTHIA GAYLE ROST
TIMOTHY A RUSSELL
JULIEN RYNER
' h~DREW PAUL SAIERS
~IARY ANN L SA LERNO
LfNl)A P.UTH SAL VO
SUSAN GAIL SANDLER
ALF~EO R SANTISTF.VAN
~'ICHAEL FF.RRIS SAYOAH
TRUDY JOYCE SCHARAGA
·DFNNI S ANDRES

JOANi~ E DwY ER

SCHEUCH

TIMOTHY O SCHINHAN
"1ICHAEL DAVID SCOALE
JACK CLEO SCOTT
JOHN MAR I ON SCOTT
SARAH LEWIS SEI D~AN
NINA L S EL INFREUN D
CARL REX SHOCKLEY
BILLY JAMES SILVA
QUTH ELLEN SI MMS
DON MALCOL'-1 SMITH
GREGG JOSEPH SMITH
ERNEST WOOTEN SMOCK
STEVEN DUANE SPEEGLE
VALERIE M SPONGBERG
;!\MES PATRICK STAP.K
LIZABETH ST INEAAUGH
~:GER
LAU~ A S~-1 ANSON
BARBAPA RAE SWEM
cooy GAY s wICK
DIANA PHILEVA TACKETT
PATT I JEAN L TEAGUE
DEBORAH JEAN THOMAS
EDWARD VIC TOR THOMAS
HOH AR. n RALPH THOMAS
~ARK TERRANCE THOMAS
GA)~\ )!-AY TIP PY

______}IJUly K s0flvNf 0N
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H INOR

HI STORY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
JOURNALISM
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ECONOMICS
COMMUN DISORDERS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SPEECH CCMMUNICATION
SOC l OLOG Y
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH
ECO NOM res
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH-PHILOSOPHY
SPEECH CO~MUNICATION
PSYCHCLOGY
ECONOMICS
PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY
ECONOMICS
BUS & AOMIN SCIENCES
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
PSYCHOLOGY
BUS & AD~IN SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
FRENCH
MUSIC
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY
BIOLOGY

nC"'vr1,r, f"'\t"V

f, MTHRODQLGV

r

.J I V r I \... L \JV •

GEOG
& ECON
CHEMISTRY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
JOURNALISM
CHEMISTRY
ANTHRCPOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
JOURNALISM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Al'\THRCPOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
JOl) RN AL f SM
ANTHRCPOLOGY
I00001JX]OOC

AN THROPOLGY
BICLOGY
ANTHROPOLGY
AMERICAN STUDIES

BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
SPEECH COMMUNICAiION
GEOGRAPHY
HI STORY
ECONOMICS
ANTHROPOLGY
ENGLISH
SOCIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
ECONOMICS
LIBRARY SCIENCE
SOC IO LOGY & B & AS
HI STORY
HI STORY
~

GEOG
& HIST
LAT A,-. & SPAN & PORTUGUESE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY
HISTORY
ANTHROPOLGY
SOCIOLOGY
RU
S SI AN STUD l E S
ART
MA
THEMATICS
CHEMISTRY
RUSSIAN STUDIES
PSYCHOLOGY
ECONOMICS
.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

~JirE1aR60MMUNICATI0N
ANTHROPOLOGY

GEOLOGY
ART
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COLLEGE OF ARTS ANO SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MINOR

MAJOR
ANNE E TRAWICKY
CARL ANf1qEW TRUJILLO
BQIAN BRENDAN TULLY
ANNE FIREY TUq_BETT
SUZANNF. M UNGE MACH
JILL OFBORAH UROANG
GRADY CHANDLER UTLEY
'ALFRED VIGIL
ANDQ.EW VIGIL
EV FLY N l P ENE V I G IL
PAUL JOHN VJ TT
LINDA MAqy VOZAQ
PAMELA !\MI WAGNER

JOURNALISM
SPEECH CO~MUNICATION
POLITICAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
JOU RN AL ISM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
LINGUISTICS
PCLlTICAL SCIENCE
JOURNALISM
JOURNALISM
ENGLISH
ANTHROPOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY
BUS & ADMIN SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ART
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ANTHROPOLGY
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ANTHROPOLGY
HI STORY

~

ALLEN H'JWAQ.D WARD
STEVEN A '.t/ ASH BUPN
CARILFNE H WASHBURNE
STEPHEN M WAT K [ NS
CHR I STY AN "-Jf WH E ~SL E q
JANET HELEN WHEELER
Oi\r-.E r, Wi Cr(S
'.HCHAEL C WIENER
~OLLY WILL IAMS
~AREN LY N~ WI LL I A"1 S
MM y E WOJTAS IEW ICZ
BEVERLY ANN WOODBURY
DAN C ZANONE
JCHN SCOTT ZETTEL
ANN MARITA ZWOLINSKI

SPEECH COMMU~ICATION
PSYCHOLOGY
SOC IOLCGY
ECONOt-!ICS
ENGLISH
HIS TORY
,.. • ~ .,.- . . . . . I"" ..........

,1

ENGLISH
ENGL I SH
PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOC IOUJGY
PSYCHOLOGY
n

T t""'II

f""\,...V

l.nC l'l l.:)11'1

U

l Ul..UU I

GEOGRAPHY
HISTORY
POL SC
& GERMAN
SPAN
& ENGL
PSYCHOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS
ENG LI SH

SOCIOLOGY
SPAN I SH

SOCIOLOGY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
SOC IO LOGY
AMERICAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MAJOR

ANN MAR IE ACREE
KENNETH G ADAMS, JR
RICHARD J ALTENBERG
GARy CARL ANDERSO"I
~ATT HEW L ART HUR
:DWAPO ST'.:VEN BER"1AN
ARBARA ANN BORGES
JOEL DAV ID BRETT
. ~~EVEN GARY RRI SBIN
p/RLES WILSON BROOKS
T DOUSLAS BRYANT
~~HN PARKER BUEHLER
JA~GELAS A CARMICHAEL
S CHALLENGER

PSYCHOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
GEOLOGY

CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIO LOGY
BIOLOGY
A ST RO PHY SI C S
8 IOLOGY

MATHEMATICS

HJNOR
BIOLOGY
HI STORY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
MATHEMATICS
MA THE MA Tl CS
CHE~ISTP.Y
HOr-'E ECONOMICS
OISTRISUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
CHEMISTRY
COMPtJT ING & IN FOR

set
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

MAJOR
GARRET GRANT CHONG
PATRICIA B CONNELL
PAMELA RENEE COPELAND
R.OBERT C CORDOVA
PAUL ANTHONY DAV IS
RICHARO JA ME S DECLARK
CCNN [E MARYL DELUCA
l'I CH AEL J ACK S ON D I ET Z
CHARLOTTE K DRAGOON
J EAN MAR IE DU KE
CAVIO ARYAN DURDEN
THO"I AS D FREYERMUTH
TIMOTHY N GARCIA
JUDY ANNE GLADSTONE
1.4J(HAEL O GONZALES
COUG LI\S JAY GORDON
~
JCHN PAUL GREEN
lr1ARLFS HOYT GRIFFITH
ERREt~C E D GU I LB AULT
JOHN LUU 1 ::> GU ff MANN
wEN'.)y LYNN HAGGREN
JOHN FRANC! S HEALY
JAMES HERBERT HEAPHY
THO"IAS ALBERT HERNDON
T[tJOTHY E HERNDON
JAMES \-i HERSH BERGER
"'ICHAEL S HICKERSON
Jal\! LOU ISE HOLLAND
JEFFREY WAYNE HUSER
LARRY D\~AYNE HUTCHINS

KENNETH

JA~ES

JACKSON

ALEXANDER R JIMENEZ
DCNALC WIll !AM JOHNS
~lCHAEL W JOHNSEN
FRANK DANIEL JOHNSON

YCLANOA OAWN JONES
ERNEST KARLSON & VALDES
T~RRI ANN KASTEN
CECILIA ANN KELLER
tAVIO MARION KELLY
tAvro CARL KERSEY
DANIEL RAY KUHN
ALAN RAYMOND LAPPIN
SUSAN KAY LARS EN
'-'ILLIAM GALE LARSEN
~AMES PAUL LAYCOCK
ARY ALAN LEE
GREG
I
JOHN MAN GAN

JAf.rEs ALAN HILLS

MINOR
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY
CHEMISTRY & ENGLISH
CHEMISTRY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY
MATHE~1AT ICS & CHEMISTRY

GEOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIO LOGY
BIOLOGY
GEOLOGY
B toLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
MATH
& ECON
LINGUISTICS
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

CH EM I STRY
AN THROPOLGY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY
C H EM I S TR Y & MUS IC

MATHEt-'ATICS

ECONOMICS

CHEM

& MA TH

~

~

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
iHOLOGY
BIOLOGY

MATHEMATICS
BIOLOGY
CHEMIST RY
CHEMlSfRY

MATHEMATICS

MUSIC

MATH

& CHEM

GERMAN & MATH
PSYCHOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY & JOURNALISM
BIOLOGY
MATH
& CHEM (BA)
GEOL
& CHEM (BA)
MATHEMATICS
BIOLOGY & ENGLISH (BA)
BIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
CHEMIST RY
PSYCHOLOGY
GEOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
PHYSICS
CHEM
& BIOL
PHYS
& MATH
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
PHYSICS

r t • r-lJ. T r T n , ,

\., n c: ,., J. .:> , " ,

BIOLOGY
MATHEMA TICS
CHEM{STRY
CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS
CHEMIST RY
R U S SI AN & GERMAN
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY
CHEM ISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
MA THE MA Tl CS
CHEMISTRY
ENGL I SH
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
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eACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MINOR

MAJOR
MANZANARl:S
ERICH PAUL MARCHAI\IO
ll[CHAEL G MATTURRO
CARL FISHER I I ~ AUNEY
POBERT J

QQBERT KEVIN MAY

C6VIO LEFLER t.1CMILLEN
JEFFREY CARL MILES
'<ATHERINE RUTH t ILLER

PAUL EDWARD MILLS
A~IOQ.EW ~A~K MITCHELL
[AVID LEE MOCK
LUCILLE MO TANO
ELI R MONTOYA
STF.PHEN CHARLES MORAN
SANORA S MORIMOTO
'>TtPHEN R MORRIS
TH0"1AS C MUELLER
KAZUYA JAKASHIMA
.,"AM ES JOHN NE TOEL
Er.WARD C.ILBERT OTfRO
JAN l t KA I HI: ' l Nt I-' Ali t:
THOMAS EUGENE PAUL
CGNSTA TTNE PAVLAKCS
FO\.IARD EARL PHILPOT
PAULA REGINA M PIECH
DENISE HARRIET PORT:R
WILLIAM LEE REDD
STEPHANI F A RI CHARDS
BEVERLY DIANE RIESE
JUL IE ANN R JORDAN
STANLEY DE AN POBERTS
GARY MCCAAE ·Ross
PAUL DA JI EL SANOS
WAYNE ALA
SCOGGINS
GRETCHEN E SE El INGER
KAR.EN S Si:RVILLA
PqRICIA L SERVILLA
RICHARn M SHAPIRO
RICHARC P SHOEMAKER
TERRANCE GERt\RD SOLAN
LYN~ C SPARLING
WALoc s SPATES,JR
STANLEY ROGER SPEEGLE
KENNETH DEAN STALTER
SANORA GAYLE STEWART
SUZANNE W STOLTZFUS
:RANK PAUL TA BET
GCNALO GENE THOMAS
ARY RICHARD UPTON

& BIOL
CHEM
& CHEM
BIOL
& CHEM
PSYCH
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
GEOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOG Y
BIOLOG Y
BIOLO GY
BIOL
& CHEM
MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS
8 IOLO GY
CHEMISTRY
8 IOL
& MATH
BIO LOGY
B IOLOGY
AIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
MATHtMATiCS
GEOLOGY
MAT HEM AT [CS
BIOL
& CHEM
8 IOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOL
& CHEM
CHEMISTRY
MATHE~i\T ICS
MATHE MAT IC S
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY

(BA)
(BA)

CHEMISTRY
CH EM I ST RY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
MATHEMATICS
PHILOSOPHY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
(BA)

CHEMISTRY
PSYCHOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
MATHEM ATICS
RUSSIAN

SOCIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
GEOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
ECONOMICS
(BA)

ENGL I SH
CHEM IS TRY
(BA)

CHEMISTRY

COMPUTING

& CHEM

PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHEM IS TRY

~UREEN K MAUSER
TEPHEN PATRICK SCHUM

BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY

arcliARD MICHAEL MORAN

BIOLOGY

& INFOR

CHfMtSTRY

BIOLOGY
MATHEMAT[CS

MATHEMATICS
CHE~ISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEM IS TRY
MATHEMATICS
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY
B I OL

MA THE MA T I C S
PHILO SOPHY
BIOLOGY
MA THE MA Tl CS

(BA)

BIOLOGY
CHEM t ST RY

CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS

CHEMISTRY
GEOLOGY
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

SCI
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BACHELCR OF SCIENCE
MINOR

MAJOR
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
BIOL
& CHEM
BIOLOGY
BIO LOGY

JOSE PH R OY V ANB I BER
SA~ L VELA ROE
SCOTT THOM .AS WALBERG
CWID RUSSELL WALKER
MICHAEL A WASHINGTON
. CHERYL MICHELE WEAVER
SLSAN F.LLEN WELTER
KAREN SUE WESS ELMAN
LESLIE t\NN WE ST
JOHN W r/lLLIAMSON
't'IILLIAM GF:RARO WOOD
MICHAEL WARP.EN WOODS
CIANE ~AP IE YARBROUGH·
CATHERINE ANN YIRKA

CHEMISTRY
MATHE MAT IC$
GEOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY & PSYCHOLOGY
MUS IC
FRENCH
CH EM I ST RY
SPA NI SH
MATHEMATICS
(BA)

CHEMISTRY
MUSIC

~CHOOL OF BUSINF.SS ANO ADMINSTRATIVE SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
~AJOR

LiiKRY P!l Ti<. iCK A6;..AHAM

FINANCIAL MANAGE~ENT

CAP.L CS H AGUIRRE
STEPHEN K ALLISON

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
MARKET MANAGEMENT
MARKET MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
GF.NERAL ~ANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
MANAGEME~T INFO SYS
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNT ING
INDUSTRIAL ADMIN
ACCOUNTING
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT
GENERAL MANAGE~ENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
MANAGE~ENT INFO SYS
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT

PETER ANORl:W ARNOT
CHARLES R BARNHART
DANIEL RICHARD BECK
QCNAL C RAV BE CK
HUGO YANEZ BONILLA
FRANK S CA SA"J OVA
EOW ARC G ED R GE CL OK EY
ALE T COLCLASURE
CEL R CONROY
~ATRICK GREGORY CRUZ
t~IL Y CHAMBERS OOLPH
RICHARD CLOTS DRISKILL,JR
1
~ILLIAM A ELWELL
~HARLES BURDICK EWING
SUZANt-.!F DEN IS E FOLEY
JAf,IE S FRAHM
GAIL ANN FR.ANZMEIER
MAURINE GARRETT
ANORE~ M GONZALES
JOf JULIAN GONZALES
CAVIO CARTER GOODIER
BASIL SIMON GUTIERREZ
ERENIO GUT IERREZ,JR
?AUL J HARPOLE
Eow IN O HARVEY
~ARJORIE E HEPPLE
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND AOMINSTRATIVE SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR
CSCAR JOHN HORGER, I I I
ARTHUR V HOUGHTON, 1 V
Tl- EO 00 Rf BR Y AN J AC OB S
KEV IN S JARAMILLO
~ICHELLE KIM KARNETT
JAMES THOMAS KEENAN
JOHN W KRAENZEL
MICHAEL C KRUPA
CLIFFORD JAMES LANIER
JOH N W L I N EH AN
STEPHEN E LIVINGSTON
MICHAEL F LUCERO
l'fiRYA C LUNDY
S JOHN MANGANARO
LCP.I ANt\l MIRANDA
ISAAC RAY MITCHELL
'IICHAF.L BLAIR MULKEY
CEN1\JIS R MURRIETTA
D~A~ GORDON OLSON
CWIO J(;HN PELLETIER
~ltVt:: A Pt: IRANUVlCH
J6y DEE PFANNENSTIEL

JOSFPH M PISTONO
HOR GE ~ EX PLUNK f TT
MARGARET E QUINT ANA
CtiVIO SALAZAR
~OBERT H SANCHEZ
WILLI AM A SANCHEZ
MART IN t\NT HON Y SERNA
Aloly JANE SHAFFER
JOHN PHILIP SIMMS
SANTIAGO C SOTO
KENNETH CHARLES STEIN
KENNETH M TOML INS°oN
FRANK ROY TRUJILLO
JOHN M TURN EV
JOSEPH 8 · VALENTINE,JR
RtiMON ANASTACIO VIGIL
RANDALL C WILLIAMS
JA~E S AL AN WOOD
Mt.RK ALAN WOODWARD
DWIGHT JOHN ZURAWSKI

MARKET M~NAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
GENERAL ~ANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
MARKET MANAGEMENT
MARKET MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNT I NG
· MANAGEMENT INFO SYS
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNT I NG
MARKET MANAGEMENT
MANAGE~E~T INFO SYS
MANAGEMENT INFO SYS
ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
ACCUUNTING
ACCOUNTING
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
MA~AGE~ENT SCIENCE
ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
ACC OUN TI NG
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
MARKET MANAGEMENT
ACCCUNTING
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNT ING
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

MAJOR
SALL y L AL EXANOER

SPECIAL EDUCATION

MINOR
COMMUN OISOROERS

CURRIC
SPC EO
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAJOR
CHRISTINE MAQ.IE APODACA
ALAN BEQ.T AR.M IJO
STEPHA NIE G ASSAEL
JE~ I DAWN BAN DY
PATRICIA >-1E RL E BATES
MAR I E C I Al\J E A EAT T I E
LUC I NDA 8 EGA Y E
GERALDINE L BE NAVIDEZ
"'ICHELE B BERGERON
NANC Y LY NN E BOULWARE
CJA NN A '1 AE BREEZE
JA Nf T GAY BUCK
RA"ION A L CANDELARIA
SUSAN Cr:J OKSEY
OAPH NE "1A I A CRA MER
TEQQA ~!C'= P DOL AN
A1'T0I NE TTI: J OUNBAP
'~A RGA~ ET F OUR AN
eA R~ARA J P EPPLER
DO~Nh J OY FELICE
i~ ~N1.," ',·

• ,_ -

LC C

-"
....... . .. ..
r uK l "lj.\ .
1

IJhQLA A Q. Nr=TTE FRAZEQ.
ANN FP .A'J CES GA BEL
STEPHEN RHOTON GALLEA
f-EATHER M t;ANZ ::R. LA
CHA~L OTTE l GREEN
DI AN A "'AR I E GU RU l E
DO MI TIU A N HAY WOOD
~LA~ HCWARD HER r,! A"I
G~RAL OINE ANN HERq_fRA
M,\RGARET J HILL
SHARON LYNN HUDSON
JUDI TH ~ R EEO J OHNSON
JOHNNY JONES RETRO 12/20/75
CYNTHIA ANN KISE
ELIZABETH J KOLK~EYER
SUSAN ~ARY KREINER
DON PAUL LAUSER
PAUL THOMAS LUNA
ROBERT A F MACKEL
A~ElIA W MARTINEZ
ALBERT L' MC~U RR AY
AUSTINE RAE MILES
JEFFREY T MONT AGUE
~ANCY ANNE MO NT OYA
ARy ELLEN t.tOORE
!USAN F. ~I ELSEN
ARJ ANNE NORWOOD
YOLANDA OR TEGA

_. 605
IN EDUCATION
MINOR

PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATIO N & PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECI~l EDUCATION
READING
S CCIAL STUDIES COMP
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL ED
PSYCHOLOGY
SPfCIAL EDUCATION
ART ECUCATION
EARLY CHILOOOD ED
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ENGLI SH
SPECIAL EDUCATION
A«.T ECUCAT ION
RECREATION
SPfCIAL EDUCATION
BIOLOGY
ART EDUCATION
E GLISH
TESOL
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SP AN I SH
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
FRENCH
ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATIO~
RE ADING
COMM UN ART S COMPO SITE
TE SOL
SPAN IS I-< & BILIKGUAL ED
COMMUN DISORDERS
SPfCIAL EDUCATION
RECREATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
EA~LY CHILDO OD ED
SPECIAL ECUCATION
EA RLY CHILDOOO ED
SPECIAL EOUCATI~N
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
CO~MUN DISORDERS
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATIO N
EA RLY CHIUYJDD ED
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
qEtiDING
CO~MU~ AR TS COMPOSITE
PSYCHOLOGY
HIST
& SOC ST
CO
'•I'~ UN D I SOR DE R S
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIAL ECUC~TION
AR T E DUC ~ T I ON
t,RT ECUCATION
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
SOCIOLOGY
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCrlOLOGY
SPECIAL ECUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
ART ECUCATION

Ef\GLISH
SPECIAL EDUCATION

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION

SPECIAL EDUCATION

READING

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
HEALTH EDUCAT[ON
BIUNGUAL EDUCATION

CURR IC
SPC
SPC
SPC
SEC
SPC
SPC
SPC
S PC
ART
SPC
SPC
ART

SPC
ART
SEC
SPC
SPC
ART
SEC
SPC
~

ED
EO
EC
ED
EC
ED
ED
EC
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED

Et, tu

SEC
SPC
SPC
SPC
S PC
SPC
SPC
SPC
SPC
SPC
SPC
SEC
SEC
SPC
SPC
t\RT
ART
SEC
SPC
SPC
ART
ART
SEC
S PC
SPC
SPC
SPC
SPC

EO
ED
ED
ED
E
ED
ED
EO
ED
ED
EO
ED
ED

ED
ED
EO
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
EO
EO
ED
ED
EO

ED
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR CF ARTS

60
IN EDUCATION

MAJOR
CHARLES B ORTIZ
ALAN WAYNE PA GE
JOHN MART TN P EOERS EN
CRAIG LOREN PIERCE
CATHERINE M PISARRA
LESLIE W RIGOULOT
DENNIE WAOFR SALAZAR
ANA MARI SANCHEZ
PI-YLLIS SCALA
CEBORA.-i L SCHULTZ
STERLING SEELSON
\,ILLIAM MARK SEIDER
r.F.BRA A~N SER NS
MARILYN JANE SMITH
CATHERINE ANN SNYfJER
~ IC HE AL P ST ANTON
CALVtN FLOYO STROM
SUSAN ELA(NE THEISEN
AQBBY LU IS TRUJILLO
FUGENE C VALLES
fA ' A LAWRENCE WEAKLEY
FLORY ESPERANZA WHITE
~ARBARA MEANS WILSON
l(.ATHERINE NAN ZIMMER

MINOR

SPANISH
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHCLOGY
TE SOL
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
SPC ED
C. P E
SPECI~L EDUCATION
CCM~UN DISORDERS
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
ART ECUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
HISTORY
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL ~DUCATIO~
SPECIAL ECUCATION
HISTORY
SPAN
& TESOL
ART ECUCATTON
SPECIAL EDUCATION
eACHELOR OF ARTS

COMMUN DISORDERS
PSYCHOLOGY

SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SPC
SPC
SEC
SEC

ART
SPEECH COM UNICATION
MUSIC EDUCATION
AtJERICAN STUDIES
ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
RE CR EAT ION
GEOGRAPHY
EARLY CHlLDOOD ED

ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
E
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
0
ED
E
EO
ED

SPC
SPC
SPC
SEC
SEC
SPC
SPC
SPC
SEC
0
SEC ED
ART ED
SPC ED

IN RECREATION

MAJOR
~~l I NOA L CUNNINGHAM
THOMAS EDWARD DINKINS
"IICHAEL LOUIS LAURENT
qAUL PFTE MORALES . :;- __
THOMAS CURT NILSON
PETER MARK PINO
CATHY ROSEN
CYNTHIA LFIGH SMITH
JAN TWALA SOWELL
ANGELA T ULIVARRI

TESOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
SPEECH COMMUNICATIO
READING
ENGLISH
ENGL I SH

CURRIC

MINOR

RECREATION
RECREATION
REC RE ATI ON
RECREATION RETROACTIVE 12/20/75
RECREATION
RECREATION
RECREATION
REC RE ATI ON
RECREATION
REC RE AT ION

CU RR IC
RECREA

RECR EA
RECREA
RECREA
Q. ECR EA
RECREA
RECREA

RECREA
RECREA
RECR EA

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR

FRANCES A AGENBROAO
CYNTH .IA ROBIN ANNIS
FLOR I LA SA LAS ARAGON

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EL ED
& SPC ED
BUSINESS EOUCAT I 0~ COMP

MINOR
EARLY & EXCEPT'L CHILD ED
HOME ECONOMICS

CURRIC
EL ED
EL ED
SEC ED
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eACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
~AJOR

CCRA ~ BEGAY
q(SELYN L BEGAY
GRACE 8 EN\ L l Y
ANTO IN ET T E M B ILLY
MARY WEBSTER BIRCH
"IONA DOLLY BL OCH
DEBORAH ED INA BROWN
AIDA CASARTELLI
WfLL IAM C CHAVEZ
CYRUS JULI US CH I NO
YVONNE CH T NO
JENNIFER N CIVEROLO
CORLISS NELL CLARK
COLORES KATHY CORDOVA
VICI LYNN CRU~P
"'ICHAEL J OON .JELLY
LYNOA 13 EATO~

BtVERLY ANN BYE ECKE~
PAMELA S UE EV AN S
GERALOI\lE .t\NN FIELDS

~Lf"R[D

.~i

r-, ~!"'I-.-.

rLU!", C .:)

CAROLYN ANN FRE"ICH
e~R.AI\RA GALLEGOS
HFNRIETTA M GALLEGOS
ANTHO~Y P GAR.CIA
CHAR.LOTTE "1 GARCIA
CATHEP IME L GIESEKING
lINDAL IE LE I\J HALA~A
lINOA LOUISE HASSE
CLAUOtA LEAH HAVEL
SHIRLEY E HELLWIG
BETH LYNN HERMAN
eARBARA A~N HULL
EUNICE ALETTA JAMES
LESLIE AN"JE JENSEN
CAISy B JOE
eARBARA JOHNSTON
wESLE y JONES
:ATHLEEN L KEESLING
LQANCESA C KQE'-lER
ciNDA ROSE LOBATO
V ERI RENE MAESE
ERl)JE JUNE MASON
~~R IE KAY MCM AN~
RRy E MOORE
~~NY FRANCIS MOYA
JO RIL YN ANN MOYER
R ANNE V MUSKETT
OSEMARy OCONNOR

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EL ED
& SPC ED
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCATTO~
BUSINESS EDUCATION COMP
E L EME NTA R Y E DUC AT I 0~
EL EM ENT ARY E CUCA T I0)..J
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUC~TION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATIGN
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTAQY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATI0 1
ELE~ENTAqY EOUClTJC
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATIO~
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEr-ici'liA~Y EDuCAT iGi '

MINOR

ENGLISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
HISTORY
MUSIC EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SP AN I SH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILOOOD ED
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGL I SH
EXCEPTIO AL CHILDREN
EARLY CHltOOOD ED
soc· SCI Cm!P & POL SCI
SOC SCI CO)!P & BIL ED

EDUC A ION
E GLISH
EARLY CHILOGOD ED
EA~LY CriiLDJuD Eu
HISTORY
EARLY CHILDOOO ED
SC I~NCE CO' PC)S I TE
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDOOD ED
EARLY CHILOOOO ED
~usrc EDUCATION

AQ. T

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATIO~
ELEMENTAQY ECUCATIO~
ELEME~TAqy EQUCATI0'
ELEMENTARY ECUC!TION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELFMENTARY EDUCATION
REC & EARLY CHILDHD ED
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATION
EA~LY CHILCCOO ED
ELEMENTAqy EOUCATICN
LIBRARY SCIE CE
ELEMENTARY EOUCATIO
SCIENCE
CO~POSITE
ELEMF~TARY EDUCATIO~
PSYCH
&
EARLY
CHILDHD ED
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BILINGUAL
EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BUSINESS EDUCATION COMP HEALTH EDUCATION
BUS I N f SS ED UC ATI Ot CO~IP ART
LIFE SCIENCE CO~POS
B I LI NGU AL EDU CAT ION
ELE~E~TARY EDUCATION
Ht STORY
ELEMENTAQY EDUCATIO~
EARLY CHILDOOD ED
ELEMENTARY EOUCAT I0t~
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ELE~E~TARY EDUCATION
EL ED
& SPC ED
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
El ED
& SPC ED
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BILINGUAL
EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPEC & ELD! EDUCATIO~.

ELEM~NTARY ECUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PSYCH & EARLY CHILDHD ED

CURR IC
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
SEC ED
EL ED
EL ED
SEC ED
EL EC
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
FL EO
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL EC
i:L EO

EL ED
EL ED
El ED
EL EC
F.L ED
EL ED
El ED
EL ED
El ED
EL EC
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
SEC ED
SEC ED
SEC ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
El ED
El ED
EL ED
EL ED
El ED
EL ED
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR
FRANCIS C OOONOGHU E
ROBERTO ORTEGA
~ERMAN L ORTIZ
H:LEN SUZA E PADILLA
RALPH PAUL PAIZ
EVA C PANANA
EVA NGELI E K PEREA
JANICE MAQY PRULHTERE
CELINE M BACA RAO IGAN
CHARISSA A
RITC HIE
STELL A ANN "1 ROMER 0
IIJOGE . E E RUSSELL
ELIZARETH ~ SAAVEORA
KATHRYN L S LAZAR
:ANDRA BAClROWS SHULER
~ILEEN
\J SP 1:EGLf
KATHY SUE STABLEFOR
":LI SSA A ' , E STOTTS
~-HRICIA A· N TABAKA
PHLLI P TOCEC 1-'EEN IE
Ct-1~ i S TI . -

AN

TU L f H

CH.V{LOTTE A T~UJ ILLO
VALERIE R VALDEZ
ESPIRIOI O C VALLEJOS
CiANE JU E VAROZ
~lREILLE E WADE
LINDA A N WA~NER
IRIS MAE AETT S WASSON
ES Ty ER C WE ST ON
QE1,1us D WI:: $TON
~ILLIAM T WHALEN RETRO
GA I L E WH I T S'J N -

~TRICIA ANNA ~ WIESE
KRISTIN MARTE WOLF
.E TTy Y BENY

0

KATHLEEN A YARBROUGH

ELEMENTARY EOUCATtON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCATICN
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCAT ICN
ELFMENTARY EDUCATION
El ED
~ SPC ED
ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCAT I ON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BUSINESS EOUCAT I ON COMP
ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION
MATHEMATICS
,
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCAT10N
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
tltMt~fAKY tUUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
El ED
& SPC ED
BUSINESS EDUCATION COMP
BUSI ESS EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEM~NTAR Y EDUCATION
12/20/71.IFE SCIENCE COMPOS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EL ED
& SP C ED
ELEMENTARY EOUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

MINOR
SPAN I SH
EARLY CHILDOOD ED
BILINGUA L EDUCATION
SPAN & EARLY CHILDHD ED
EARLY CHILDOOD ED
EARLY CHILDOOD ED
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
BUSYNESS EDUCATION
AR1 EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SP .tiN I SH
PSYCH & EARLY CHILDHD ED
HOME ECONOMICS
HEALTH EDUCATION
HISTORY
EARLY CHILOOOD ED
PSYCHOLOGY
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
AIL INGlJAL EOUCAT ION
HOt-4E ECONOMICS
EARLY CHILDOOD ED
SPANISH
FRENC H

EARLY CHILOOOD ED
EARLY CHILDOOO ED
RILINGUAL EDUCAT(ON
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDOOD ED

CURR IC

El ED
El ED
EL EC
EL ED
El ED
EL ED
El ED
El ED
EL ED
El ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL EO
El EC
SEC ED
F.L ED
SEC ED
EL ED
cl E 0

EL ED
EL EO
El ED

EL ED
EL EO
SEC ED
SEC ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
SEC ED
EL EO
EL EO
El ED
EL ED
El ED

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE [N HEALTH EDUCATION
MAJOR

LEONARD GONZALES
NORMAN FRANK WALLACE
JAMES R WARD

HEALT~ EDUCATION
HEALTH EDUCATION
HEALTH EDUCATION

MINOR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BIOLOGY

CURR IC
H ED
H ED

H EO
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BACHE LCR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
MINO~

MAJOR
BF.CK Y A~N
LAVON NE Z

BROWN
OEHA INA UT
OCP.O THY I RENE HANSON
LONN Y R~Y JAMES
SUZA NN E E LEL ANO

HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC

ED
ED
ED

ED
ED

&
&
&
&
&

CURRIC
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME

DIET
DIET
DIET
DIET
DIET

E

E
E
E
E

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMIC S EDUCATION
FRANCES Ai.~AYA

A"IN BLANKENBURG
VEL I SSA A"lN COM! SKEY
LANN ETT L CORDOVA
KATH LEE \J KAY DAVIS
liATTIF O~L GAOO
V.~RY F f)E LUCC IE
~YGNO A SUE FIELDS
GEORGIA ANN FRAGUA
·IARC I A JE AN HOFFMAN
jE NY

~:BG K AH

i..; 4 ~ I ~

i-i Ai.. 0 0 f

JEAN MONTANO
TA NA t-'ED INA ORTEGA
P 4 TR IC TA S Ut PAD ON
LILIA '<.~ Af1E PELLICANO
HRTRUOE ~~ ROACH
SUE AN N STURTCMAN
'IT LDR EO
L

MAJOR
HOME ECON EDUCATION
HOME ECON EDUCATION
HO~E ECON EDU CATION
HOME ECON EDUCATICN
HO ME ECON EDUCAT ION
HOME ECCN EDUCATION
HOME ECON EDUCATION
HO ME ECON FDU CATION
HOM E ECON EDUC ATION
HOME ECON EDUCA TION
HO NE ECON EDUCA1 I ON
HO ME ECO~ ED UCATICN
HOME ECO~ ED UCATI ON
HOME ECO~ EDUCATION
HO ME ECON EDUCATION
HOME ECON EDUCATION
HO ME ECON ~OUCATION

MINOR

CURq rc

H EC ED
H

EC E

H EC E•

EXCEPTIONAL CH LOREN

H EC E
H EC E
H EC
H EC E

H fC El

H EC E

H EC E
H

EC E1

EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC

Et

H

SOCIOLOGY

E
Ei
E
E

E1

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN IN DU STRIAL EDUCATION
MAJOR

COX
~ILL!AM F ESTEVAN,JR
CNALO "1 ~ANSBllCH
tONALC llUETT ROBINSO"I
4LFR EO ·~ S AN CHE Z
J rn DWI GH T SE WA RD
~I-ILL IP ROBERT WEAVEq
NNETH FERRY
JAMES W

MINOR

CURR IC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SE C
SEC
SEC

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
INDUSTRIAL EDUCA TION
IN DUSTRrAL FOUCATION
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
INDUSTRIAL EOUCATICN
IN DU STRIAL ED UCA TION
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

ED
ED
ED
ED

ED
ED

EO

SEC ED

BACHELOR CF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MAJOR

~ICHAEL A BACHICHA
PHILIP MICHAEL CLARK
ON NICK CONTRERAS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSIC~L EDUCATIO~
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

MINOR

CURR IC

BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

P E
P E
P E
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BACHE LOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYS I CAL ECUCATION
MINOR

MAJOR
WILLI AM SCOTT GRACEY
CARL OS P HERR. ER A
PfiTRICK WF.LOON KING
4NA MAR I SANCHEZ
PAT DEE SNODGRASS
CAROL ROBINSON S OMEQ.$
PHILLIP J STACKPOLE
STEVEN EUGENE THIEL
KENNE TH A VOGT
MAXANN sm~ARTZ

PHYSIC ~L
PHYSICAL
P t-'Y S ! C .AL
PHYSIC.AL
PHYSICAL
PHYSICt'IL
PHYSIC.AL
PHYSICAL
Pl-'Y SIC .AL

HEALTH EDUCATION
RECREATION
RECREATION

ECUCAT I ON
EDUCATION
ECUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
E DUCA T ION
EDUC AT YON
~DUCATIO I
l: CU C AT I Ot\

BIOLOGY
RECREATION
BICLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

BIOLOGY

PHYSICAL EDCCATIO~
COLLEGE OF ENGIN~ERING
BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING

J~M!:S RAY ANDERSON

GIL~ERT DALE AR"'lOUR
CARWI~ ~USSELL BOOP
,..TCHAE L PATRICK CASEY
A~OREW TH0"1AS ~UGATE
Jil .

CRAH,

HAr1MUNU

LARRY THO MAS HANSON
~CNA LC PhUL KNIGHT
~ CG E q L E S L I E T Yl ER
fHAQ.LES MARTIN VINING
GEI\JE CAVIO WATKINS
l=RANK XAVIER 1,,~ IGHT
FhZOLLAH ZARRABI
BRENT RICHARD NEAL
BACHELCR OF SCIENCE

~ THONY J APODACA, l II
PATqICK M CASTILLO
OENN IS RAY COOP ER
JOHN KAq L ELMQUIST
RLANOO PHILIP GAqC[A
BQ.YAN Ll:E HART
STt:VEN ANTHONY HOOPER
~OR.TEZA JAFARI
~ THCNY CARL OS LOPEZ
FQ.ANK A~THONY MAESTAS
PERRY 8 tAATTHEWS
0 'JBER.T ALLAN MEYERS
JOSE,iH RICHARD OLGUIN
~UGL~S EATON PALMER
lCHAEL PHILIP SPINKS

IN

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CURRIC
p E
p E
p
p

p
p
p
p
p

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

p E
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

JAMES CALV IN WILL I AMS
WI LL I A MS
KENNETH WAYNE WYLIE
GREG Ell SvlORT H ZWOY ER
? I CH ARD THO '-1 AS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL E~GI NEERING

KIRK COUGLAS ANDEqsoN
JAM:S ALLEN BU~~rous

CENNIS ALAN CLAPP
'AARK J F:F FREY DEVOL DER.
GEORGE FAR I NA
CWAYNE LFO~ARO GIBBS
CI-ERYL ANNE K "J OX
\!Kl MISSIOS
JA"'lf:S CECIL ~-100 ELAND
LAWRENCE J OLGUIN
"14 Vi[i t-iiCHAEL s..;i f H

1-ENRY SCOTT TAYLOR
tfWAQO R TCHAq C TUQN=q_
GEORGf DUANE VOUt<AZERIS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

IAN AEBY
ROBERT WAYNE AN I BA
CAVIO IRA ASHLEY
qICAROO BELL
rl!CH~RO RAND BROWN
JONA THAN J CANDELARIA
G~Ry L E~ C AST L E f-1 AN
CLAUOE VINCE~ T CH.ACON
JAMES ALLAN DOUGHERTY
JQHN I GAONA,JR
~ 6 RL ERIC HOLCK
"'-GNALO A..NTHONY KING
JhMES ALLAN MACKOWSKI
THOMAS W MALONEY, I I I
STEPHEN f MAX WELL
~FN"JETH V MORRIS,JR
f.ARL ES R NEW MAN
:TEVEN THOMAS qENALS
ODER IC J SANCHEZ

611
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612

BACHE LOR OF SCIE NCE IN ELECTRICAL ENG I NEERING

~ICHAEL L SANDERS
ER NE ST BEN SEGURA
CHARLES WILLIA"1 VERTREES
ROBERT S WAR ER
MICHAEL AUSTIN WARRE
WALLACE THEEA COQE WH~a IS

GLEN WHI Tl NG

BACHE LO R OF SCIE NCE I N MECHANICAL ENG I NEERING

STEVEt-.. nc
AR OLD
WILLIA P.,. HIJ',,iAqD BA'<ER
CAN TEL J A\\ ES CA FF E Y
JAMES LEE DILLY
HA~
KURT I N'' EMA f< J E Q . '3 ER
ROY MART IN LOWE~ 1-iAL
STEVEt--: JAtJES t-'EAD
JONt\THA N PATRIC'< ~UIR
MARK LA E PIL CHE
DANI El RCMERO
FADIL S
TOSA
FORREST LA 1 E STEELY
lHFODr.Ri= MARK STIXRUO
1-4IL TON JOH
SZULINSKI
JE RR Y ALAN WALKER

OF FIN E ARTS
BACHE LOR OF ARTS IN FI NE A~TS

COLLEGE

MAJOR
ELIZt\BE TH J BEAU'1ET
MARGERY CLAPP
KATl-iARHlE K CORBIN
JOAN I RENE GENTRY

DEL ANO n GREEN I OGE
PATRICIA O ING RAM
SHARON LEE IR I SH
/.ltCHAEL JAY J ONES
MICHAEL STEVEN KROTH
~UTH DIANE "1INOELL
ALLY J O Pl-ILL [PS

~
AM EL A J AN E R OWE

SUSAN LESL IE VEGA
VIRG l NI A L WALMSLEY

ART H ISTORY
ART S TUT) IO
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART H I STORY
ART STUDIO
ART HI STORY
TJJ EA TRE ARTS
Tt-'EATRE ARTS
ART STUD IO
ART STUD IO
ART STUDIO
ART STUD (0
APT H (STORY
THEATRE ARTS

RETROACTIVE 12/20/75
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BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
t,iAJOR
CAMIA AIGELOW A DRUS
JCSEPH LFO BECKER
MARY M 9F EDt CK
~OBERT Q [ (HARO BERG
FREDERICK A BOUCHERLE
rn IC DOUGLAS BUE T NS
~

G4RR.ET LE ' NE CARLSON
eRUCE A OANY LUK
PAUL TH= OOOR c: DE E F"I
MATTHEh SrlELOON GARY
RTTA A N GIO I
JFRI LEE HA NA
I-IARC I A RUTH HARR I SON
DEAN A HERR ER A
C1ROL A
HORWITZ
LrNOA
Al)[ E J OHNSO
NANCY R KAHN
-UGENE E LOH'~AN
"!ARY O ._,CL AUGHL IN
J L11 PI '°',..,...
r'" n
,- L " "t
,·,u n l
DIANNE: ~u~q,1 S
l=LJ SSA KI •-1
A POL I ~
,.. I l \ t

r"\

I

-

T'

XJC{~

RJ9ERT G OUI TANA
eRUCE COLWELL RATHfHJN
~~~
JAMF.S ALFQEO REVELL

~

JOANNF. BE TH SIMON
JILL JE SEN TAYLOR
GA RY BRENT WASHMON

ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO .
THEATRE ARTS
THEATRE ARTS
THf ATRE ARTS
ART STUDIO
THEATRE ARTS
THEATRE ARTS
ART STUD IO
ART STUDIO
ART STUD IO
THEATRE ARTS
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
THEATRE ARTS
"'"""'T

M"t

r'T"ltr\T,..,.

.)tUUiU

THEATRE ARTS
THEATRE ARTS
AQT STUDIO
THEATRE ARTS
THEATRE ARTS
ART STUDIO
AQT STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO
ART STUD 10
ART STUDIO
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
MAJOR

STEVEN B BR INEGAR
LEWI s H CRITCHFIELD
:AT RJCK LESTER EMMERT
ARy RUTH GUNTHER
PAULA P HUTTON
ARTHUR "1EHL
LAURA CORN NELSON
STEPHAN IE G STINNETT

MUSIC
MUSIC
MUS IC
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUS IC
MUSIC

613
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BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
MAJOR
KENNETH C BATT AT

~us IC EDUCAT IO~

KATHRYN LYNN MARTINEZ
SUSAN MAP. IF MATHIAS
l'ARVIN ROHE REC
MARTHA LU ROWE
ART HU P L EW I S S HE IN 8 ER G
MARK ROBERT YOUTZY

MUS IC
MUS IC
MUSIC
MUSIC
MU S IC
MUS IC

EDUCATI ON
EDUCATI ON
EDUCATION
EDUCATION

EDUC AT I ON
EDUCATION

SCHOOL OF LAW
J UR I S CO CTOR

Jl.!HN MlLLAl{O ·AULER

CAVIC A ARCHULETA
DON AL D P OY 8 AC A
TEC C BA CA

SUZANNE M BARKER
LI~OA SUSAN BLOOM
RELO A L~MERU: AOYO
ROBER T S '3RANHA"1
THOMAS ~ICHAEL BROWN
GEORGf D BQOWNING,JR
fCWAR C R. CARL SON
ALBERT CHAVEZ
~ONALO J OY CHILDRESS
CLAYTON FISHER CHILDS
~08ERT !) EAN CLARK
EUGENE DONALD COHEN
ECWARO EARL COLES
CARCLY~ ALLEN COSNER
CHRISTOPHER CUMMINGS
ELIZABETH CUNNINGHAM
CAVIO C DAVE"JPORT,JR
SLSAN LEE 1:DWARDS
~ELVIN M EISENSTADT
LINDA E NEUN EITZEN
A~THUR ENCINIAS
EAR BAP A C EV ER AGE
PATRICK A FORT
KAREN MARL ENE FOSTER
KE lT H FRANK FRANCH IN I

6
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SCHOOL CF LAW
JURIS DOC TO_R

ORLANDO GARCIA
CHRIS K GOBER
ALFRED L GREEN,JR
RAND LE WI S G~El::NFIELO
PAUL WILLIAM Gq_IM"1
GEORGE Z GUZOWSKI
LESLIF JOA N HAq_RIS
WILL I AM GERALD HAR VEY
ALLAN J OSF:PH hISEY
JCHN ROl3ERT HOLGUIN
.J!JSEP~ M HOL~ES
RCNALO FOUTS HORN
THOMAS J OSEPH HOQNE
·~ARC I.4 BROWN HU ACO
PATRICI A A JCHNSON
SAM WILLIAM JCHNS ON
[AVID ANOREW KAYLER
CLARENCE ECWARO KEYS
KEVIN NnE L KIRK
"lARK JOSEPH KL ECAN
" "nl"Tt. 11',
Vl

f'\ \J

l

Pi 1 .'..\

-

.

•

• i · -r~ · r r

I..~ t1 r'\. L I "t \.., !..

ALKERT "1ICHAEL LE!::SE:CK

RACHEL LEVY
GU:NOCN q_ MANTLO
KATHERI NE ANN MARAMAN

'HRY ~N"J F. MCCOURT
ELAINE SHA \ic MOORE
CHARLES J MUCHMORE
PATRICTA S OQTIZ
KENNE TH GEORG F PO~Pc I
CHARLES P PRICE,111
CC NS T AN C E L R E I S CHM AN
BRECK THOM AS poq ER TS
RANDALL s ROBEq_rs
ORLANDO A RCM ERO
RICHARD J B ROM=RO
Lau I S WA PO PO SE
'1ICHAEL SANCHEZ
~lCl-fAEL S SA"-:CHEZ
WILL TAM A SAWTELL
RUTH M SCHIFANI
URBANE JR SCHISSEL
TRAVIS M SCOTT,JR
A~THONy V SILVA
ELIZABETH OHMA"'t SLADE
LYNN HEYER SL ADE
WILBERT C S~ITH, 11
11 ARTJN DANIEL SOBLICK ·
RONALD JAMES SOLIMON

615
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616
SCHOOL OF LAW
JURIS DOCTOR
\

ELLEN JOAN

SOUBERMAN
PETF.R EOWARD SPRINGER
JAY FRANCIS STEIN
MICHAEL LEE STOUT
ROB IN DALE ST ROTHER
GAIL L WADE TAWNEY
LYNN H TE SCH END ORF
ALBERT N JR THIEL
~ILLIAr,.1 JOSEPH TRYON
RICHARD BAIRD WALKER
KENTON E WALZ
REBE CCA E WAR OL AW
Ll\ WR ENC f. C WH I TE
IJARCIA 1:LLEN WHITE
LESLEY S WILLIAMS
FRAl~K KENN ETH WILSON
JCNAT HAN

ZORN

SCHOOL OF ~EDICINE

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
HAROLD ANAMOSA
AUTRY
FqEDERICK C BALDUIN[
RALPH CHAR.LES BECKCTT
FAITH ADELE BLAKE LY
R~FAE LITA CH.\VEZ
rwrr. PUSSELL CHURCH
tDMUNO CORD OVA
JnH"J f1E~L ICE
AtlN LOUISE DErART
I<. UR T JAME S EV ANS
JO BA TL f:Y FLETCHER
CORINNE LINA FLJGNER
RICHARD LEQ GERETY
TIMOTHY JON GILL
~ILTON G GODINEZ
ECWARO MARK GCLDMAN
STEPHEN ERNEST GRINDE
FREDERICK HAGEDORN,JR
STANLEY SCOTT HANAN
lI"lOTHY JA1'1ES HARNAR
STEPHEN N HARNISH
CHRISTOPHER J HARRIS
IAN C Ht\ WK SWOR TH
S1-iARON S IBB ITT HONES
O~VID B~UCE HOVERSON
JCHNNA LOU

~ ' l h • • • - = - - ~ ~ V ':-

I I 'J ¥
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

JIMMIE
A"JOREw
CEORGE
CEORGE

L HUTCHISON
C JARA fJI LLO
EAR L JELlNF.K
J KI\RAMIGIOS
JOHN FP ~DERICK KOSTER
HiOMAS GILMAN LANG
JhME S GLEN N L E"JHART
L ~ NN ANN L ONG F I E L0
JOSEPH PAUL LOPEZ
ALICE MAR IE LUNA
JOHN R0'3ERT LYLE,JR
LESL If E MATHl:RS, [II
~AR ILY NN E BYRD MCKAY
CfCIL F MICHt\EL,JR
ROB ERT LEE MILNE
l1 ICHI\EL A NO CE
~<\QBAP A LY NNE NYLUND
f:<\R Y ARTHUR OGIN
LtXEY SHURON PARKER
f)E LORES ELAINE PETTY
SHARON TH ERE SA PH ELAN
DCN ALO EOWAR O PICHLER

DfNN IS JOHN ROB I SON
'ri !LLIAM JOSEPH SHLAER·
CAVTD A SIMMS
THOMAS JA MES SMITH
TIMOTHY JAMES SMITH
SA"IUEL KEL IL TABET
JCHN AUSTIN T~AYLOR
CAV I D M V AL EN ZU EL A
RICHARD S VELASQUEZ
J OA N CECILE VOUTE
WI LL I AM ART HU R WAL K ER
KRISTEN R WILLIAMS
.STEPHEN MAJOR YEICH

COLLEGE OF NURSING
IN NURSING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

RCNALC CARL ALIFANO

Joye E C F ATE NC I 0
MICHELLE ANNE AUSTIN
CAROL C AA ILEY
J CAN RUTH BASSOW
JOANNE BOEHNING
PAULA RENE BRAATEN
DEBORAH ANN 8 RANDT
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

THOMAS GERARD CAS?ER
CATHERI NE S CHAVEZ
LOUISE "1AR IE COBB
KATHLYN AN NF COR OOVA
fJ4 RILY N AMBROSE DAVIS
SUSAN J ~NE ELLIS
CI-E RI EREKSON
DrnORAH K FARMER
JEA NNE M GALLEGOS
PCBFRTA LI NDA GARWO OD
LTZA BETH LEIGH GOBER
MAR TH A J E AN G Cf: K S
A 'NA 1"A'<. IE GONZALES
PAT~ICIA JEAN GRAY
VfCTORI~NA R HAAK
I= RAN C FS GAR C I A HAG EL
GAIL ~Aq I E HETNKEL
WILLTA M E HERBERT
CCROT~Y JEAN H[CKMt\N
El/H JA I\JE HO P K [ NS
DI AN t t J i\ (, Ut:3 i
CARO LY N S JARAMILLO
CAROL L: E JOHANSON
OLETA F~YE JONES
PA MF. LA ANN KRAYBILL
RERECCA K KYSER
ELIZABETH A A LANGLEY
PAULETT F JANE L .<.\PP IN
B~ENOA FLAY E LEHMAN
Pqq IC I A C LE YMON
SUSA N LYNNE LLOYD
~ANCY SIJ E "6(GOUGH
ELIZA RE TH C MCKINNEY
SUSA N RHEA MERIAN.
l'AR I At\ KL~ IN MERRITT
"ADO NNA MONTOYA
JACQUELINE LEE MORGAN .
CCLLEEr,.; MARIE NEEL
ADREA ANN NEUMAN
ELAINE 1"ARIE CRWAT
JANET ROS~ PEONEAU
JAt,AES F PEETZ
JOYCE A PERRY
LINDA l<APEN PINKHAM
JULIE ALICE POMPEI
DE BORAH POSTLETHWAITE
JC MARGARET PRICE
JCSEPH H RAYBURN, 111
YCLANDA MARIE REYES

LEE

ANN ORR
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
eACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

JCHN MICHI\EL RICHARDS
ADLE NE RO~ l f'lS ON

CARLOTTA ( ROMERO
FREDDA MAE R0'-1ERO
~ARIA THERESA ROMERO
OIANF. onRt S ROTH
YVONNE F. SCAR AF IOTT I
CHR I ST I NE M S TR I KER
CHA Q, LE S E f) WI N S T RtJ CK
f-l~RSHA JO STUCKY
SliARON THE RES E TAFOYA
SANDRA LYCIIA TAPIA
STEPHEN L TAY LOR
CONALD RAY THOMPSON
~OQ. 1.U, GAIL THURSTON
SL SAN Jo\NE TIMMONS
J~CQUELYN SUE TINNEY
JUAN JCSE TORRES
,, AIL FRIDDELL TQ.hYLOR
FHRICIA UNCERWOOO
Ul\NA /-h i\ ~ IE: v ENfE'<S
rntR.L EY ANN WATCHMAN
WAP.GARET t\ILEE'\l \.JELL S
BAQRARA JEAN ZACHARY
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
eACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HY~IENE

LINDA WITTEMAN BRAGGS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

ROBERT FRANCIS ADAMS
eqUCE PAUL ALLEN
LESLIE JEAN AL TO
rAvro L EE APODACA
NICK p ARt-.1Y
GARV REA CHANDLER
THOM~S W COOLEY,JR
MAR l E ANNETTE CORDOVA
JAtJE S WI LL I AM COTT ER
~ENNE TH GAIL or LLE y
tOB8Y D ENGL I SH
PATRICIA ANN FARR
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

STEPHAN LYLE FOSTER

!.!EU:CTO A FRESQUEZ
THC1>1AS RI L EY GARRETT
BQAO LEY EDWARD GIBBS
CCNALC Rti.Y GIESEKER
BILLY P GI LL
"'uISES PHILIP GRIEG O
OQYL wAY"J E GRIFFI N
11 ICHAEL J AY Hti.FER
CAQ.nLYN A~N HARMAN
0 I EL t R N EST HOV AR 0
~! CHAQO LECN KI \ GST ON
.,.ICHAEL ~HLLIAM LYON S
LI ~DA L MA NN
JCN Tf T<;LJJ Ml KAMI
RJG::Q. L i.:RQ Y MURRAY
K~ '\ 'lETf-" R N IC ... OLS
PAnrcIA s NICHOLSON
.,.tQK t.LVIN PADILLA
\H; (y LYI\NE PAY NE
CLN"iit LEE vf.f.t:KS
CHAql f ~ AN"I RA 'DAL L
C\./A Y~t J CH-'IJ REICHEl<T
Kt\ Y DO YLE ROD f.'AN
STEVEN RA Y ROGERS
J A~ ET A~ E L I A RU PP
~QA~crsr. o SILVA
~t.RR ARA A N S INKEW
~'JBE~ T SRAC FORO S NA PP
RO~':RT WAY~E STANLEY
LILY AN N TERRY
EVELYN GERTRUDE TR.UMP
LARRY MIC HAEL TURNER
LAURA eETH C ULIBARRI

C&vrn F RANCIS VARGO
ST::PHE N WQ. IGHT
~CWAqc y EE
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CERTIFIED DEGREE

CA~OIOATES, SPRI~G 1976
GRADUATE SCHOOL

COCTOR OF EDUCATION
MAJOR
CELIA JO M

THO>-iASON

PUPIL PERSONXEL SERVICES
MASTER OF ARTS

fi'AJOR
MARY LYNN

ADA'-1 S

~ANCY J O AKINS
JAlv1ES M IV ALEX AN!1F.~
CAN RnB ER T ALLSHO US~

GUI DA t\CE
ANTHROPOLOGY
LATI ~ AMERICA N STUDIE

SPEECH CO MM UN ICATION
POLITICAL SCIENCE

H:NR I ANDR USK 0
JAM ES A BACA
THOMAS REESE BAq N ES
SUE J HATFIELD B A>~NU~

GUlOAt-iCE
ART S TUQ I 0

KIM fll6 ~ q f H '1

ART ST UO[O

JAN ET CL AI ~E e tl:FEL
COROTHY E 90 l I NG
GLENNA J EA '-l BOLTUCH

GUICA NCE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
AQ. T

PUT ~ iC T4 r\ C~A ~'1 L ET T
ST EPH AN I E EUB A ~-<S 3~ EOO N

ENG LISH

ELE~E~TARY EOUCATICN

SECOi "OAP. y EuuC ATI ON

'""'--"'AAu'i:.A.Af.JVV.J<Ll:J<...'L'~'i~~

ELLEN MF NASC O f1((0W

JA MES T I M BU RNS
CAR~EN L MARES eYR NES
BE~NACETTE M CA~P RELL
GLOR IA H CANT"~LL

JnANN B~SS CAQ AHA ·l
GLORIA JEA N~E CAR NA L
SUSAN L CARPENT~R
GARY MAURICE CARTER
CANIEL GE~E CASEY
l=RANCINE T CASO~
BL ANC A f1 LG A C ASS 0
FRA~K HAROLD C.\TES
KENNETH H1IL CHAP"iAN

EUOLA WILSO~ COX
VIRGINIA 8 CRAV!:NS
TERR El L C DAUGHTREY
MARI A TERESA OE SALAS
cm~NI F SUE DECKER
SliSAN F DEMAR EST
JUDITH M DIFHL
MYRNA D BROWN DINGMAN
ANNAMAE G DOG IN
'1ARy A EOENBU~N
RITA IRENE ELL IOTT
LYNN l<LOE PFER FAR NE LL
kAREN S CANFIELD

SECC ~O A~Y EO UCATICN
ART E'Jl.JCATIO N
ELE MENTARY EDUC~TION
ELEMENTA~Y ED UCATION
SPEECH COM~UNICATION
GUIDA~CE
EDUCATION AD~INISTRAT

ART E OUC t\ TI ON
SPEECh COM~U !CATION
SPFCIAL EDUCATION
GUI CANCE

ELE~E~TAQY EDUCATION
SECO NOARY ED UCATICN
EDUCATION ADMI ISTqAT
EDUCATION AOMINISTRAT
PHILOSOPHY
ANTHRCPOLOGY

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SECCNCARY ECUC~TICN
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ART ECUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ENGLISH
SECONCARY ECUC~TICN
SECONDARY EDUCATION
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MASTER OF ARTS
MAJOR
ROBERT MORRISON FAXON
KATHRYN UTRUP FI NCH
GERALC MICHAEL FISHER
JlJDITH KAY FLEISCHMAN
RtiNOEf JO S FLOWERS
PATRICIA L HINE FLYNN
[AVID JAMES FRAZER
MARY ELLEN M GALL EGOS
PWL INK!\ GEORGI EVA
HARRY OUN CAN GILPIN
F~RNANOO E GIRALDO
PATRIC!~ ELLEN GONSKE
GARY OAVTD GOODMAN
TCt-'f.ly L GOODWIN
CHA~ LES RUDOLF GRAH
StiP.AH ECE/\J G~EENOUGH

ELEMFNTARY EDUCATION
SOCIOLOGY
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE
GUIDANCE
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ANT ..-ROPOLOGY
ART
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ENGLISH
SF.CONDARY EDUCATION
ECUCATION ADMINISTRAT
GUIDANCE
HIS TORY
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT
PSYCHOLOGY
t\RT HISTORY

~

~

HO R GE F HAP~ ISON
KATHLEEN MAR IE HART
JO ANN R HARUTUNIAN
CHti.RL ES O~AN H~RVEL
Pti TR I CI .\ GLYNN HAUSER
J•HlE:S £\LB=RT HERQMAN
LESLIE DWYER HIBBS
l'ti~JAN BRADLEY HOGF.
LON W HnUSE
CHARLOTT I: GAE IN GRAM
ELMFR D JACKSON
JUOIT~ ANN JOHNSON
lF 'rl I S E JR J CH NS ON

EDUCATTON ADMINISTRAT
GU I CANCE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MA. THE Ml1 Tt CS
GU I CANCE
ART ECUCATION
GUIDANCE
GUIDANCE
SECONDARY EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCAT[ON
SPEECH CCMMUNICATION
FCUND~TIONS OF ED

SUE B H JORGENSEN
SUS hN JOSH I-S TUET Z EP
VICKIE ALLYN KALLIE$
KEt-.JN ETH LLOYD KEMP
JCHN ROBE-RT KEYSER
KATHRYN KIDWELL
PtifRICIA F KOLVOORO
MERRYL LESLIE KRAVITZ
J ERR E-ANN LLOYD
FQy R LUNA
SUSAN ANNE LY NCH ·
WINN IE LEE MAHONEY
At'ELIA VIGIL MARTINEZ

ELEMENTA~Y EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
APT STUDIO
ANT HR CPO LOG Y
ART STUD IO
SECONDARY EOUCATICN
SPEECH COMMUN tCA T ION
ANTHROPOLOGY
ELE~E~TARY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
SPANISH
FRENCH
SECONDARY EDUCATION
~
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPANISH
ART STUD IO

~~

"'ELooy JOAN MCCORMICK
LINDA R HETZEL MCGARR
ANA MARIA ROMO MEASE
eRUCE MICHAEL MEISNER
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MASTER

OF ARTS

MAJOR

JUAN MEND EZ

SPECl~L EDUCATION
SEC ON CARY ECUCATION

RORFR. T W ~ fCHAELS
LUC ILL F C ~ IF RA

RECREATION
SECC~ OA RY FOUCATION

~~

~

CCNI\ LC LEE NE AL
CAR OL J EA!\J NUZ U~

ART
RETROACTIVE 12/20/75
SECC ND I\ RY ECUC ATION

ARN OL EVA N ~ELNTKOFF

xx~~

~~~

~

CAf? Yf\: PAULA OST R.OW E
MARY WE ST OTERO
Lf NO A JFA"I NE PALM
eRUCE H PATTERS ON
CM~LOS E PECOS
/J IC HA EL J OH N P ENNY

RO" ERT LESTER PE'<EA
LUC TA ANN PERK I NS
~~
i LL n NA 1,1 P E TR. 0 V I T S
LOIS M PIE RSON
J~ f-~[ S f, P:J PP
CA '<IJ L AGN E$ R F.N FRO
A JAt-;~

RE YNOLDS

LUELLF M RICE

SH l RLEY DE ANN ROACH
8~VERLY ANN ROGOFF

LYNN ROS NER
~
JU[) I TH ANt...i RU SH

tr At>.! E SA G.~ N
JAMfS EDWARD SAGEL
RORER T J OE SA NCH EZ
RFGit\JAL!) I:: SAVILLE
JILL K SCHNEIDER
RAMONA JOY V SEYM OUR
RENSCN KU~T SHAW
ELEANCR E J SHOEMAKER
NANCY J SILVERMAN
BRON A G~ ACE S !~ON
JIMMY MICHAEL SIMPSON
SARAH FRANCES SM ITH
TEREAI- LEA SM ITH
ELAINF LOUISE SOLIMON
SR MARY J SOULLIARO

JANENE ROYCE SOUTER
RI CHARD 'LEE SPEEGLE
/OSF: A SPENCER
VICTCR ALAN SPIKE~
SUMITHRA SRINIVASA~

ART

SPEECH c o~~UNTCATTON
LATI N A~ERICAN STUDIE
ART

ED UCATION AO~I NISTRAT
ENGL I SH
ECUCATIO N AO~I NISTR ~T
S ECO~O ARY EOUC lTION
~~

AR1 S1 UD IC
ELEMFNTARY ED UCATION
HIST ORY
GEOGRAPHY

ELEME~TARY EDU CATION
ELE~ENTA~Y EDUCATION
SECC ' CARY EDUCATION

REC REATTCN
~

ELE~E~TARY EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
ENGL I SH
ART STUDIO

SECONDA~Y EDUCATION
SOCIOLOGY
ELE~E~TARY EDUCATION
ART STUDIO
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPEECH COM~UNICATICN
ANTHROPOLOGY
SECCNCARY ~OUCATICN
GUIDANCE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GUIDAt\CE
EOUCATIO~ AOMINISTRAT
S?ECIAL EDUCATION
RECREATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
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624

MASTER OF ARTS

MAJOR
GAIL C JOLLIFFE STAPP
JCE DCUGLL\S STEELE
/J.ARTHA R STERBA
JAY EVA IS STUTZ
KAY M T SWEOBEQG
HftROLC 8 TAFCYA
VICI HASE'\JPUSCH TAUS
SYLVIA A. TEST ':: ~"1A"l
S~NnRA 8US $ TH 01Ja$ SEN
ELIZABfTH J THO~P SON
TRUDY TH OM PSO"TIMOTrY GUY T RUCA~C
~

QONhLO o~~L TY3QR
PtMELA E O VE RSTYNE~
ESQUIPULA VIGIL,J R
GQ.F.GOPY JA"'1ES VOELTZ
GARY OE6N WALL

RARBARA S UE WASSERM!N
~

\.IELCH
JGri.N.. DEL A:_; C rt C; c:~t'\ G
KAREI\J J ':A~~ D WILLIA"'$
ELIZAeETH M "uE::nEL E
STEPHn~ A'JTON ZI "'"ER
'-'&RGAPET

SECONDARY EDUCATION
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
GUIDA~CE

SF.CONDARY EDUCATION
SPANISr
SPEECr CCM~UNIC~TIO~
ELEMENTARY EDUCATICN

ELEME~TARY ECUCATICN
GUIDANCE
ART ECUC AT ION
p,iATHc1"ATICS
~

EDUCATION AD~INISTPAT
SECO NO A~Y EDUCATION
GUIDAI\CE
GUIDANCE

MhT~Et,1.ATICS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATIO~

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Lr"\ -

~"I

-

T

l

I

rt.

Tr"\

.:>IU V l U

ELEME~TARY

EDUCATION

ANTHROPOLOGY
HISTORY
MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

RICHARC E BLUBAUGH
fl«'IUL E BRAND~ N9EPGER
KAREN KAY CLARK
SUSAN CARYL COLVIN

~

JANELL G cqEGO

RU SSE L L W CUR T I S
TOBY ALO N SO ESP I NOS~
LAWRENCE M EVANS
THOMAS P FLAN NE RY
JOHN STONER FRESH'1AN
~IC TOR ANORE W JENSEN
WILLIAM JOHN MAYHEW
qlCHARO MARK PJEYERS
JEANNE LUC AS PALMER
TOB t AS W ROS EN Bl ATT
THERESA FOLEY SLEIGHT
JOHN WI LL I AM TROTTER
'w I LL

I AM LEE WALT ER
•
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MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

CH RISTO HER RA Y BARO
EZEN~;A FELIX CHIZ EA
JCYCE GROSS COSTELLO
PEE R GER.LAC H
TIPTCt,, T OfJOHU ORO
GERALD WAYNE PHILLIPS
HA.NG SUP ROH
MASTER OF ARTS

JULI A SHER ER

IN TEACHI NG BUSINESS SUBJECTS

ELL IS

"IAUREE
SHEILA MOS I ER
~0SE~ARY T SEGURA

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS

I RMA E T CHAFFINS
/~AR IL YN L ~cc LENAH AN
'-'ARIA C RATNER
CAROL JEAN RO SE
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING MATHEMATICS

f

~A.NOA J O FRAN KL t N

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MAJOR
JERRY MYERS ANOERSON
JOS EPH HENRY BADAL
CHP. ISTI I\JE 8 BARRETT
A.NI\JE J f3USHNELL
GEORGE M CHAMBERS
RALPH LEONARD CHAPMAN
~HOMAS B CH R ISTIANSEN,JR
WURT HARR I SON COLL INS
ARRHJ CAROL LAFFEY
ROGERS W MART IN

BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS
BUSINESS

AOMIN
ADMIN
AOMIN
AOMIN
ADMIN
AOM IN
ADMIN
ADMIN
AOMIN
AOMIN

PAGE 3
CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDIDATES,

SPRING lC,76

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR

LISA MARJE MENGIS
HAROLD >-1 JR MORGAN
THOMllS GERALD NARCOMEY
LCUI S ORTELL I
STEP~l:N CRAIG ROOD
JCSE ALRFRTn SAENZ
qOCHELLE LYNN SIMON
CLYOE JOHN THURDW
TERRY MICHAEL \-JARNER

BUSINESS ADMIN
BUSINESS AnMIN
BUSINESS ADMIN
BUSINFSS AOMIN
BUSINESS AOMIN
BUSINESS ADMIN
BUS I NESS ADMIN
BUSINESS ADMTN
BUS TN ESS ADM IN

~~

~

[ ,\ NIEL ZWILLING

BUSINESS ADMIN
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
tJAJOR

"'YRNA R BURKS
:_UXXxn2i)c
Kt !:<M IT NOBLE LEE

FINE AR TS
~

FINE ARTS
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTR TlON

11 fLLIAM
R BIERBAUM
ALFREDO GURMENDI
DAVID JENNINGS

MASTER

OF MUSIC

ROBERTA ANN CARBAJAL
[ENIS FREO EPPICH
tAvro JOHN OBERG
CRAIG HENRY RUSSELL

MASTER OF SCIENCE

MAJOR
4SHOK KUMAR AGRAWAL
~OBF.RT OWEN A LEX ANDER
Q~YMONO K ASBURY
~hOMAS DAV lD ASHW ILL
C) QM AN C HARLE S BAL I A
AROL IN E BAR HAM

ELECTRICAL ENGR
BIOLOGY
PHYSICS
CIVIL ENGINEERlNG
ELECTRICAL ENGR
PHYSICAL EOUC~TION
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
MAJOR
JAMES A BEALL,11
R!CAR CO

AF.RAUN
KE I TH NI= J L BO BO

COMPUTING & INFOR SCI
MECHAN ICAL ENGR
ELECTRICAL ENGR
~

WILLIAM H BURNETT ,JR
"IARY JANE CARLTON
LARRY STEVEN C~UMPLER
lHNOY E DUDLEY
CFAN Bt\JEQ. EPPLER

ELECTRIC AL ENGR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
GEOLOGY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
GEOLOGY

JA'-'FS RUSSF.LL FINCKf:
OROL AI\JN FLAM ER
NAT AL I E L GON ZAL E Z
7'1"-JE ~'ARK GOOQWIN
~~

MECHANICA L ENGR
CCMMUN DISORDERS
HEA L T t-< E OUC A T I ON
CIVIL ENGINEERING

~

SLqENOEQ KU,-,AR GU LATI
ZEU-TEN SHIRLEY HAN
JCH ' FD HE IDQ. ICH
JCHN K HICKERSON
DIRK HEN()R IK HOLTMAN
Lt-<t~G-(HUNG

HUNG

~

ELECTRICAL ENGR
CHE MISTRY
BIO LOGY
ELECTRICAL ENGR
CIVIL ENGINEERING
T'iECHAN-IC iii_. ENGR.
~

L\V IO L f E 1-aYD E
~~
JAMFS ROBERT KELSEY
KATHLFEN ANNE KENNEDY
RAHMAT H KERMANJ
JU!)y OAV I DSON L RSON
Jf'lHN DELMONT LEFFLER.

ELECTQ. ICAL ENGR

JOE G MARTINEZ
JA~ES T MASON,JR
G~Ry ALLAN MAZAROFF

ELECTRICAL ENGR
COMMUN DISORDERS
ELECTRICAL ENGR
COMMUN DISORDERS
MECHANICAL fNGR
ELECTRICAL ENGR
CIVIL ENGINEERING
GEOLOGY
PHYSIC~L EDUCATION

~EHDA D MOR SHE 0
KL NAQUOCHAIPRA~ORT
JCSEPH B C NDINTEH
STEPHFN L PETERSON

CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTRTCa\L ENGR
ELECT R !CAL ENGR
GEOLOGY

HLNG-HW!:Y Y A"JG MA

~

~~
ALFRED WALTERS REED
~CB ERT FRED RI EDEN

Enw IN H ROOT
~ERAL DINE R ROUSE
SUWtr SA.ELIM
CHAR L I E M SAL AZAR
ANNA BFF.SON SCHULTZ
JCHN WI NOH AM SCOTT
MICHELLE W SEXTON

~

~

MECHANICAL ENGR
ELECTRICAL ENGR
ELECTRICAL ENG~
COMMUN DISORDERS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMMUN DISORDERS
BIOLOGY
MECHANICAL ENGR
COMMU~ DISORDERS
~
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628
MASTER OF SCIENCE
t-'AJOR

WILLIAM R SHOVER
8RI~r-.. THOMAS SNIDER
R~Y MON D AL AN s·~y DER
ER NEST J OSEPH SPRADLIN
PtUL CAV IO STANG
ALflN RI CHARO ST'=M'-1
T~MAS D SULLIVAN
KE"-!NF.TH T SUMMERS
JOHN F THLJq_STON
PAUL PIERRE T IRAU
QQRERT S Tl~MER.
'·II CH A EL L TO~~ E Z
li!CHAEL A USSE~Y
SURESH '<.U ~ AR VAf1HVA
CYN TH TA ~ VIL L ~ ~ R ~EL
KrNNETH L WATK[\JS
!Hlf,JALC LEI:: WILLIA~S
C.RAIG R WORCESTER
STEVEN gR UCE YEAROUT
? r I LL i P AL L C~~ YOUr~ G
AISH ,-,A HOi1 ZE JTONF
ROB ER T f l I L P~ SK I , JR

ELECTPICAL ENGR
BIOLOGY
ELECTRICAL ENGR
GEOLOGY
!llX?OOll
ELECTqICAL ENGR
ELECT R [CAL ENGR
ELECTRICAL ENGR
ELECTRICL'll ENG~
NUCLEAR ENGINEERI~G
ELECTRICAL ENGR
GECLOGY
PHYSICAL EDUCATIO~
ELECTRICAL ENGR
ELECTRICtiL ENGR
COM ."1U~ DISORDERS
ELECTRICAL ENGR
ELECTRICAL ENGQ
CH E
& NUCL E
ELECTt<ICAL ENGR

ELECTKtCAL ENGR
BIOLOGY
GEOLOGY
DOCTOR OF PHILO~QPHY
P'AJOR

JUDIT.-i ANN ArJKISON
"ICARr.O O t\GU ILAR
J\MES "'AUQ.ICE ALARID
JOS F.P H O A 100 E
~EORGE
USTIN-MARTIN
..:ARY EDWIN BAPRICKLOW
~ !CHOL AS R BELL ER
A~os LEON BRIGHT
(AVID S BROOKSHIRE
JCHN G CHILAS
NANCY JEAN CONQAO
PATRJCIA G CUTTING
e~RNAeAs C DIEKEMPER
ALAN LEE OUDL EY
!{OBERT JAMES EELLS
GA TL OI A N':: FE L O"4 AN
SABU GEORGE

LEONARD EOG.A~ HELO
VIVIANA NIGRO HOL~ES
~OLDEN ERWIN LANE,JR

AOMINIS & SUP~RV
ROMANCE LANGUAGES
CURRIC & INSTR
MECHANICAL ENGR
CUR Q IC & INSTR
ENGLISH
CHEMISTRY
IBERO-AMEQICAN STUDIE
ECONO,.,ICS
ECONOMICS
ENGLISH
PHI LOSCPHY
HISTORY
PHY SI CS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PUPIL PERSON~El SERV
CHE~ISTRY
ENGL I SH
ART HISTORY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
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OCCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
MAJOR
GEOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY
ELECTRICAL ENGR
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERV
AMERICAN STUDIES
ENGLISH
CURRIC & INSTR
MATHEMATICS
AtJERICAN STUDIES
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERV
BIOLOGY
ROMANCE LANGUAGES
ANTHROPOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
FOUNDATICNS OF EO
IBERO-AMERICAN STUDIE
AOMINIS t; SUPERV
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERV
ENGLISH

l'CON JOO LEE
NANCY BRAXTON LEE
W~RREN FRANCIS LEE
KUN-SHAN LIN
CHARLES DAVID MA IN
SHERAN NOR O MAR RON
~! Lll M-1 G MCPHERON, JR
ZEL I A D MED I ANO
K~RL JERPY MELENDEZ
ROBERT ELIAS MICHAEL
BEN "10NROE,1II
JCHN HFL~ER NILSON
~nBERT JA~ES ONSTINE
KARLA OLGA PO EWE
JAKOB I REICH
GEORGE CARL SAMEROTTE
ENP I QUE M SANT AM AR I A
C/iQMEN CASILLAS SCOTT
; ( HN PRENT ICE SHETHAR
ELLEN S SPANGLER
JOH,~ niLLI ·i·1 ST.4R NER
C~IU-YU"IG TAI
ANN E C TA~LETON
QONALO F:DWIN THRIFT
JCSEPHINE VANCERMEER
CORTEZ H WILLIAMS
STEPHEN R WT LL I AMS
CANT EL W ZIMM ERM AN

,, .. ,.., : rusT.,.rr
1• ,_.Inc:. I' >-1 I 1 \.,J

MATHE:MATICS
CURRIC & INSTR
HISTORY
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERV
AMERICAN STUDIES
BIOLOGY
HISTORY
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE

MAJOR
.GEORGE EDMUND BENNETT ,JR
q J BRAUGHT
RICHARD THOMAS BRAUN
MICHAEL WAYNE CONRAD
JANE ALICE DEJONGH
lhGMAS JOHN DIRITO
LARRY DUNCAN
MICHAEL WtLLARD DYNES
STEPHEN DENNIS EWING
CANIEL MARK FRIEBERG
MICHAEL A GARCIA
WILLIAM J'1HN GENTI.LE
LLovo w GOLDRICK
Hr,,ES MICHAEL GRAF
PATRICK E HEISE

ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
AR CH I T EC TUR E
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
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SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE

~AJOR
RORER T J H ERM AN
ELIAS KilHEN KASHANI
CW IO P ECKWOR TH J R KELLER
JAY S K~USE
JEFFRFY FRANK LECHTER
UN ID C ~A IN
KEITH COOK MARTIN
CAVIO Mt\RTINEZ
Tlf.lOTl-'Y REIO MCCUNE
R0f3!_=R T "1T KE NI LC HEE

APCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCH I TEC TUR E
ARCH IT ECTIJR E
ARCHITECTURE
ARC HI TEC TURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE

~~

~

EL.t1UTE RI O LA RR Y ORTIZ
JOHN K OS TERGAARO
CLIFFORD PEDRONCELLI
ANG EL 6. •-1 YR A R O BB I N S
~YRO~ At\J ()REW SAL OYT
KNIGHT LFWIS SEAVEY
~ARQEI\ DA VID SHAW
~Q ENT
J ~ Y SOLOMON
BR I AN LY "l !\I ST ROM
G; EGC~ Y Wi LL i Ai'"i 3 vi CET
GARY 'wt..Y ' E Tr BLJAS
ROBFRT OA LE TINKER
STEVE E VANDAL
Ni\NC Y SUE wE INMAN
CAV l !') R Wt L SON
PFTER BENSON WORMWOOD

ARCr.ITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCH I TEC TUq E
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
APCHITECTU~E
ARCHITECTURE
-

f""

ti

'f

~is_l.,n l

Tr-r

'"'l"' ! !l""lr-

ICI., 1U1'C

ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

MARY AL ICE ABEITA
QUOy A ABEYTA,JR
90L ORES ALF IE RI
LYNETTE L ANDERSON
~OBERT JAMES AVILA
u:iurs MARVIN BACA
CATHERINE ANNE BAKER
Ci-:Es T f R H AROL O BAK ER
CHRISTOPHER L BARRETT
~ICHAEL JOHN BAXTER
JAMES OALE BELCHER
KEITH JOHN BENAVIDES
SAND'<A LEE BENAVIDEZ
JACQU El YN S BENDER
KEITH BRIAN BIERBAUM
SUZANNE M BORDELON

sao
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

JAMES e BRADLEY
JOY LY NNE W BRANDON

PAT LINOVEIT BRANNEN
SUS AN BR ECK
W!LLIAt-1 R BRENSKE
~opy eETH BROWN
QCOGER J\LLEN BURNETT
PH RICK JOSEPH BURNS
CHARLES KENT CARL SON
~ARK WILLIAM CHAVEZ
OROL K CHOU
STl:VEN H CHP. I SMAN
QICHARD NO LAN CLEAQ.Y
JU LI A MA R I E C OHEN .
!'ARTTN 'JCH SNER COLBY
CHA RL~S J COLERICH
rlAYDF~~ LEIGH CONA~T
3APBAQ.A G CONNELLEE
.ALLY J OYCE COOPER
FDITH E COPELAND
ii~ ME L A

i<

C Oi<.D OVA

JCHN n L. f.l\J CR tlY CR AFT
11 CNNfl E CROMER
QONNY CA~L CROOK
fQEO THCJM AS CROWDEN
LINDA GE~I PP C ROWTHE~
CAVID SANDERS CUTTEN
SH ~ L EY DAGOS TA
CENNIS '"l lNOR OAVIOSON
TIMOTHY E OAVIS
PORTER ROBERTSON DEES
ANNE M DESIDERIO
ATTILI() PETER DIPAOLO
CI AN F G I G I 00 M EN I C I
.JAMES ANO RE WS DONE
SUSAN L DORMAN
thRL FRAZIER DOUGLASS
ADDIE MAUREEN DRAPER
MICHAEL LYNN OUNN
lINCA K..\REN OUREN
LINDA J~AN DWYER
h ERB ER T OT TO E11G INS
nCROTt-'Y LIZ C EILERT
JUl)y HEALY EVANS
EMILIE H FANNING
JANET LOUISE FISHER
PEGGY LOU FLAN[GAN
JEFFREYS FLETCHER
LLovo AL AN FL OROW
DIANE ELEFTHERIOU
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UNIV=RSilY STUDIES
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

~ALCOLM STUART FOSTER
XMm.~x'XXk~
JCH"J PAUL GEN ER

xmomcxxxxxruc~

GARY JCHN GIL BE RT
JA"JfY LYNN GI LL! LAND
fVELYN R GIRON
PnRICIA ANN GIVENS
CARYL KAY GLINSKI
STUART GOL OBERG
KIT GCOOFRIEND
CHESTER GOODSON
~ANCY C GORE
~OSF. (LLEN GREENBLATT
hILLIAM L JR GRIFF1TH
\.I JAY GUNDERSON
A~NETTE R GUTIERREZ
ltl\"JG-PI NG HAHN
SI-ARON L FE HARR IS
JCHN NATHAN HARRISON
J,\HC S ~ICfiARD ;-iL\RT
RORERT q{( H HARVEY
RAYMOND EUGENE HAYES
~ATTHEW A HENZE
CRAIG LORING HERRERA
RETROACTIVE 12/20/75
FRANK GEORGE HIGGINS
5HERRY At-JN HI LL
TI-IOMAS Q JR H1LL
LCREN JAMES HINES
hILLIAM SMYTH HIRSCH
JANFT GROVE HOAGLAND
WIL l I AM DAN A HO L SW AO E
~Aqy M QUIGLEY HONTAS
JA"IES ALBERT HORN
PUTHIE DIANE HORN
Cf-iRT STINA A HOUSTON
THOMAS L HUESEMANN
CARLA BERYL HUNTER
BRIAN DAVID JACKSON
JOL I ANN J AMF S
ROBERT DONELAN JANCO
PHILIP HENRY JANKURA
FRANCIS E M JARAMILLO
CAM IAN J EL SO
RICH~RO GLEN JCHNSON
BETTY J JONES
J~NA EL I ZABET H JONES
J~N TfROY JOSEPHSON
NANCY E JOURDAN

l!ARy

A HERBERT

IRVING E GREENEICH
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES
BACHELCR CF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

PAUL A JULIANO
HOWARD DAVID KATZ
LII\OA J U E KELLER
THO~AS KENT
DAN t EL GEORGE KEOUGH
KEI\JlETH KARL KIETlKE
SARAH JAt\E KIL
ijAR K DAV IO KILBURN
JC ANN E I,\ K NOW L E S
5H AQ Ct-; KOLCD Z IE
)~ BB IE J ANE KOMAOI NA
~ICHIE KP': LL
SUS hN P KUL I ASHA
ROG':Q L'.lUI E KC~TZ
QIJNALC qoBE T LABE RGE
CI-RI STOPHER L ACKMANN
FCEOF.RICK .A. LA~AVE
POg~RT CLARKE LANF
~A RBAR.A J~A 1 LAWLESS
J: Q. n '' E L C' ~ L !\ wSON
U.~\..~
utCHELL': A LESICKA
JOH\J E LIE3E'~OORFER
CY THIA 1.AAQ, Y L ITE5
~ETTY LIV I t\GS TON
H l:: TELONG
L~R E"-1 ST f P HEN LOOMIS
!:CWIN PAUL LOPF.Z
i::q A1'-K ES V LOR I 'l
HHHONY L OUOE RBOUGH
WALTER Hf~RY LUECKE
HA\JACI O JR MALD'JNADO
~ODNEY LEwIS MARTIN
8(1\IIFACIO IAARTINEZ
'<AREN J MCCARTHY
JCH~ P "ICCLOSKEY

CI-ERESE A '-'CCREARY
I-EA TH ER KA E MCCUNE
liICHAEL JOSEPH MCGRAW
KATHERI lE O MCMEARTY
H'JICE JEAN MICHAEL
~CG ER CHAq LES MILL ER
Roxy ANN MITCHEM
JUAN 8 ~ON TOY A
(EOQ.Gf ~OO~E MOORE
"ICHAEL DAVID MOORE
"'ICHAEL ZANE MIJRPHEW
G1=0RGE FISCHER MOO.SE
JOSEPH PATRICK MURPHY
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES
eACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

JUDlTr GAIL NEIDICH
NELS ON
STEWART NELSON
Ct-, EAL C N I C HO L S

EDW t N BL h K ELY

J(H N

s nu

PHAf\lT

JOSEPH EDWIN ORTIZ
A~Y ELIZABETH OS VATH
M4RGARET K OTT
CA ROLYN OW EN
PYRON FRA~K PAGE
LnJ'?.LL KURTTS PEARSON
~
rrMER N PICKRELL

WILLTAtJ A PLACE
JEA NNE TTF ~ P CMF. ROY
JCHN ALRER T POMPEO
AI\THONY J POTESTE
CAiJIO MARK POW~LL
~llllAl-4S J PRESTIF.N
v!CTORI
BIVl NS PRINZ

nr:'i;Y :..AEL
JCHN f RA~ I RE Z
"ERSERT BEf\ JtdlJN RAMOS
\l{CHELLE RANEY
(AV ID J OHN PATKOWSK I
JOWl TI MO THY REIDY
eqETT 01VID R TXFORD
f-CvlARC H RCBISON
nE~~A LYNNE ROSS

PHLLTP M ROSS
~!CHAEL LEE RCSSER
RETROACTIVE 12/20/75
JA"l~S WILLIAM ROUPAS
WILLI AM MC K Ay RY AN
HCWARD JA~ES RYERSON
~ICHARO A SALMON
~ORMAN HAMILTON SAMUELSON
PAUL A SANTISTEVAN
GARY RUSSELL SAUNDERS
WILLIAM HENRY SCHMIDT
RETROACTIVE 12/20/75
PHYLLIS E SCHULLt:R
~~

JfRRY DEAN SENA

tAvro A SHAW
MaRGARET RUTH SHEETS
SAN DR A W SHEP ARO
JEFl=REY ·JAY SHERMAN
C4NIEL MELVYN SHIELDS
RCNALC FRANKLYN SILLS
~OBIN LYNN SILVERMAN
~'NE LEE PIERCE
JOHN D POLING

SARAH

JANE PLATERO
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

THOMAS JAM ES SLOAN
JERRY f-lIL TCN 51.1ITH
11nqGAN GREGORY SMITH
RACHELLE SMITH
LILLIAN G SPAIN
1FNNIS G STA IRAUGH
AMY GA l L ST ANS BE~ RY
TH.ADOEUS C ST EVENS
~OY DALE STOKES
Lfill R ENC E J OE L STU T Z
THOMAS ANTHONY SYROIO
~LE NOA JEAN T Al=Q YA
LEW I S H T HO "I AS , JR
')0NNA l<AYE TI TLE~IAN
LAURA LOUISE TOQ.RE S
r ARO LY~ 1.1 TOR R ~ Z
qt-.JA USA TUBIS
'JATHAN!!:L PAUL TULLY
FARRELL LAr--E UC>'::Ll
:,..T' 1 1

.r,11\

&l. ' T

! t'""'t \ • , . t

>-11'j1n1...1 1"11

, • """\

-• ~ 1

u,u_...'I

J'JE LEROY VALLES
JUDITH C: VANGILS
PAUL R VARNEY
JEREMI SUE VEEDER
JrFFRFY LEWIS VEf\CILL
JnSf PH R VENCILL
STEPHFN JOSEPI-' VOGEL
i:LGRIAN M WAICHAK,JR
~~

ALBERT NFLSON W=93
"YRTLE WEBB
FRANK ALA~ WECHTER
THO"IAS ~ WELL BORN
'1ARJOR1F ANN WESTON
FDWAR D B WH I TC O~B
JCF.L ANDREW Wt-ITE
KANDICE ANN WHITE
STEPHEN MI CHA EL WHITE
~ARY HCW I E W I L OS
OORIS SHEPARD wILLARO
~ARY ALICE WI"lCHELL
GERALC WAYNE WOODSON
RICARDO C XIMENES
GEN':V IEVE F YAZZIE
RANDAL CRAIG YOAKUM
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636

DE NT A L H YG I ENE
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE

"1ARJORIF. M ALLEN
~~

oi.::~DRAH LYNN BAUMAN
MARTHA P BURKHARD
~ELINCA ANITA CANO
CATHERINE ANN CHILDS
"1ARY MARGUl:R[ TE CLARK
RHONDA SUE DIAMOND
SUSAN S EGGENBERGER
CYNTHIA L HOC HBERGER
CE C IL I A MA R I E MAR QU E Z
ALLFNE FRANCES MCGEE
PATRICIA JO MILLER
CI.l\NE LYNN OLSE"I
PATRICIA CHERYL RAY
11E80RAH A R ICCOBENE
VTRGIMIA M SEEBINGER
DEBBIE JEAt\ SHOWALTER
ARY fl I ZABl:TH SIKES
LEE ANN SNYDER
"AKt:N i-~A TTi E TUCKE~
(OR BY ANN TURPEN
VICK TE ROSE V INC ION I
VALER IE JEAN WHITTED

INSTRUMENTATION ENGTNEERING TECHNOLOGY
·

JOE BUJNOSEK
~JCHAEL JOHN HALL

JOHN

CAVID JACOB KELLER
TERRY DEWAYNE LANGHAM
ALBERT DAVID LOYA
GENARO LAlARO MAESTAS
VIRGINIA ANN MEDINA
THOMAS J NOVAK
~!CHARD GEORGE RIVERA
JERRY LEE RUPERT
STEVEN JOHN SAL AZAR
WELDON JAY SCOGG[NS
ERNESTO ARTURO VIGIL
RclBERT EDWIN PENA
~DREs G TRUJILLO

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

IN

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEE
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RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF SCIE~CE IN RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY

TCNI CELIA 0Et\N1SON
:VELYN ELEA OR GARCIA
INOA CH~ISTINE GOMEZ
\ANCY A'1 N J CH NS ON
:HERYL PAE MAXWELL
~HON CA FAYE MC<:ARL EY
:A TEL GEO~GE MCHUGH
S~LLY KAY ._,(IORE
:s CAR C WIN BU R , I l I
:iLENN VERNCN ZENS

EDUC AT l ON
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

GEORGIA JEAN EP AL00SE
MARIE GARCIA
MATILDA S HADLEY
LORETTA LOVATO
MENCIA LOVATO
JENNIE L ~1ANWELL t<.r..fKUAL,;Tl V.t; 12i20i75
IRENE H1RABAL
EVA M 'MITCHELL
MARIE S~DO MORA
CANDELARIO NARANJO
PHOEBE MARY PETTY
VIRGINIA L RAMIREZ
RETROACTIVE 12/20/75
RUTH TAFOYA
ROSALIE TAFOYA
ETHEL TRUJILLO
ESTEPHAi.'UTA TRUJILLO
PRISCILLA VIGIL

*

-3-

in last line o

Campus Planning Committee fun ~

the membersh ip

change in Contin · g Education Committee w
withdrawn for further
study; in the membe hip of Admissions a
Registration Committee as
well as other committ
membership lis:t1.ngs, change "nominated by
the Policy Committee"
"nominate~ y the Faculty Senate"; the
proposed statement on the
aduat committee was tabled for furthe r
study, i.e., remanded to the o 1.cy Committee for transmission to the
Senate.
tion Action was deferred at her

The report by Ms.
request until the
The meeting adjou

at 4:55 p.m.
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To:
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Members of

FRo M:

!1a Y 3 I

19 7 6

rsity Faculty

John N. Dur(i ,

s ua1Ecr:

Standing C~.mittee Nominations for 1976-77

Following is the list of nominations of faculty rep resentatives
of University Standing Committees for 1976-77, as recommenced by
the Faculty Policy Committee with the approval of the President
and the Vice-President for Academic Affairs. Changes in membership approved by the Faculty on April 13 are incorporated in the
list, and the Executive Committee nominees for the Institute for
Applied Research Services are also included.
The Faculty-Staff Directory, issued in the fall, will show the
entire membership of each committee, including students, admini strative representatives, and ex-officio members.
Participation in committee work is a riaht and dutv of individuals
of all ranks, and the faculty members who accept committee membership are expected to take an active part in the work of the
committee or committees to which they are assigned.

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES ON STAi.~DING COMMITTEES

1976-77
(Chairperson's name underscored)
ADMISSIONS AND REGISTfu~TION
Nilliam Johnson (Biol.}
John Batcheller (Mus.)
Dean Brodkey (El. Ed.}
Mary Campbell (HPER}
Charles Coates (Journ.}
William Gafford (Civ. Engr.)
Dorothy Logan (Engl.}
Harold Meier (Social.)
Richard Metzler (Hath.)
William Sterling (Surgery)
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Alfred Parker (Econ.)
Philip Garry (P ath.}
John Ladman (Anat.}
Richard McDowell (Spec. Ed.)
Janet Roebuck (Hist.}
Albert Utton (Law)

JD/bl

CAMPUS PLANN ING
Estelle Rosenblum (Nurs.)
John Carney {Civ. Engr.}
Robert Cohlmeyer (Arch.)
Gerald Cunico (Ind, Ed.}
Robert Holzanfel (M&CL)
Robert Kelley (Anat.)
Wayne Lazorik (Art)
James Lewis (Math,}

COMPUTER USE
Lambert Koooman s (Math.)
Shaul Ben-David (Econ.)
Harry Broussard (Gen. Lib.)
Carol Conrad (Psychol.)
Delores Etter (EECS)
Christopher Leavitt (Phys.& Ast.)
Donald Morrison (C&IS)
Fred Newpeck (B&AS}
Ellen Spolsky (Engl.)
William Wood (Mus.}
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Wavne Pace (Speech Comm.)
Phoebe Becktell (Nurs.)
Charles Biebel (Am. Stud.)
Laura Cameron (~1ath.)
Mary Hanson (Gen. Lib.)
Patricia Murphy (M&CL}
William Runge (Sec. Ed.)
Don Schlegel (Arch.}
Roland Watkins (Pharm.)
CULTURAL PROGRAM
(Student Chairperson)
Barbara Anderson (Art)
Dinko Cvitano~ic (M&CL)
Robert Hartung (Th. Arts}
Robert HcRoberts (Ortho.)
Sidney Rosenblum (Psychol.)

-7-
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Standing Committee Nominees
standing Coromittee Nominees
CURRICULA
Edith Buchanan (Enql.)
Dodd Bogart (Social.)
Edwin Caplan (B&AS), Sem. I
Marion Carpenter (Nurs.)
Edith Cherry (Arch.)
Gary Coombs (Anthro.)
John Gluck (Psychol.)
James Linnell (Th. Arts)
Richard Mead (Ch.&N.Engr.)
Sigmund Mierzwa (Sec.Ed.)
Jose Ortega (Ed. Fnds.)
Stephen Perls (Psychiatry)
Dorothy Trester (Gen. Lib.)
Lothar Winter (B&AS), Sem. II
GENERAL HONORS
John Howarth (Phys. & Ast.)
David Johnson (Engl.)
Vera John-Steiner (Ed. Fnds.)
Mil ton Kahn (Chem.)
Pamela Minzner (Law)
Morton Schoenfeld (Mus.)
GRADUATE
Bernard Spolsky (Dean, Gr. Sch.)
Richard Anderson (Arch.)
William E. Baker (M.Engr.)
Nicolai Cikovsky (Art)
Clifford Crawford (Biol.)
Ronald DeVries (EECS)
Wolfgang Elston (Geel.)
Joseph Goldberg (Law)
William Hannaford (Gen. Lib.)
Richard Holeman (Ed. Adrnin.)
Tamara Holzapfel (M&CL)
Robert Lenberg (B&AS)
John Rhodes (Psychol.)
Lawrence Rosenfeld (Speh. Comm.)
Fred Sturm (Phil.)
Sei Tokuda (Microbial.)
Bill Watson (Spec. Ed.)
Robert White (Sec. Ed.)

HUMAN SUBJECTS
Jerrold Walden (Law)-1976-79
Ruth Atkinson (Heur.) -1976-79
Hemming Atterbom (HPER)-1975-78
William Jeffery (Pharm. )-1975- 78
David Law (Med.)-1974-77
John Saiki (Med.)-1976-79
Joanne Weiss (Nurs.)-1974-77
David Wise (Biol.)-1976-79
INST. FOR APP. RES. SERV.
Robert Campbell (Geog.)-1976-79
Terry Edgmon (Pub. Admin.) -197 6-79
Joseph Goldberg (Law.}-1975-78
Peter Lupsha (Pol. Sci.) -1974- 77
Joseph Parsons (Psychol,} -197 6-79
Alternates:
Shyam Gurbaxani (EECS}
Mari -Luci Jaramillo (El. Ed,)
INTRA. AND REC. BOARD
(Student Chairperson}
Leon Griffin (HPER}
Neosha Mackey (Gen. Lib.}
LIBRARY
James D. Finlev (Phys. & Ast,}
Marion Cottrell (Civ. Engr.}
Roger Entringer (Math.)
Melbourne Evans (Phil.)
Douglas George (Art)
Mark Harlan (Anthro.)
Frances Harnick (Psychol.)
Peter Pabisch (.!&CL)
James Ray (Pol. Sci.)
Manuel Servin (Hist.)
Richard VanDonaen (El. Ed.)
Guy Watson (Ed: Fnds.)

NAT'L.-INTERNAT'L. AFFAIRS

RETIREMENT AND INSURANCI:

(Student Chairperson)
Marshall Nason (M&CL)
Lothar Ninter (B~.S)

Willis Ellis (Law)
Jerome Burstein (Radial.)
Henry Ellis (Psychol.)
Frieda Gehlen (Sociol.)
Nilliarn MacPherson (Law)
Charles McClelland (Hist.)
Perry Mori (B&AS)
Frank Papcsy (HPER)

NEW MEXICO UNION BOARD
(Student Chairperson)
Linda Estes (HPER)
Alan Reed (Gen. Lib.)
RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS
Richard l·Jillia.ms (EECS)
Rex Cates (Biol.)
Thomas Friden (Psychol.)
Shirley G~thrie (En~l.)
Ulrich Hollstein (Chem.)
Lloyd Larnb (Comm. Dis.)
Wayne Moellenberg (Ed. Fnds.)
Richard Reid (B&AS)
Sam Smith (Art)

SCHOLARSHIPS, PRIZES, LOA.J.\JS,
HIGH SCHOOL RELATIONS
Willic'.m Rhoads (Mus.)
John Clark (Mus.)
Roy Colclaser (EECS)
Harold Delaney (Psychol.)
Russell Goodman (Phil.)
Monica Novitski (Dent. Prag.)
Patricia Palmer (Nurs.)
George Schueler (Phil.)
Neal Townsend (Art Ed.)
Harold Vanwinkle (Aus.)

RESEARCH POLICY
SPE~.KERS
Douqlas Ferraro (Psychol.)
R.E: Anderson (Pathol.)
Roger Anderson (Geel.)
J.F. Callender (Geel.)
J.N. Froehlich (Anthro.)
W.W. Grannemann (EECS)
F.W, Ikl' (Hi~E~)
R.L. Johnson (Civ. Engr.)
Tokio Kogoma (Biol.)
Zanier Lane (Gen. Lib.)
Dianna McDonald (Nurs.)
Robert Paine (Chem.)
Marvin Riedesel (Biol.)
J.v. Scaletti (Microbiol.)
K.H. Schwerin (Anthro.)
N.R. Strahl (Pharm.)
G,E. Triandafilidis (Civ. Eng.)

(Student Chairperson)
Magnus I!omestead (Gen. Lib.)
Stuart Nevins (Journ.)
Mary Jane Power (Engl.)
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD
James Crow (Journl.)
Philio Bock (Anthro.)
Robert Lawrence (Journ.)
Estelle Zannes (Speh. Cor..m.)
STUDENT RADIO 30ARD
Charles Coates (Journ.)
Richard Krause (Speh. Comm.)
Cyrus Varan (Civ. Engr.)
James Nright (F .A. Lib.)

&
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-8Sta nding Committee No~inee s
STUDENT STANDARDS
(Student Chairperson)
Jonathan Abrams (Med,)- 1 975- 7 7
t·li lliam Dabney (Hist. ) -19 7 6- 78
Brian O' Neil (Phil.)- 1 975-77
Lee Teitelbaum (Law)-1976-7 8
Alternates:
Roy Caton (Chern.)
Garrett Flickinger (Law)
UNIVERSITY PRESS
James Spuhler (Anthro.)
Gary Adamson (Spec. Ed,)
Donald Cutter (Hist.)
Pedro David (Social.) .
Bernard Epstein (Math,)
Hamlin Hill (Engl,)
Rex Hopson (Gen. Lib.)
William Odeg ard {F,C&EM)
Fred Ragsdale {Law)
Jack Torn lins (M&CL)
Mary t'leig le {Anthro, ; En g l.)

THE COMMITTEE OF FIVE
The Faculty Constitution, as recently amended , calls for the
election of five voting members of the general faculty who are
not members of the Faculty Senate to prepare , in conjunction with
the S e creta ry of the University,the agenda of faculty meetings;
t o overs ee elections, including referenda; to reconunend adjustments, improvements and refinements in the faculty organizational
structure ; and to represent the general faculty to the Senate .
While the election is specified as taking place at the first
gen e r al faculty meeting of each academic year , it seems more
reaso n able to have the conunittee elected in the spring so that
the age n da may be prepared for the first meeting , and for this
r e ason t he Fac ulty Policy Corrunittee has scheduled the election
for t he May 12 meeting.
Since preferential balloting is not specified, the FPC and I
s ugge s t that nominations be made at the meeting and that ballots
b e d i s tributed and completed inunediately thereafter , with faculty
members indicating on the ballot, in alphabetical order , the five
pers ons of their choice .
Si nce members of the Conunittee of Five may not be members of the
Senate , I am listing the Senate as presently constituted on the
fo llowin g pages .
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FACULTY SENATE
(b)

1.

Voting Members
(a)

Elections from the schools and colleges (and the General
Libraries):
ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
Don SchlegeiARTS AND SCIENCES
Susan Alvarado (Anthro)
Richard Berthold (Hist)
William Coleman (Chem)
Paul Davis (Engl)
Henry Ellis (Psych)
Chris Garcia (Pol Sci)
Russell Goodman (Phil)
John Green (Phys & Astron)
Richard Griego (Math & Stat)
David Hamilton (Econ)
John Howarth (Phys & Astron)
Marshall Nason ( M & C Lang)
Karen Remmer (Pol Sci)
David Wise (Biol)
Joseph zavadil (Engl)
Michael zeilik (Phys & Astron)
ANDERSON SCHOOL B &AS
Joseph Champoux
Daniel Slate
EDUCATION
Keith Auger (Elem)
Peggy Blackwell (Ed Fnds)
Ronald Blood (Ed Ad.min)
Harold Drummond (Elem)
Frank Field (Sec)
Richard Lawrence (Ed Admin)
ENGINEERING
John Brayer (EECS)
Shlomo Karni (EECS) .
Gerald May (Civil)
George Triandafilidis (Civil)
FINE ARTS
Nick Abdalla (Art)
Garo Antreasian (Art)
Donald McRae (Music)
Peter Prouse (Theatre Arts)

LAW
Garrett Flickinger
Cruz Reynoso
MEDICINE
Jonathan Abrams (Medicine)
Joseph Cardillo (Psych, Peds,
Psychol)
Ellen Goldberg (Microbiology )
Francis Lebaron (Biochemistry)
Lester Libo (Psychiatry)
Scott Obenshain (Pediatrics)
Lucille Papile (Pediatrics)
Sidney Solomon (Physiology)
Thomas Wachtel (Surgery)
NURSING
Josephine Baca
Elsie Martin
Estelle Rosenblum
PHARMACY
William Hadley
Nathan Strahl
GENERAL LIBRARIES
Alice Clark
Marilyn Ruess
Dorothy Trester

(c)

(d)

2.

At-large members:
John Batchel l er (Music)
Tamara Holzapfel (M&CL)
Nadene Blackburn (Th Arts)
Robert Jespersen (M&CL)
John Campbell (Anthro)
Robert Kelley (Anat)
Marion Carpenter (Nursing)
Zanier Lane (Gen Lib)
Karl Christman (B&AS)
Charlene McDennott (Phil)
Van Deren Coke (Art)
Gilbert Merkx (Sociol)
Kenneth Cox (Ch Engr)
Wayne Moellenberg (Ed Fnds)
Virginia Crenshaw (Nursing)
Victor Regener (Phys & Astron)
Linda Estes (HPER)
John Rhodes (Psychol)
Kenneth Gardner (Med)
Maurice Wildin (M Engr)
Vice Presidents
Chester Travelstead (Academic Affairs)
Alex Mercure (Regional and Community Affairs)
College and School Deans
Clinton Adams (Fine Arts)
Leonard Napolitano (Medicine)
Nathaniel Wollman (Arts and Sciences)

Ex-officio Members without vote
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

President
William E. Davis
Vice Presidents
John Perovich (Bus & Fin)
College and School Deans
Carman Bliss (Pharm)
David Darling (Edn)
William Gross (Engr)
Frederick Hart (Law)
Morton Hoppenfeld (Arch & Pl)
Secretary of the University
John Durrie
President, ASUNM
Damon Tobias

Paul Silverman (Res

&

Gr Aff)

William Huber (Univ Coll)
Robert Rehder (B&AS)
Bernard Spolsky (Grad Sch)
Paul Vassallo (Lib Serv)

President, GSA
William Tryon

·.,

.
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Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

Furthermore, it was the third school in the 60-year history of the accreditation

Dean B. Spolsky, Graduate School

rRaM,

Robert R. Rehder

simultaneously.

sueJs:cT,

Response to the questions raised by the special sub-committee of the Graduate
Committee on the establishment of the Graduate School of Business and Administrative Sciences

faculty on the accreditation team.

agency

At the October 24, 1975 Deans' Council meeting it was announced that the Robert

O. Anderson School of Business faculty had unanimously voted to establish the Robert
Anderson Graduate School of Business and Administrative Sciences at UNM At that

(AACSB) to be accredited at both the graduate and undergraduate levels
This is indicative of the strong impression made by the School's
At the present time there arc but 95 schools

Latin America by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

•

The Robert O. Anderson School has its own Registrar, Entrance Comnittee,
. and Scholarship Committee.

In addition, it has separate program directors for

Graduate Committee, infonning him of the School's intent, and describing very brief~

program directors are responsible for the recruitment of students for their

the faculty• s reasoning for this desired change in the School's title and function.

respective programs as well as the development and quality of the program with

The case for the establishment of

11

a Graduate School of Business and Administrative Sciences at the University of New

These

the Anderson School's Curriculum. Committee.
The School also has its own Parish Memorial Library with over .'.35,000 volumes ,

M~co 11 was sent to President Heady and Dean Spolsky, Chainn.an of the Graduate Committee,

seminar rooms, Management Development Center, Behavioral Science Laboratocy,

With copies sent to a wide distribution of appropriate people.

speciaJJ..y designed case classrooms all within its own building and in which

This memo outlined in

great detail the academic and professional reasoning underlying the School's desire

to have independent graduate status.

In addition, a letter was attached from the

virtually all of the classes take place.
The School has its own Foundation Trust, the P.obert O. Anderson School of

Managing Director of the AACSB indicating that independent graduate status for schools

Business and Administrative Sciences t Foundation, which is completely independent

of business was the predominant trend throughout the country.

of the University.

Also appended was a

The Foundation is registered by all necessary federal and

letter from the School's Advisory Council indicating support .from the State 1 s manage-

state agencies as a tax exempt foundation for the sole benefit of the Robert 0.

ment community for the Anderson Graduate School of Business and Administrative Sciences.

Anderson School.

Following this January 29 meeting, Dean Rehder met with the UNM Graduate Committee

The mom.es from the Foundation, which are totally derived from

the private sector, also support the School's student recruiting and graduate

and the UNM Policy Committee for lengthy reviews of the Anderson Graduate School proposal•

scholarship activities.

Attached is a copy of the response from the UNM Policy Committee as well as the questio~

School is a single scholarship from the Graduate Schoel; however, graduate student

raised by a special sub-committee of the Graduate Committee which was set up to consider

support is extremely important for the Anderson School inasmuch as it is in

the establishment of a Graduate School of Business and A9I(linistrative Sc.i ences.

competition on a nation-wide market for New Me.xico 1 s outstanding MBA candidates.

The

The only graduate scholarship designated.for the Anderson

purpose of this memo is specifically to address the questions raised by the Graduate

The Anderson School Foundation also provides an essential source of revenue

Committee sub-committee as follows:

for the School's operations; including faculty research and travel to professional

A.

Under what conditions is it appropriate for a graduate unit to be separated from~:
jurisdiction of the Graduate School? Possible factors to consider are the follo
l..

Accreditation, or lack thereof, ·b y the unit•s major accrediting agency and the
length of such accreditation:
· The &bert. O. Anderson School of Business and Administrative Sciences is
fuJ..4r accredited at both the graduate and undergraduate levels by the .American

meetings essential for their professional development.

f

t

2. Extent of the unit's self-support:

its Executive Program (which offers the MIA degree) and its MBA program.

29, 1975 a detailed memo entitled,

l

accredited at the graduate level throughout the United States, Canada, and

time a followup memo dated October 28 was sent to Dean Spolsky, Chairman of the

On January

647

the only school so accredited at the graduate level in the State of New Mexico.

9, 1975

TD1

o.

- 13 At the present time the School is

It should be noted that

the first major research monies the School has ever received came not from the
University o.r the Graduate School, but from Mr. Robert O. Anderson who gave

$10,000 to the School's Foundation to be used for faculty research development.

Dean B. Spolsky, Graduate School
· June ·9, 1975
-1464&. Evidence and extent of demonstrated responsibility:

-:::-:: .. •

,

The Anderson S9hool has developed a high reput ation within the Univer3 ity
and growing national recognition.

Its undergraduat e students have the highest

entrance examination scores and GPA of any school within the Univer3ity.

At t he

graduate level its admission standards exceed those of the Graduate School and
are quite specialized.

They are based . on composi te index scores comprised of

the national ATGSB scores and their undergraduate grad e point averages.

The

Anderson School has also been able to achieve a more favorable faculty/student
ra:t,io and has greatzy improved the quality of its teaching programs.

The

Anderson School has a very strong professional faculty and is further strengthening its research function through a major gift from Mr. Anderson.

The School' s

high goals and major development progress are a result of i nternal faculty eff ort
combined with strong inspiration and support from the business cormnunity.

4. Nature of the school-professional or nonprofessional:
The Robert O. Anderson School is a professional school emphasizing its
graduate and continuing education programs.

It enjoys a strong constituency in

the management community of the State of New Mexico.

In addition, it has its

own rigorous and nationally acclaimed (AACSB) accreditation agency under which
it is fully accredited.

Its professional Masters programs are all but completely

~utonomous with the exception of several dual programs with oth er professional
schools such as Law and Engineering.

It is precisely because of the Anderson

School's graduate professional orientation that it wishes to est ablish itself
as a graduate school of business.

A high quality professional s chool of business

in New Mexico plays an essential role in the Stat et s abilit y to develop and
retain talented management manpower.

The State's management community recognizes

the need for high talent management leadership and has strongly endorsed the
School's proposal both in writing (see the attached l ett er f rom the Advisory
Council) and through its major financial support.
The Anderson School's professional masters programs are more like their
medical and legal counterparts in other ways as well
graduate programs in the Arts and Sciences.

than t he traditional

As in medicine and l aw, under-

gra~uate work in the specific disciplines is not required or even a pref er red
prerequisite for the professional MBA degree or the mid-c areer profess ional MIA
degree.

Since the majority of students enter the profess i onal masters programs

with undergraduate degrees in Arts and Sciences, Engineering, Fine Arts, etc. '

.an B. Spolsky , Graduate School
- 1s-.~e 9, 1975
evaluation of the undergraduate background must be made on a different basis

t han if they were continuing in the same fi eld of study.
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The American Asserr.bly

of Collegiate Schools of Business admission standards , and the r efore the Anderson
School's standards, are consider abq broader
admission crit eria.

than those of the Graduate School' s

Each application is quite special and demands a great deal

of individu al attenti on .

Pr ompt r espons e to inquiries i s essential because the

competition among graduat e schools of management fo r our t op s tudents i s very
great.

Confusion and time costs are now incurr ed when the Gr aduate School and

the Anderson School are both attempting to l ocate and process the s ame applic at ions.

The Anderson School must also reply personally and promptly t o the

specific quest i ons including financial aid of its applicants .

There have in the

past been frequent long delays before the Anderson School even r eceives the
applicant 's co rrespondence f rom the Graduate School.
In addition to the very different s tudent admission procedur es and criteria,
professional schools of management also have widely dif ferent program and faculty
needs t h an typical Arts and Science graduate programs .

The School ' s need fo r

professional managerial experience, special accounting and law credentials and
other r elevant experience and credentials may take prec edence ov er the selection
of a faculty member on the basis of a terminal degr ee and public ations alone .
The School ts two- year ( 60 hours) professional MBA progr am is considerably
different from the traditional one-year graduate program building upon undergraduate work in the same field.

The first-year cor e of the MBA program contains

:nany accelerated. but nevertheless introductory courses in the s ocial and management sciences with specific application to management.

This again is similar

t o the int r oductory courses taught in the first two years of the medical school
program.

The heavy graduate research emphasis of the normal Arts and Sciences

gradua.te program is not a major part of a professional Masters program in
Business Administration and a thesis or comprehensive examination is likewise
quite uncommon in graduate schools of busine::,s.. At the present ti.me the
Ander son School must meet the thesis or comprehensive regulations of the UNM
Graduate School despite the Anderson School's faculty and student feelings
that it is not needed.
In s ummary, the establishment of the Anderson Graduate School of Business
and AQ]Ilinistrative Sciences would make it possible to recognize the true nature
and ob jectives of professional graduate management education as well as give us
the or ganizational flexibility necessary to admit our students and offer our

···nean B. Spolsky, Graduate School
June- 9, 1975 -16-
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B, Spolsky, Graduate School

a9, 1975

programs and degrees with maximum effectiv eness and nationwide r ecognition as
a graduate oriented professional School of Business and Administrative Sciences .

5. Uniqueness of the program:
above are quite unlike the typical Arts and Sciences gr aduate programs within
the University, inasmuch as it is truly a professional program.

The Robert O.

Anderson School is furthermore not typical of the st at e-supported schools of
business administration or management, as there are but a handful of graduate
oriented professional schools of management amongst t h e nation I s major state
These include the Schools of Business Administ ration at the

University of California at Berkeley and UCLA, the Universit y of Coloradcf; ~e
Univ:ersity of Texas, the Krannert School of Management at Purdue University,
and C~mellr s Graduate School of Business and Public Administrat ion .

Much more

typical amongst the state university schools of business are Arizona State
University, Texas Tech University, and the Califo rnia State college system in
which the graduate programs are really one-year extensions of funct ional undergraduate work in business.

It should be noted that t he v ast ma j ority of our

graduate students do not come from our own undergraduat e BBA program or from
other universities with undergraduate bus iness school d egr ees.
The Anderson School seeks to be an autonomous graduat e prof essional s chool
so that it will be nationally recognized for what it is and able t o distinguish

6.

s.
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E>..-tent and merit of a plan for disengagement:
The Anderson School ,'Ii.shes to admit its graduate students independent of ·
the Gr aduate School and to award its own Masters degrees as it now does for its

The Robert O. Anderson Schoolrs gradu ate MBA and M. Mgmt . programs as described

universities.

-17 - -

undergraduate · students .

At the Ph . D. level, however, it is both traditional and

desir able for professional graduate schools of ma~age~e~t to have these degrees
awarded by the Graduate School.

As proposed in our memo of January 29, the

Anderson School wishes to retain its traditional relationship with the Graduate
School in connection with the Ph . D. program.

This is most appropriate inasmuch

as the Schoolr s Ph. D. program is research oriented and a highly interdisciplinary
campus-wide program involving several departments having strong Latin Am.erican
cours e offerings .

As a research oriented doctoral degree program, the dis-

sertation and comprehensive examination are essential.
In s ummary, it is proposed that the Anderson School award its own prof essional l evel management degrees and be responsible for these progr ams directly
t o t he Academic Vice President and the Vice President for Research and Graduate
St udies .

Ph . D. programs in Business and Administrative Sciences would continue

to b e awarded by the Graduate School.

The Graduate School of Business and

Administrative Sciences would designate a graduate faculty with the same autonomy
f or educ ational policy for the Masters programs that the Law and Medical faculties
have for their respective professional degree programs.

A large proportion,

probably all professorial ranks, of the faculty of the Anderson School would

itself from other ins titutions who are not truly graduat e professi onal schools

be members of the faculty of the proposed Robert O. Anderson Graduate School of

within the nation's state universities.

Business and Administrative Sciences.

Significant deviations in r equirements .from the nonn:

administrative costs would be necessary for this proposed change because the

Deviations in program content, admission requir ements, s cholarship support,
autonomous specialized library, l aboratory, computer c enter, Management Development Center, etc. have been described in 4 and 5 above.

7. Position of similar units in s imilar envi r onments :
As indicated in the AACSB letter attached from Mr. Jesse Smith, Managing
Director of the American As s embly of Collegiate Schools of Business , major
.
. d epend ent graduate
graduate school s of bus iness are predominantly orgam.zed
as in
· nal
schools, particularly t hose which wish to c..istinguish themselves as p rofessio
·
· t Y o f TeX"'aS · and
· schools of management. Most recently in our area the Universi
the University of Colorado schools of bus iness . have established theras elves as
autonomous graduate schools of business administrati on, as they also seek
graduate professional identificati on and r ecognit i on.

No additional faculty requirements or

School' s present organization would service both the under~raduate and graduat.e
schools of business administration, as in effect they are now doing.

Because

of joint faculty and the joint use of physical .facilities, one Dean would have
the overall responsibility for both programs, as is c~mmon in other graduate
professional schools of business.

The School's existing Masters degree program ·

directors, registrar, ad.'Ilission and scholarship committees, separate bulletin,
Parish Library, and specialized building are already in existence and would
r equire little change other than the title of the name of the School.

9. Demonstrated stability and foresight on the part of the unit:
The School o£ Business and Administrative Sciences has been operating as a
separate entity for 27 years and awarding graduate degrees during this entire

- 19-
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period of time.

The School is already nationally recognized as one of the

:ai1

B. Spolsky, Gr.'.lduate School

;ne

9, 1975

ll.

truly creative professional schools of business within the nation's state

Specific degrees being offered:
The School of Business and Administrative Sciences offers a small but high

university framework.

quality upper division Bachelor of Business Administration degree, Masters of

At the present time the School is recognized as one of

the very few schools within major state universities possessing the potential

Industrial Administration (exclusively associated with its Executive Program),

for high national recognition and standing.

and its two-year MBA program.

It has clearly demonstrated its

stability, quality of faculty and academic credentials.

The credentials and

of a school.

The Anderson

School 1 s

MBA.

faculty turnover has been very small and

to the ·.Graduate School would be retained.

The faculty, furthennore, has demonstrated great

leadership capabilities not only in program design at both the graduate and
undergraduate level, but also in continuing professional education.

The

, What are some other possible alternatives?
1.

School's Executive Program was the second of its kind in the nation and is

Can the graduate school and its Dean better fulfill the special needs of the
pro'fessional schools?

our State, that the proposed Anqerson Graduate School of Business and ~dminis-

The School just founded the New Mexico Banking School and will next

trative Sciences with close ties to its professional constituency and its national

launch its Advanced Management Program.

accreditation agency can best serve the needs of professional management educa-

Demonstrated leadership and national stature:

. tion in New Mexico.

As mentioned above, the School has gained, of late, considerable national
recognition.

For example :

It is the opinion of the faculty, the AACSB, and the leading managers of

now widely emulated by the School of Business at Columbia and the Wharton
School.

The Ph.D. program which is a newly approved program for the School would

not be affected by this proposal, as the traditional Ph.D. program relationship

almost exclusively at the junior level where turnover based on merit is
desirable and necessary.

As ·mentioned above, this proposal for grad ate

status would only affect the two professional masters programs, the M.! Mgmt. and the

the caliber of the School's faculty in many ways best represen{s the quality

10.

3

Committee are understandably unfamiliar with graduate management education and

Its Dean has been selected to Chair the American Assembly of

its special reqnirements.

Collegiate Schools of Business Conunittee on Innovation which is currently

As

in the case of the Law and Medical School, these

progr~ 1 special student admission needs and the unique academic requirements

charged to administer another Gordon and Howell type management education evaluation report to shape the profession·' s direction for the ne..--d -decade.

The Dean of the Graduate School and the Graduate Sc:iool

are little understood and traditionally not very well supported by graduate

The senior

schools within the United States.

faculty in the School are widely recognized and highly sought after ·as consultants
retain these faculty .largely through the support of the School's Affiliate

Can units be allowed autonomy in certain areas without complete severing of
relations such as control over certain spec:al kinds of degrees?
This is, of course, what is proposed \·Tith regard to the Ph . D. Progra.a.

Program and Foundation.

While the School's two professional masters degrees are unlike traditional

in New Mexico and nationally.

The Anderson School has been able to attract and

In addition, the faculty has been most successful in

2.

attracting a high caliber of young faculty from the nation's leading ~'1iversities

graduate school programs of

in direct competition with many outstanding schools of management . The cont.inue d progress uf ~he Anderson School, however, is very much dependent upon the

same area, the I'h.D. program is a more traditional research o~ented and highly

support and good will of the University of New Mexico.

relationship with the Graduate School in regards to our doctoral prog en while

It is hoped that the

interdisciplinary program.

30t hours built on undergraduate degrees in the
It is desirable, therefore, that we retain our

UNM Board of Regents, its Central Administration and faculty will wish to help

gaining autonomy at the Masters for our professional MBA and MIA degree programs.

the Anderson School faculty achieve the prr,fessional recognitior. necessa.I7 for

•

its continued developnent by allowing it the traditional. title end autonoIDY
which goes with graduate professional management education.

The Anderson School would again like to express its appreciation to the Grad~ate
ttee and its special sub-committee for raising these excellent ques tions.
· · ed to give candid and complete answers.

· e have

We will be most happy to discuss these

.

6

·Dean B. Spolsky, Graduate School
Jui1e 9, 1975
-20-

or any other questions prior to our School's submission of this proposal to the UNM
faculty this fall, and subsequently to its Board of Regents.
cc:

President Heady
Vice President Travelstead
Vice President Silverman
Graduate Committee
SB&.AS Faculty

•

;. •.
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April 9, 1976
Professor Janet Roebuck
Chester C. Travelstead
Classification of Secondary Appointments
. ~he following suggested addition to paragraph 4 of the Tenure
Position.Plan ~page 42-C in the Fa~ulty Handbook) is sent to you
for consideration by the AF&T Ccmmittee as a result of the discussion
yesterday in the Council of Academic Deans regarding the "tenure
classification for faculty appoin~~ents in secondary departments.
the suggested addition is underlined:
11

,A,,.
-\
I

!

I;

I!

ii 'I

4. A number of persons may be employed to staff administrative
posts at UlM on non-probationary contracts carrying faculty
titles. Such appo~ntments shall normally irr,ply continuation
from year to year, but without presUI!1ption of tenure. This
category o:: appointment called 11 non-probationarv 11 is also
aoorooriate for aoooir.t~ents in secondarv departments to
~~culty rnenbers, althouqh it cannot be used for full-tirne
Erimary faculty anpointT-ents exceot at the rank of Lecturer.

~/
It would be heloful if you would convey to the Committee the
~oncerns expre:;sed by the Deans yesterday. There, i~ some urgency
-..ln this matter because renewal cont:acts are now neing prepared.
j in)
.
I
/bm
.

I

!/::5CT
~

cc,

John Durrie ,/

From minutes of 4/15/76 meeting of AF&TC:
Secondary Academic Titles. The Committee decided ~h~t the
(underscored) addition to para. 4,of the Tenure Position Plan
should read "This category of appointment called 'non-:-pro- s
bationary' is also appropriate for the secondary apl?°intment
of faculty members whose secondary appoi~tment ~arri7s 1 no
presumption of tenure or more than occa~ional financia consideration in the secondary department.
.
· acceptable to Dr. Travelstead.)
(This revised wor d ing
is

- 22-
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PROPOSAL FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN THEATRE

Arts ·in Fine Arts and qualification to teach in the public

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS, UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

schools was instituted by joint agreement of the Department
of Theatre Arts and the ·-Department of Secondary ·Education;

Section One
Introduction

4.

In the spring of 1976, the Department of Theatre Arts will complete its fortieth year as a department of undergraduate instruction at the University of New Mexico.

Throughout most of its

history, the department has offered two programs in drama--one a
pre-professional curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of

Since 1972, with faculty qualifications to conduct an effective graduate program among its major considerations, the
department has made appointments designed to strengthen its
undergraduate curriculum, both professionally and academically, and designed to anticipate the ultimate development
of a graduate program at the master's leve l.

Fine Arts and the other a general or liberal-arts-based curriculum,

These various developments have not only increased the quality of

with less concentration in drama, leading to the degree of Bachelor

the present undergraduate programs and strengthened the various

of Arts in Fine Arts.

areas of theatre arts emphasis, but have now mad~ it possible for

Since 1972, however, the department has

undergone extensive changes.

Some of these have been the result

the Department of Theatre Arts to establish a basically sound

of developments in the discipline itself, or of increasing student--

graduate prog ram and one which can develop into a program of

and · publi-c--interest- in-- the -field of- theatre and - its cons.tituent ._... ·

superior educationaL, __ .artistic- and -scholarly - quality. . _ The inaugu-

arts.

ration of such a program would strengthen the undergraduate prog-

The most important changes, however, have been the product

of evaluation and planning by the departmental faculty and adminis-

rams in significant ways , would assist several other departments

trators of the College of Fine Arts over an extended period of

in the university in meeting their own goals and responsibilities

time beginning before 1972.

in graduate education, would help the Department of Theatre Arts

1.

Among these changes are the following:

In 1972, programs in film and dance were added and the name
of the department was changed from Department of Drama to
Department of Theatre Arts;

fulfill its larger academic mission in a field in which graduate
study and professional training have become essential to the successful pursuit of many career _ goals in the field and would serve
New Mexico and its people by filling an important need that is not

2.

In 19.73, construction of an extensive Fine Arts Theatre complex was completed, providing superior facilities to house
departmental programs;

3.

In 1974, a curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of

now being met by any of the state's institutions of higher learning .
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and Research) and Theatre Arts 501 (Dramatic Theory and Critical

Section Two

Analysis), a minimum of 6 hours of thesis credit (Theatre Arts

The Proposed Program
Degree Proposed.

The Department of Theatre Arts is proposing

the degree of Master of Arts in Theatre, to be offered and completed only under Plan I, which requires a thesis acceptable to ·

To enter this program, a student must

hold a bachelor's degree or the ~quivalent from an approved institution and he or she must have completed 36 hours or the equivalent or upper division work in the major field.

As part of the

application for admission to the Graduate School, the student
must submit to the chairperson of . the Department of Theatre Arts
a letter o~ statement of intent expressing clearly and in detail
his or .her professional objectives, interests _and any other factors bearing ·upon qualificatio.n s for graduate work-;-- - Prior -to
admission to the program, a candidate must be interviewed by
the graduate corrnnittee of the department.

Applicants whose

major interest is in the field of directing will be required to
submit resumes, productions books and other evidence of knowledge, experience and potential; those with a primary interest
in acting will be required to audition for the departmental faculty; those with major interest in design will be required to
submit portfolios for evaluation.
Degree Requirements.

the Graduate School are required.
to be allowed in

The maximum number of credits

Theatre Arts 590 (Individual Problems) is 4.

Courses Presently Offered for Graduate Credit.

the department and the Graduate School.
Admission to the Program.

599) and submission of a thesis- acceptable to -the department and

The following

courses, which the Department of Theatre Arts now offers for
graduate credit to qualified students, will be available for

. .

selection and inclusion in the programs of studies which degree
candidates will . prepare in consultation with their major professors:
TA 327

History of the Film

(3)

TA 328

History of the Film

.(3)

TA 365 _ _

The .Actor and the Role

.(3)

TA 366 --

The Actor- and- the ·Role--:--

( 3)

TA 405

Advanced Directing and Performance

( 3)

TA 406

Advanced Directing and Performance

.( 3)

TA 414

Experimental Music Theatre

TA 415

Educational Theatre

TA 416

Planning the Educational Theatre Program

TA 417

Educational Theatre Workshop

TA 427

Topics in Film History

(3)

TA 435

Seminar in Playwriting

(3)

TA 436

Seminar in Playwriting

(3)

(1-4)

(3)
(3)

.( 3-6)

A minimum of 24 semester hours of course

work including Theatre Arts 500 (Introduction to Graduate study

•

In addition to the above, the department intends to request graduate credit for a restricted number of additional courses presently

660
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in the curriculum if the master's degree program being proposed

to enter these fields for a variety of reasons and with many
,goals
in mind."
..,(._, .

is approved.
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The experience of the Department of Theatre

<~... .

.Ar±s over ±he past ·forty years .b.e.ars .-±his...out; but. that cexperiNew Courses at the Graduate Level.

Et
s a bl'ishment of the Master

of Arts in Theatre program would require the addition of the

ence also points to the fact that the varying reasons and goals
of the majority of its students are a reflection of differing

following graduate courses:
career interests in the field of theatre arts.
TA 500

Introduction to Graduate Study and Research
{Fall)

TA 501

Dramatic Theory and Critical Analysis
{Spring)

*TA 509

TA 550

while completing the degree of Bachelor of University Studies

(6-9)

through the Un iversity College, the vast majority of students

Internship in Educational Theatre
{Fall, Spring)
Advanced Topics in Theatre

majoring in theatre arts are enrolled in the "Pre-professional

{6-9)

Curriculum," concerning which the university catalogue states:

.{3}

_(May _be repeated as con.tent varies)
TA 590

Individual Problems

TA 599

Master's Thesis

program of studies offered by the department and others not
majoring in the field take large numbers of theatre arts c ourses

{3)

Internship in Theatre Production
{Fall, Spring)

*TA 510

Although many theatre arts students elect to follow the general

{3)

(Fall, Spring)

(1-3)

(1-6 per semester)

*The concept of internship involves two types of work for
the.graduate student. One is to place the student in an
environm~nt outside the university, such as working with
a commun 7ty organization, in the secondary schools or in
a producing theatre in the area where the student learns
to apply his training and ability to the needs as presented .b~ the situation. The second is intensive work
on a proJect that will lead to public performance.

"The major in theatre -arts that is offered u nder this - curriculum - - , is designed ··for · students who anticipate further study at the --graduate -level.-"-- At present, the majority· of students in the department can only anticipate such further study at some o ther
institution and outside the state of New Mexico .
Most students majoring in theatre arts at UNM are interested in
taking up careers in community, regional, repertory or professional theatre or in school or university teaching.

Section Three
Need for the Program

Given the

extent and quality of the kind of practical, analytical and
theoretical training which seems increasingly needed if one is
-

In its section of the university catalogue, the College of Fine

to be successful in such careers, study at the graduate level

Arts states:

provides probably the best means available to most students today

"The nature of the arts is such that people choose

for developing the necessary knowledgeability, professional cornpe-
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tence, intellec'tual independence and creative ·initiative within

in New Mexico secondary schools.

their art forms; and graduate study is certainly the best, and

been among the sixty-four students who have been enrolled in

indeed is the only, avenue for those who contemplate or are now

Many of these teachers have

· ·the · educational ·theatre courses which the department has o·ffered

engaged in educational theatre work in the schools or who plan

since the spring of 1974.

to teach in a junior college or university.

teacher..s 1 ·o f drama and educational theatre are now being prepared

The increasing public interest and involvement in the theatre
arts that has been apparent in recent · years from community to
national levels is reflected in the pattern of enrollment growth
which the Department of Theatre Arts has experienced.

In the

calendar year of 1973, the department produced 8. graduates; in
1974, the number increased to 12; in 1975, there were 23.

At

the present time, 65 students are enrolled as departmental majors;
approximately 55 students at the lower division level are prospective candidates for a major but are not yet eligible for admission---±ntcr:-the -college of Fine- Arts_;_ -some,-:..._3 0 others are taking _ -",
most of their course work in Theatre..Arts while completin~BUS
degrees.

Many of the department's _ graduates have made frequent

663

Standards for the certification of

by the New Mexico commission on Teacher Education and Professional
Standards (TEPS) for consideration by the State Board of Education in November of 1976; and this development, combined with
state regulations which require that teachers complete a master's
degree . or thirty ho~rs of graduate work in order to be eligible
for recertification and continued employment in the schools makes
the availability of a graduate program in theatre a matter of
vital interest to many of these individuals.

Many have stated

thei-r intent-ion to apply for admission . to such - a program if it
is made-· available to them.
Section Four
· Number of Students

inquiries--both formally and informally--concerning the establish-

The faculty members of the Department of Theatre Arts believe

ment of a graduate program in Theatre Arts at UNM, as have a large

that the number of students admitted to the program in its

number of undergraduates, particularly those in their junior and

initial years of operation should be distinctly limited in order

senior years of study.

to deal effectively with the many programmatic changes and adjust-

So far this year, over 30 inquiries have

come from graduates at other institutions.
Strong interest

in

a graduate pro~ram has also been expressed by

ments that must inevitably be made.

The maximum number of students

who could be accepted in the first year would be 10; in the second

a great many of the public school teachers in the group of sev-

year there would be 12; and thereafter the size of each incoming

enty who conduct curricular and extracurricular drama programs

group would be determined by the capabili t ies of faculty and facili-
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THEATRE ARTS FACULTY (Approved for Gradu a t e Ins t r u c t i o n )
ties to provide e f fective graduate i ns truction f or l a~ger numbers.

Some students will, of course, have t o purs u e their

degree programs over several years on a part - time b a sis.

. ' NADENE . BLACKBURN
B. A., Ea s tern Wa s hington College

M.A . , Nor thwestern University
Section Five
Profes sor (1946)
Additional Staff
History o f Theatre ; Theatre Crafts
The Ci

ti "Proposed Teaching Schedule for the Graduate

Program," showing the prospective teaching assignments of the

P r esident, ; Southwest Theatre Conferenc e

(1973- 7 4 )

Chief Reg ional Officer, Reg ion No. 6, American Theatre

members of the faculty, indicates that the o nly addition t o
Assoc i ation (19 75)
the present staff that would be necessary in order to operate
the combined undergraduate and proposed graduate prog rams would

ROBERT HARTUNG

be a professor with associate or full professor r ank who h olds

B. A., Cornell College

either a doctoral degree or the terminal prof essional

M. F . A., Yale University

degree o f

Master of Fine Arts.

Ph . D.,

Two additional- ·graduate·· assistants (FTE) would also ·be~ r equired-. - ~- At the present- time the d e partment has one FTE graduate · a ssistant_working__with Dr. Jaffe in the area o~f film and o n e . g r a d :µate

(Ho nor ary) , Cornell College

P rofessor: ; - Chairman, - Department of -Theatr e Art s -- ('].9 72) - - Directing ; · Piaywriting; Television
..

Formerly taught :

University, Irvine S tudi o fo r the The atre

assistant working half-time to assist Dr. Prouse with his l arge

'-·

.

foundational classes in theatre appreciation f or non - majors and

in the introduction to theatre for first-year majors.

Author :

Awards ,

tional graduate assistant s would be vitally need ed to help highly

and to assist senior professors in t h e u n de~gr a d uate program.

Adaptor of 20 Hallmark Hall of Fame Theatre TV
Spe c ials , Winner of Writers Guild of America

The addi-

qualified students in unde rta k i ng t he exp e ns e o f graduate work

Simpson College, Cornell College, Fo r dh a m

(1965

&

1966)

IRA JAFFE

B.A., Columbia University
M.F.A., Columbia Univ ersit y
Ph . D., University of Southern California
Assistan t Professor (1972)
F i lm

666
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{IRA JAFFE continued)
Formerly taught:
Author:

University of Southern California

Articles in Film Quarterly

PETER PROUSE
B.A., Princeton Un i vers ity
M.A. , ··""'TJniv e·rs-ity· -o-f,,N-ew · Mexi·co
0

CLAYTON L. KARKOSH

Ph.D., Northwest ern

B. of Arch., Iowa State University; M.F.A., Yale University
Associate Professor {1972)

Professor of Theat re Arts (19 73 )
Profe ssor o f Secondary Ed uca t i o n (1960)

Scenic Designer; Theatre Crafts
Formerly taught:

University of Texas, Southern

Educat i o nal Theatre; Founda t i ons of Theatre
Foun d e r and Director:

Methodist University, University of
California,

(Riverside)

Annual Southwe st High School
Theatre F es tiva l

(Jan. 197 3- 74 - 75 - 7 6)

STEVE TRAVI S
B.S., Il l ino i s In s ti t ute of Technology

JAMES LINNELL

M.S., Un i v e r s ity of Colorado

B.A., Bates College
M.A., Ohio State University
Ph.D., ·University of California at-Berkeley
Associate Professor (1975) ~
Formerly taught:

University

Northwestern University

M.F. A ., Uni versity of Texas

Ph.D. , Un ivers ity of Denver
Vis iting As sociate Professor (1975) ·· ..
Formerly t aught:

Williams College

JOSEPH E . YELL ---- -JENNIFER PREDOCK

B. A. , Goodman Theatre, Art Institute of Chicago

B.F.A., University of New Mexico

M. F.A . , Goodman Theatre, Art Institute of Chicago

Professional Dance Study at Juilliard School , American

Professor {1948)

School of Ballet, Metropolitan
Opera Ballet Company, Ameri c an
Ballet Theatre, Robert Jaffrey
School, Viola Farber Studio,
Repertory Dance Th eatre (Utah),
Columbia Univer s i t y , Metropoli tan
School o f Balle t, J o se Li~on Sc h ool
and Anna Halprin Danc ers Workshop
Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts and Coordi nat or of
Dance (1973)

Director of Children's Theatre; Voice Technique
Producer-Owner:

Garrett County Playhouse, Oakland, Md .
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-35Proposed changes in methods
and criteria for the approval of faculty for graduate instruction and in various related policies.

Introduction.
The quality of graduate education in the University depends primarily on the faculty members who offer it.
It is therefore
important to identify clearly the faculty members who are qualified to
direct doctoral work and to offer graduate instruction, and to make clear
the responsibility of this group of professors, subject to the authority
of tne General Faculty and in cooperation with the Deans of the Graduate
School for the control of the Graduate School and its programs. From
these faculty members, the Graduate Committee ·should be drawn, and to them
the General Faculty and the Central Administration will be able to look
for advice on the conduct of advanced studies in the University.
The changes that are proposed in this document are first intended
to amend the present policy on the approval of faculty for graduate
instruction .
This aspect of the policy is intended to establish clear
and appropriate criteria to distinguish between graduate and undergraduate
teachers and between those professors who are qualified to teach graduate
courses and those who are able to supervise doctoral dissertations. Such
a policy will make it possible to insist on the highest standard of scholarship and profes·s ional leadership from those concerned with graduate instruction while permitting due recognition (in such matters as promotion) for
faculty members whose contribution is to other aspects of the University's
mission.

2)

3)

1)

Regular Graduate Faculty. Approved to teach any graduate course as
recommended by a unit, except 699. May chair or serve as a member
of a master's thesis or examination committee; may serve as a fourth
member of a doctoral examination or dissertation committee. Must
have a Ph.D. or other equivalent and appropriate experience, and
should be active in research, scholarship, creative work or other
professional activity, as evidenced by at least two research or
scholarly publications (or their equivalent) in addition to the
dissertation (or its equivalent) or, particularly in the case of
professional programs, by other appropriate generally equivalent
professional activities including consulting and research on the
professional level.

Limited. A faculty member approved to teach one or more designated
courses either . once or on a continuing basis.
Such a faculty member may serve as a third member of a master's examination or thesis
committee. Must have a Ph.D. or other special qualification for the
course or courses proposed.

Approval of faculty for graduate instruction:
1)

Secondly, changes are proposed in a number of Graduate School
policies to make clear some of the rights and privileges of graduate faculty
members. Third, procedures are proposed to handle new approvals and to
provide for the transition from the present system to the one proposed.
And finally, modification in the method of selection of the Graduate ~ommittee
is proposed in order to provide a mechanism whereby faculty members with
doctoral and regular approval are able to exercise their responsibility for
graduate education in the University.
Approval of faculty for graduate instruction: Categories and criteria.
There shall be three categories of persons approved to offer graduate-level
instruction:

Doctoral Faculty. Approved to teach any graduate course as recommended by a unit. May chair or serve as a member of any doctoral
or master's e~a.,:nination or dissertation or thesis committee. Qualifications are the same as those for the Regular category, with the
..provision ..that...research, .scholarly, . creative or .professional -acti v::ities
must be at least on the level associated with appointment to the rank
of Associate Professor (although appointment to Associate Professor
or Professor does not automatically qualify the faculty member for
Doctoral Faculty status.)

Procedures for approval.

A recommendation that a faculty member be granted Limited, Regular
or Doctoral Faculty approval may be made by the head of the graduate unit, with the advice of any appropriate faculty committees
in that unit and, in the case of departmentalized colleges and
schools, with the approval of the Dean and any appropriate faculty
conunittees. Each such recommendation shall be accompanied by
evidence that the faculty member meets the general criteria for
the recommended category or that makes clear any special eligibility
that should be considered. These recommendations shall be considered
by a subcommittee of the Graduate Committee, and the subcommittee and
the Dean of the Graduate School shall make their recommendation to
the Graduate Conunittee. Where the subcommittee's recommendation or
that of the Dean differs from that of the head of the unit, the latter
shall be invited to present a case to the Graduate Conunittee before
it reaches a final decision.

Approval of faculty for graduate instruction:

Transition to the new system.

1)

This new policy shall take effect from the beginning of the Fall
semester, 1976.

2)

At transition time, the head of any unit offering graduate instruction,
acting with the advice of any appropriate faculty committee within
the unit, and in the case of departmentalized schools and colleges,
with the approval of the Dean and any appropriate faculty committees,
shall forward to the Dean of the Graduate School a list of present
faculty members with recommendations for Regular Graduate, Doctoral
Faculty, or Limited approval according to the categories and criteria
above. Any faculty member currently holding regular approval may be
recommended for regular graduate approval without further documentation.
Any faculty member currently holding continuing special approval may
be recommended for identical limited approval without further documentation. All other cases shall follow the new regular procedures for
approval.
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DATE:
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Approval of faculty for graduate instruction:

Service o n s tud en t committees.

1)

The chairperson and at least one other professor on a master's
examination or t h esis corranittee must be Regular Gradu ate o r Doctoral
Faculty.

2)

The chairperson and at least two other professors on a doctoral committee on studies, dissertation committee, comprehen sive exami nation
committee, or final oral examination committee must be Doctoral Faculty.

3)

Exceptions to these policies must be approved by the Graduate Committee; the Graduate Committee may delegate this authority to a subcommittee or to the Dean.

May 5, 1976

All Member of th~){~culty

!OM:

UBJ ECT:

John N. Durr~

cretary

Additional·. ,Materials for May 12 Agenda
Attached are the materials for Ite~ 6 on the.May 12
Faculty Agenda. In my meeting notice of April 30
I noted that they would be sent to y~u before the
m~eting and they have just been received from the
Athletic council.
JND:ab
attachm~nt

NOIE: 'Ihis sheet should have been attached to the 8-page
statement entitled "Plan for the Provision of Equal
Opportunity in the Athletic Programs of the University of
New Mexico.
Printing Plant
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PLAN FOR THE PROVISION OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN THE ATHLETIC
PROGRAMS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

The potential number of female student athl etes i s
diffic

t

t o det-= ~ine.

·As the 1;•7orr.en s .1\thl et i c Prograr:1

has never been - adequately funded, precedent does not pro vide a suitable planning basis; the op~ration· of Title IX
in the school systems may be expected to increase the number of female students athletes in the future, but the
extent of this increase cannot be known.

Thus, the only

reasonable, practical basis on which to plan for Title IX
compliance is that of providing equal access to the athletic program for males and females according to the composition of the student body at this institution.

As 46% of

the student body is female, women can only have this equal
access if 46% of the grants in aid and corresponding proportions of coaching and other services are available to
them.
(Assumptions about the composition of the student body are
based on the enrollment figures for the Spring Semester of
1976.

These showe d that 46.16% of the students were female,

53.84 % male.

Major changes (of more than two percentage

points) in the composition of the student body should be
accomodated by making appropriate modifications of the
46/54 percentages assumed here.}
GOALS
1} Grants in Aid
a) Amount Individual male and female athletes shall
have equal grants in aid.

As the amounts required may vary

in individual cases, such equality shall be judged on the
basis of the average male and average female grants .

Mino r

annual variations may be allowed, but the averag e grants
for male and female .a±hletes in any one academi c year may
not vary by more than $20.
b) Number By the summer of 1978, female student athletes shall have access to 46% of the total number of athletic grants in aid.

(see below).

672
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2) Expenses directly related to student participation in
the Program

Expenditures directly affecting individual fe-

male and male athletes shall be made on an equal basis . For
example , if any or all equipment and supplies are provided

required by mens and woraens teams shall be of equal quality .
,I

· This does not preclude equal access at some future time;
for example, a men's hockey team, if formed, shall have
equal rights of access to hockey facilities.

by the institution for male athletes , similar provision
for individual athletes shall be the same for females and

4) Coaching
Men and women shall have equal rights of ·access to coach-

males; travel and accomodations provided for female ath-·

ing services comparable in terms of time and quality. By

must be made for ·female athletes; the per diem allowances

letes shall be the same in quantity and quality as those
provided for male athletes.

Total expenditures on items

in this area may vary; the intent of this goal is to en-

.

the summer of 1978, female student athletes shall have access to 46% of the total number of coaches.

(see below)

sure that no individual athlete shall, on the basis of sex,

5) Administrative facilities and services
This includes administrators, assistants, secretarial staff,

reap less benefit, comfort, or convenience than any other

office facilities, supplies, etc.

from participation in the athletic program.

quality and adequate to meet the needs of the men's and

3) Use of facilities, equipment, and associated services

women's programs at the current state of their development.

a)

Required by both female and male athletes

Male

and female. athletes shall have equal rights to use the
facilities etc. they need.

For example, the womens basket-

ball team shall have a right to use the practice and playing facilities equal to that of the mens basketball team;
male and female athletes shall have equal rights of access
to tra.iners, training facilities etc.

When the seating of

spectators is a major factor in determining use bf facili-

equally adequate to fill needs.

(see below)

7) Competition
Women shall have opportunities to compete equal to those
of men.

This does not mean that total expenditures on

the funding for men and women must be equally adequate to

For example, if mens and womens teams are scheduled for
conference games at the same time, the team which anticipates the largest number of spectators will normally use
However,

this provision must be applied within both the spirit and
the letter of this plan and of Title IX, with equal opportunity always the prime consideration.
b) Not required by both male and female athletes

6) Other supporting services
This includes such items as movies, recruiting expenses,
game official etc. These shall be of equal quality and

travel, games, etc. must be equal, but it does mean that

ties, reason and · practicallity should normally prevail.

the facility with the largest number of seats.

These shall be equal in

The

fill needs.

For example, if men's _teams have all the com-

petition opportunities they · need, women's teams must have
all the opportunities they need; if men's teams normally
fly to competitions, similar travel services must be provided for women's teams. Competition expenditure for wo·
d
·
ease up to a p_ossible
men must increase as t h eir nee s incr
46% of the total budget for such expenses by the summer of

athletic programs obviously do not always reguire the same

1978.

kind of facilities -- the women do not currently require a

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF GOALS
Plans to attain goals in the two central areas, the numper

football stadium ·nor the men a hockey field.

For sports in

which needs differ, each team and sport shall have the fa-

of grants in aid to athletes and the number of coaches, may

cilities it needs, and the facilities, services, etc.
-2-
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be drawn up on the basis of the two extremes of the spec-

Goal 46% of the total number of grants to be a vailable f or

trum of possibilities.

female athletes by the. summer of 1978.

One plan presupposes that there

will be no additional funds for the expansion of the women's

a) Steady State

program, but that the total program will b e supp orted at

no additional . funds for women's athletics)

current levels.

.

•

(Total program maintained at present levels,

Tot2.l

1

The othe r p re s uppose s tha t c ne wen s pro -

gram will continue to be supported at its present level

Female

'ti Fema l e

267

230

37

13.85

and that there will be additional funds to provide for the

i976-77

267

200

67

25.09

expansion of the women's program.

Reality will probably

1977-78

267

170

97

36.33

lie somewhere in between, but if the 'steady state' out-

1978-79

267

145

123

45.69

lines are regarded as the minimQ~ possibilities and the
'additional funds' outlines as the maximum . possibilities,

b) Additional Funds (Male program maintained at present levels,

together they provide adequate guidelines for progress

additional funds for women's athletics)
Total

towards the goal of 46% of the total numbers for women by

Male

Female

% Female

267

230

37

13.85

1976-77

317

230

87

27.44

mind in the practical, annual application of the guidelines .

1977-78

371

230

141

38.00

For example, if 97 grants are available fo"r female athletes

1978-79

425

230

195

45.88

the summer of 1978.
N.B. 1)

The requirement of opportunity should be born in

in 1977-78 and less than 97(say 90) able female athletes
apply for those grants, the 7 grants in excess of need
should be made available to male athletes for that year,

2) Coaches; Number
1975-76

Male coaches

only, for if 123 able female athletes need grants the
following year, 123 grants must be available for them. The
same type of flexibility must also apply to male athletic
grants.
2) If use is made of the opportunities for flexibil-

Female coaches

1.76 FTE
16. 33 FTE

Total
Goal

18.09
46% of the total number of coaches to be available for

women's athletic program by the summer of 19 78.
a) Steady State
Female

% Female

ity outlined above, fixed costs, including equipment ex-

Total

Male

penses, coaches salaries etc. must be taken into considera-

18.09

16.33

1.76

1976-77

18.09

14.11

3.98

22

the guidelines sh~~~d not be used in any way as an excuse .

1977-78

18.09

11.94

6.15

34

for delaying the achievement. of goals in other areas.

1978-79

18.09

9.77

8. 32

45.99

tion.

A brief period in which needs in one area fall below

1) Grants in Aid to student athletes: Number
Female grants 1975-76

b) Additional Fun"d~

230

Total

267

-4-

Female

Female

Total

Male

18.09

16.33

1.76

1976-77

23.33

16.33

6

26.87

1977-78

26.33

16.33

10

37.98

1978-79

30.24

16 ..33

13.91

45.99

37

Male grants 1975-76

9.7

-5-

%

9.7
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Coa.:h

3) Amount of grants, Student related expenses, Use of

Sport.________________

facilities, Administrative facilities and services, and

PLAYER ( EVALUATION
OF COACHES
·

Competition
The goals set forth above under sections la, 2, 3a

&

b, 5,

Univer3ity of New Mexico

a nd 7 s ha ll be att a ined as soon as possib l e, i.e. , in 1976-7 7.
Please respond to the following questions by recording your evaluation of your
coach's performance on the answer sheet that has been provided.

4) Supporting services
Goals in this area are difficult to define with any
degree of precision as there is little or no precedent to
provide a basis for calculation.

Use. the . numbering .. systsm - indicated . below in responding to questions one throu.;h
seven.

Further, i t is expected

3 = Above Average

that while the women's athletic program is expanding, it

2 = Average
1 = Below Average

will continue to adhere closely to the ideals of amateur
sports and student support and resist any tendency to drift
toward a professional style of organization and level of

If you believe a coach's performance is unsatisfactory in .s.:>mc aren. E.J.ease t;:y_
and IT~ke

specific coID!llents on th~ back of this form.

1

2

3

2. Does this coach instill team spirit?

1

2

3

3.

Do you believe you have been treated fairly by this coach?

1

2

3

4.

Do you think this coach has knowledee of the sport?

1

2

3

5.

Is this coach able to impart his/her knowledge of the sport to
the players?

1

2

3

the provision of equal opporturii ty whil~ also providing a

6,

Does this coach communicate well with individual players?

1

2

3

good deal of flexibility.

7.

Does the coach communicate well with the team as a whole?

1

2

3

8,

Does this coach have reasonable rules and regulations?

Yes (1) No

9.

Does this coach resort to physical abuse with athletes?

Yes (1) No (2)

expenditure.

Accordingly, these guidelines provide for

maximum possible lev~ls of expenditure only.
The women's athletic program shall have available to
it the following percentages of total expenditures in this
area: 1976-77, 10%; 1977-78, 20%; 1978-79, 46%

1.

This should allow for the expansion of the program and
For example, the women's pro-

gram may need its full 10% of the total in 1976-77, but not

Does this coach have respect for your academic program?

require more than, say, 15% of the total in subsequent
years; or i t may, within these guidelines, build up to an
expenditure of, say; 33% of the total by 1978-79.
In short, if the women's athletic program requires less
than its share of support expenses i t should claim less~ but
modest claims may not be used to harm the program in whole·
or in part or prevent ·or delay compliance with . guidelines
in other areas.

At any time th~ maximum expenditure con-

sistant with these . guidelines must be available to it and
may be claimed by it.

-6-

10. Are the practices

(1.

Just about right

2.

Too short

--

ill

-

3. Too loni)

-

11, Would you hire this person as a coach?

Yes (1) No (2)

12. Is this coach providing you with an opportunity to develop fully

. t?)
Yes (l) No~

your athletic ability?

13. Did you make the right decision in coming to the University of
New Mexico to participate in this sport?
If "No", explain:

--

Yes (1) No_(2L

679
UNM LOBO CLUB
Notes to Financial Statements
May 31, 1975 and 1974
(1)

•

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Fund Drive:
The Club records all pledges as receivables at the time they,are made.
Collection efforts are made until the end of the fiscal year, at which time
all uncollected pledges are written off .
Automobiles:
The two automobiles are recorded at estimated amounts to be received upon the
sale of the automobiles in 1976. Two Club members received the right to use
cars for one year as part of the 1974-1975 fund drive. The difference between
the cost and the estima ted resale value is included in fund drive incentives.

_(.J)

Money Transferred to University of New Mexico
Under an agreement with the University of New Mexico the Club is to receive the
interest earned to June 30, 1975 on the investment of $75,000.00 paid to the
University in October 1974. The $75,000.00 is part of the Club's payment to
the University scholarship fund for the year ended May 31, 1975.

(3)

Endowment Fund
,
During 1975 the Board of Directors established an endowment fund by transferring
$2,404.07 from the unrestricted fund.

l

